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ABSTRACT

People generally want to engage in a healthy lifestyle, to live in harmony with the environment, to contribute to social causes, and to avoid behaviours that are harmful for themselves and others. However, people often find it difficult to motivate themselves to engage in these beneficial behaviours. Even adopting a healthy lifestyle, such as healthy eating, physical activity, or smoking cessation, is hard despite being aware of the benefits. The increasing adoption and integration of technologies into our daily lives present unique opportunities to assist individuals to adopt healthy behaviours using technology. As a result, research on how to use technology to motivate health behaviour change has attracted the attention of both researchers and health practitioners. Technology designed for the purpose of bringing about desirable behaviour and attitude changes is referred to as Persuasive Technology (PT). Over the past decade, several PTs have been developed to motivate healthy behaviour, including helping people with addictive behaviour such as substance abuse, assisting individuals to achieve personal wellness, helping people manage diseases, and engaging people in preventive behaviours. Most of these PTs take a one-size-fits-all design approach. However, people differ in their motivation and beliefs about health and what constitutes a healthy life. A technology that motivates one type of person to change her behaviour may actually deter behaviour change for another type of person. As a result, existing PTs that are based on the one-size-fits-all approach may not be effective for promoting healthy behaviour change for most people.

Because of the motivational pull that games offer, many PTs deliver their intervention in the form of games. This type of game-based PTs are referred to as persuasive games. Considering the increasing interest in delivering PT as a game, this dissertation uses persuasive games as a case study to illustrate the danger of applying the one-size-fits-all approach, the value and importance of tailoring PT, and to propose an approach for tailoring PTs to increase their efficacy.

To address the problem that most existing PTs employ the one-size-fits-all design approach, I developed the Model-driven Persuasive Technology (MPT) design approach for tailoring PTs to various user types. The MPT is based on studying and modelling user’s behaviour with respect to their motivations. I developed the MPT approach in two preliminary studies (N = 221, N = 554) that model the determinants of healthy eating for people from different cultures, of different ages,
and of both genders. I then applied the MPT approach in two large-scale studies to develop models for tailoring persuasive games to various gamer types. In the first study (N = 642), I examine eating behaviours and associated determinants, using the Health Belief Model. Using data from the study, I modelled the determinants of healthy eating behaviour for various gamer types. In the second study (N = 1108), I examined the persuasiveness of PT design strategies and developed models for tailoring the strategies to various gamer types. Behavioural determinants and PT design strategies are the two fundamental building blocks that drive PT interventions. The models revealed that some strategies were more effective for particular gamer types, thus, providing guidelines for tailoring persuasive games to various gamer types.

To show the feasibility of the MPT design approach, I applied the model to design and develop two versions of a Model-driven Persuasive Game (MPG) targeting two distinct gamer types. To demonstrate the importance of tailoring persuasive games using the MPG approach, I conducted a large-scale evaluation (N = 802) of the two versions of the game and compared the efficacy of the tailored, contra-tailored, and the one-size-fits-all persuasive games condition with respect to their ability to promote positive changes in attitude, self-efficacy, and intention. To also demonstrate that the tailored MPG games inspire better play experience than the one-size-fits-all and the contra-tailored persuasive games, I measure the gamers’ perceived enjoyment and competence under the different game conditions.

The results of the evaluation showed that while PTs can be effective for promoting healthy behaviour in terms of attitude, self-efficacy, and intention, the effectiveness of persuasion depends on using the right choice of persuasive strategy for each gamer type. The results showed that one size does not fit all and answered my overarching research question of whether there is a value in tailoring PT to an individual or group. The answer is that persuasive health interventions are more effective if they are tailored to the user types under consideration and that not tailoring PTs could be detrimental to behaviour change.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

People generally want to engage in a healthy lifestyle, to live in harmony with the environment, to contribute to social causes, and to avoid behaviours that are harmful for themselves and others. However, people often find it difficult to motivate themselves to engage in these beneficial behaviours. Even adopting a healthy lifestyle, such as healthy eating, physical activity, or smoking cessation, is hard despite being aware of the benefits.

The increasing adoption and integration of technologies into our daily lives present unique opportunities to assist individuals to adopt healthy behaviours using technology. As a result, research on how to use technology to motivate behaviour change have attracted the attention of both researchers and health practitioners. Research has shown the potential of technology to motivate healthy behaviour – help people with addictive behaviour such as substance abuse [116], assist individuals to achieve personal wellness, manage diseases, and engage in preventive behaviours [44,77,100,143]. These type of technologies have been referred to as persuasive technology by Fogg [62].

Persuasive Technology (PT) is a term used in describing interactive applications that are designed for the primary purpose of bringing about desirable changes by shaping and reinforcing behaviour, attitude, and thoughts about an issue, action, or object without using deception or coercion [25,62]. PT has proven effective at stimulating behaviour change in various domains. For example, researchers have developed systems to help people stop smoking [53,112], lower the amount of energy they consume [14], increase their physical activity [24], manage chronic diseases [31,127] and eat healthily [145]. Among all these domains of application of PT, applications for promoting healthy eating behaviour have attracted special attention [77,145,180]. The design of such applications is an area of concern of health and wellness researchers; many of whom have suggested that most of the chronic diseases and health conditions that burden the health care system (e.g., obesity, type 2 diabetes) can be prevented through adequate changes in eating behaviour [70,76,77,103,145]. Unhealthy eating is a major factor contributing to the onset of several diseases and health conditions [130,142]. Research has shown that good eating habits can prevent, or at least reduce, the risk of obesity, heart disease, and type II diabetes [192]; therefore, behaviour
interventions aimed at modifying eating behaviour are seen as important for the prevention and treatment of these conditions [121]. Despite the increasing interest in this area, there remains a need for research into the various approaches to designing PT for motivating healthy eating behaviour [74]. Therefore, this research will use healthy eating as a case study to investigate how to design PT interventions for motivating healthy behaviour.

1.1 Problem

The problem to be addressed in this dissertation is: most existing persuasive technologies take a one-size-fits-all design approach, rather than tailoring their persuasive approaches to various users and user groups. Despite the growing interest in using PT to motivate healthy behaviour and the established differences between individuals and groups of individuals [16,19,81,196], most existing PTs treat users as a monolithic group by adopting a one-size-fits-all design approach. Although a few PTs have been designed with a specific user or cultural group in mind (e.g., [77,112]), the influence of various user personalities – as identified by various researchers (e.g., BrainHex [19]) – on the efficacy of PTs and the choice of persuasive strategy to motivate health behaviour change has largely been ignored. However, decades of research on individual differences and technology users’ motivation has shown that treating people as a monolithic group is a poor design approach [16,19,73,104,196] – as what works for one individual may actually demotivate behaviour change in another [143]. Following from this, various models have been developed that could be used for classifying PT users into various personality types (based on their motivations) [16,17,19,73]. Therefore, members of one personality type may respond differently to various PT interventions and PT may be more effective when they are tailored to various users’ personalities under consideration.

There are two main reasons why an increasing number of PT designers adopt the one-size-fits-all approach: First, there is no guideline on how to tailor PTs to various users’ personalities. Although, some useful frameworks and approaches for developing PT interventions [63,139] have been developed, they provide little information or insight on how PTs can be tailored to various users and user groups. Other researchers have acknowledged the need for tailoring PTs. For instance, Kaptein et al. [100] identified a need to adapt the means to persuasion by adapting the various influence strategies. Arteaga et al. [11] identified the need for present persuasive system
design techniques to be adapted to account for variations in users’ personalities identified by the Five Factor Model (FFM) of personality traits [73]. Similarly, Halko and Kientz [81] confirmed that certain persuasive strategies are preferred more by users associated with particular personalities, as identified by the FFM.

Second, most PTs in existence to date assume the one-size-fits-all approach because personalization is a complex task that requires a multitude of expertise in various domains, including psychology and human behaviour, user experience study and analysis, PT design, evaluation, and interpretation of results with respect to the underlying behaviour. For instance, it requires some level of expertise in multiple domains to study people’s health behaviour with respect to what motivates them, develop rich models of behavioural determinants – factors that motivate or hinder behaviour performance, translate models into PT design artefacts, design and develop PTs that are driven by the models, evaluate the PTs, and interpret the results with respect to the underlying persuasive and behaviour change components. These multitude of expertise are not usually readily available for many PT design projects, and it is hard to find these broad areas of expertise in a single individual – many PT designers do not have the background to effectively develop, interpret, and apply theories and models in their design. Therefore, modeling and developing persuasive profiles (comprising a list of suitable persuasive approaches) for tailoring persuasive games to various gamer types can close this gap by translating the psychology of health behaviour to familiar and actionable PT design approaches.

Thus, the following overarching question has guided my dissertation work: how can PTs be tailored to various user types to increase their efficacy at motivating health behaviour change and is there value in tailoring PTs for health?

1.2 Motivation

Research has shown that treating users a monolithic group in persuasive system design is a poor design approach [81,102,111] and therefore has pointed to the limitations and risks of the one-size-fits-all approach to persuasive intervention design, especially those aimed at motivating health behaviour, which include:
The risk of demotivating health behaviour which the PT interventions intend to promote [103,163] by using inappropriate persuasive approaches.

Mixed findings and unexpected failure of PTs to achieve their intended objective of promoting behaviour [70,103,133,163] as a result of employing ineffective persuasive strategies.

Overly complex persuasive interventions (due to use of multiple persuasive strategies), which overwhelms the users and lead to cognitive overload [110].

Difficulty evaluating what persuasive approaches worked and why they worked [71,143].

Due to lack of guidelines, there is increased adoption of the design-by-intuition one-size-fits-all approach [84,143].

The risk of demotivating health behaviour: Persuasive strategies are techniques that can be employed in PT to motivate behaviour and/or attitude change. Several researchers have pointed to the danger of the one-size-fits-all approach to persuasive intervention design due to the high tendency of using inappropriate persuasive strategies, which could be counterproductive. For example, Kaptein et al. [45], in their comparative study of the effect of tailored and contra-tailored strategies, discovered that the contra-tailored strategies (inappropriate strategies) led to strong adverse reactions that tended to increase the adoption of the unhealthy behaviour that the intervention had intended to decrease. Thus, they concluded that the most important use of tailoring is to prevent the use of badly chosen persuasive strategies that can be counterproductive or backfire [103]. Similarly, Segerstahl et al. [163] in their study of the pitfalls of persuasive technology discovered that several persuasive strategies in use today evoke negative user experience (that discards behaviour) due to lack of tailoring of the persuasive strategies to the users. They therefore concluded that persuasive approaches and strategies need to be tailored to achieve their intended objective of motivating behaviour change – “functional principles often need facilitative principles, such as tailoring to work appropriately. Facilitating principles define, how a functional principle can be applied. [163]”

To further illustrate this, consider a PT designer who aims at motivating a person called Jane (who is moderately active) to increase her physical activity by increasing her daily step counts. The designer uses a persuasive system that uses accelerometer to track Jane’s step count and compares it with that of Jane’s friends. The system provides Jane with feedback highlighting the winner in the
competition based on the total daily step count. Because Jane is competition averse and dislikes to be compared with her friends, she stops walking out and exercising entirely, and her total physical activity is reduced. Jane moves from moderately active to sedentary. As a result, the system which was intended to promote physical activities has ended up decreasing it, because of the designer's failure to study Jane's behaviour and develop models of Jane’s motivation to know that Jane is demotivated by competition and comparison. This example illustrates one of the dangers of employing the one-size-fits-all approach to PT intervention design; however, the risk could be more critical for some other health interventions.

**Mixed findings and unexpected failure of PTs:** The advancement of PT as a field is hindered by inconsistencies in the results of evaluations of PT with respect to their efficacy to motivate behaviour change in different user groups. Despite numerous studies that have demonstrated the effectiveness of various PTs in motivating behaviour change, there are also accounts of unexpected failures and negative reactions (see [70,103,133,163]). For example, Halko and Kientz, in their exploratory study of health promoting mobile applications that implement various persuasive approaches, discovered mixed results with respect to the relationship between the persuasive approaches and behaviour change of various users, depending on the user's personality type [81]. The effectiveness of specific persuasive strategies implemented in applications for promoting behaviour change varies for various personality types. Similarly, we investigated [143] the influence of behaviour determinants and persuasive strategies on various gamer types, and discovered that certain determinants of healthy behaviour (e.g., perceived severity, cue to action) and strategies are incapable of producing the desired behaviour change [143]. In addition, in the evaluation of a popular persuasive mobile-health game application called *National Mindless Eating Challenge* (NMEC) [97], the researchers recorded high attrition rates and identified personally unsuitable tips and strategies as the major barrier that prevented some people from making changes while using the PT. Finally, Segerstahl et al. [163] described the failure of a web-based persuasive system to achieve the intended objective of motivating weight loss due to the use of personally unsuitable persuasive approaches. For a detailed review of unsuccessful PTs, see [154].

**Overly complex persuasive game intervention:** Because decisions on persuasive strategies to employ in PT designs are often based on intuition – guess work – it is a common practice for PT
designers to incorporate multiple strategies in a single persuasive game. This is done with the hope that at least one of the strategies will be suitable for motivating behaviour change in the target audience or appeal to different type of persons, as may be present in a one-size-fits all approach. According to Harjumaa et al. [83], persuasive strategies are often applied in combinations when incorporated as actual software functionalities. The direct result of this is an overly complex persuasive system that may overwhelm the users, lead to cognitive overload, and inspires negative experience from using the system [163]. This is supported by the finding by Khaled et al. [110] that having too many features in a persuasive game overwhelmed participants and led to cognitive overload.

Difficult to evaluate what persuasive approach worked and why they worked: As a result of employing multiple persuasive approaches in PTs design, it is difficult to evaluate what persuasive approaches worked and why they worked. This makes it difficult for designer of persuasive games to apply research findings from successful PT interventions in their own PT design that may be targeting a different behaviour and/or audience, thereby slowing the advancement of the PT and behaviour change system design as a field.

Due to lack of guidelines, there is increased adoption of the design-by-intuition one-size-fits all approach: Lack of readily available guidelines for tailoring PT to various users and user groups coupled with the multiple expertise required to develop tailored PTs lead to an increasing adoption of the design-by-intuition one-size-fits-all approach. Developing tailored PTs would require rich knowledge of various users types and the target behaviour. PT designers may not have the resources (time, money, and knowledge) needed to study, understand, and develop guidelines for tailoring PT before actual PT design.

1.3 Persuasive Games

PT designers use several approaches to deliver their interventions to effect desired behaviour change in the end user – the preferred approaches being those that are natural or common among the target users. For example, playing computer games is a very common activity among young people. The last decade has witnessed a significant increase in the use of computer games in our daily lives.
According to the most recent report by the US Entertainment Software Association (ESA) in 2013, no other sector has experienced explosive growth like the game industry; nearly every device with a screen is used these days for playing games [58,59]. Specifically, an average American household owns at least one dedicated game console and 58% of the American population play video games, with an average game player age of 30 and very similar percentages of male and female players (55% and 45%, respectively). As a result, delivering PT in the form of a game has become a common practice. These types of games are referred to as persuasive games. Persuasive games are interventions with the primary purpose of changing a user’s behaviour or attitude [62] using various behavioural determinants and PT strategies. Persuasive games have attracted the attention of researchers and practitioners as a novel approach for promoting healthy behaviour change because of their motivational pull [156]. In the last decade, several persuasive games targeted at modifying users' behaviours have been developed [14,24,110,145]. For example, OrderUP! is a persuasive game that motivates healthy eating by having players play the role of a server in a neighborhood restaurant [77]. Similarly, Escape from Diab is a persuasive game on healthy eating and exercise with the main goal of preventing kids from becoming obese and developing diabetes and other related illnesses [181]. Smoke? is a smoking cessation persuasive game aimed at motivating players to develop negative attitudes and beliefs about smoking [110].

Despite the growing interest in using persuasive games as tools for promoting healthy behaviour, little attention has been paid regarding how to design persuasive games to increase their efficacy at achieving their intended objective of motivating behaviour change. Research has argued that tailoring PTs can increase their effectiveness at motivating behaviour change [103,112]. As a result, there is an increasing demand for persuasive games, especially those targeting health behaviour to be tailored to suit the target users [23,77,112]. However, most existing persuasive games to date adopt the one-size-fits-all approach in their design. The games are designed based on the assumption that people are motivated to change their behaviour by the same factors, and as a result, they treat people as a monolithic group in their design approach. However, this approach may not be suitable for motivating behaviour change in most users and may actually deter some users from adopting healthy behaviour.

The need to tailor persuasive game interventions is even more pronounced in the health domain, where people have subjective opinions about health and what constitutes a healthy life. People also differ in their attributions of the causes and cures for diseases [187]. Therefore, without the
knowledge of user’s perceptions and receptivity to various persuasive approaches used in motivating healthy behaviour, persuasive game interventions may just be another tool that may not be useful, not accepted, or have no positive impact for the target audience. In fact, without this knowledge, persuasive games aimed at promoting healthy behaviour may end up being detrimental to the users by demotivating behaviour.

Considering the increasing interest in delivering PT as a game, this dissertation focuses on persuasive games and how they can be designed to increase their effectiveness at motivating healthy (eating) behaviour. Specifically, persuasive games are used as a case study to investigate the danger of applying the one-size-fits-all approach, the value and importance of tailoring PT – adapting them to the specific motivational needs of different types of users – and approaches that can be used to tailor PT for motivating healthy behaviour. One way that persuasive games can be tailored is to adapt the persuasive strategies employed in the game design to various gamer types [100]. Another way is to adapt the theoretical determinants of the target behaviour to the gamer types [138]. Behavioural determinants and persuasive strategies are the two fundamental building blocks that drive persuasive interventions. Although attempts have been made towards tailoring persuasive games, game player models have largely been ignored as a dimension for distinguishing different types of game players. Yet, gamer type is a good choice for group-based personalization, because players belonging to one gamer type share common characteristics that cause them to approach games in a similar manner and enjoy similar types of games; there is a homogeneity within a group that is mainly different from players of other gamer types [19]. Hence, there is a need for research on ways of tailoring persuasive game interventions to various gamer types by adapting the persuasive strategies and behavioural determinants employed. Kaptein and Eckle [101] describe this type of adaptation of ‘ways’ of achieving intended persuasion objectives as means-based adaptation and it is different from end-based adaptation where the end goal of a PT is personalized to the users or user group. The mean-based adaptation has been advocated by researchers. According to Berkovsky et al. [25], tailoring persuasive strategies has a “huge untapped potential to maximize the impact of persuasive applications”; however, research into the various ways of tailoring persuasive strategies is only starting.

Thus, the specific question to be answered in my dissertation work is: how can persuasive games be tailored to various gamer types to increase their efficacy at motivating health behaviour change and is there value in tailoring persuasive games for health?
1.4 Solution

To answer the research question, this dissertation proposes an approach for tailoring PTs. Specifically, I present the idea of a Model-driven Persuasive Technology (MPT) design approach for tailoring PTs to various user types. The MPT is based on first studying the target audience (with respect to the behaviour of interest and motivation) and developing models for tailoring PTs to various user types using the data from the user study.

In general, the model-driven approach comprises four major stages (see Figure 1.1): (1) a user study and behaviour data collection stage, (2) a modeling stage, (3) a mapping of behaviour determinants and persuasive strategies (as may be desired) stage, and (4) an MPT design stage.

1. The first stage in developing a MPT is to study the target audience with respect to the target behaviour, behavioural determinants (determinants for brevity), their perception of various persuasive strategies (strategies for brevity), and their characteristic user type. The user study stage empirically gathers data from the users that allows some classification and characterization of users based their types, perception of various persuasive strategies, and the influence of various determinants on their behaviour. Several user personality models exist that could assist in understanding various user types (e.g., the BrainHex gamer type model [19] and the FFM [73]). Other known distinguishing user characteristics such as gender and age can also assist in understanding the various user types that may lead to PTs with different effectiveness. The literature can provide hints on determinants and strategies that could be used as baselines for the user study; however, the user study may reveal some other important determinants and strategies that have not been identified in the literature. Therefore, the result from the user study may be used to update the literature, as shown by the bi-directional arrows in Figure 1.1.

2. The second stage, which is the modeling stage, utilizes the data from stage 1 to develop models showing the relationship between the persuasive strategies or determinants and each type of user with respect to the behaviour of interest. The resulting models are used in tailoring persuasive games. The details of the modeling process are presented in Chapter 3.
3. Because the determinants and most of the strategies are abstract and may not be easy to directly implement as a component in PT design, stage 3 involves mapping the determinants and persuasive strategies to common design components that are actionable in PT design. This stage provides a crucial methodological bridge between research on what motivates behaviour change (i.e., behaviour theories) and research on designing technology to motivate behaviour change. The mapping also makes the results from the models usable by PT designers who may not have the necessary background needed to handle the intricacies involved in studying, modeling and analysis, interpreting, and translating determinants into design components.

4. The fourth and final stage involves applying the results from the models in designing and developing PT (i.e., MPT) that is tailored to the user types identified in stage 1. This stage basically involves selecting appropriate determinants and strategies for each user type from the models in stage 2 and determining the appropriate design techniques using the determinants/strategy and design technique mapping in stage 3.

![Figure 1.1: The four Stages involved in Model-driven Persuasive Technology Design Approach](image)

Adopting my proposed MPT design approach to persuasive game design gave rise to the Model-driven Persuasive Game (MPG) design approach for tailoring persuasive games to various gamer types.
1.5 Steps in the Solution

Below, I summarize the five major steps that I carried out to develop the model-driven approach to persuasive game design (i.e., MPG) presented in this dissertation.

1. The Idea of MPT Design Approach: I developed the MPT approach through two preliminary large-scale studies (N=221, N=554) that investigated and model the determinants of healthy eating for people from different cultures, of different ages, and of both genders. In the first study, I investigated 221 participants’ fast food eating behaviours and the determinants influencing them. Following from this, I examined for possible variations in the determinants influencing healthy eating attitude for males and females, and developed two separate models for tailoring PT to males and females. The model shows that males and females differ significantly with respect to the determinants influencing their fast food eating behaviour. In the second study, I examined for possible cultural effects on the determinants influencing general eating behaviour (of 554 participants) using the Health Belief Model (HBM) [158]. Based on observed differences in the influence of the determinants (from HBM) on eating behaviour of various user groups depending on their cultural background, I developed ten different models for tailoring PT to various cultural subgroups – Chapter 2. The results from the preliminary studies show that people differ in motivation and gave rise to the concept of the MPT design approach for tailoring PTs.

2. Identification of Behavioural Determinants and Persuasive Strategies: In the remaining steps, I determine whether the MPT design approach (developed in step 1) is a feasible approach for tailoring persuasive games – which is the core of my dissertation. As a result, I started the process of developing the Model-driven Persuasive Game (MPG) design approach with a comprehensive review of behaviour change and persuasive technology literature with the aim of identifying various theories, associated determinants, and persuasive strategies that could be applied in developing technologies for promoting behaviour change. This resulted in the identification and classification of various persuasive health games and the deconstruction of various theories and strategies employed in the game design – Chapters 2, 3, 4.
3. Model-driven Approach Applicability (Study One): To examine the applicability of my proposed model-driven approach for tailoring persuasive games for health, I conducted a large-scale study of 642 game players' behaviours, with emphasis on how the determinants identified by the Health Belief Model (HBM) – one of the oldest and most widely employed model of health behaviour [158] – influence their eating behaviour. The behaviour change determinant is the basic building block of behaviour change interventions and, based on my review (in step 2), the HBM is one of the widely employed models of health behaviour promotion. I utilized the data from the study to separately model the determinants of healthy eating behaviour for the seven gamer types identified by BrainHex (discussed in detail in Chapter 2), resulting in seven separate models showing the influence of various determinants on each gamer type. I compare and contrast the models with respect to the influence of the determinants on the health behaviour within and across the gamer types. To bridge the gap between behaviour change researchers and persuasive game researchers, make the models’ result actionable in game design, and make the results usable by every game designer (including those who may not have the necessary background in behaviour theories and determinants), I compiled a list of common game design mechanics and develop a mapping of determinants to game design mechanics that are immediately actionable in persuasive game design – Chapter 3.

4. Model-driven Approach Applicability (Study Two): Based on my review (in step 2), most PT designers use the persuasive strategies as their foundation (especially where the determinants influencing behaviours are already believed to be known), and the persuasive strategies are more broadly applied to multiple domains (and not just health behaviour). Therefore, in this step, I examined the applicability of my model-driven approach with respect to its applicability in tailoring the strategies. Specifically, I conducted a large-scale study of 1108 game players’ behaviours with respect to the perceived persuasiveness of various strategies that are commonly used in persuasive games design. I used the data from the study for modelling the persuasiveness of the strategies separately for the seven gamer types identified by BrainHex, resulting in seven models showing the persuasiveness of various strategies by each gamer type. I compared and contrasted the models with respect to the persuasiveness of the strategies within and across the gamer types. To bridge the gap between
persuasive technology designers and game designers, I suggested mapping strategies to common game design mechanics – Chapter 4.

5. **Feasibility of MPG:** To demonstrate the feasibility of a model-driven approach in a persuasive game design, I employed the models’ results from Chapter 4 to develop two versions of a persuasive game for promoting healthy eating called JunkFood ALIENS. The two versions were tailored and contra-tailored to two distinct gamer types using the strategies that the models in Chapter 4 describe as persuasive and not persuasive, respectively. The two versions of JunkFood ALIENS were made up of the same game features; the only difference between them was the persuasive strategy employed. I proposed and demonstrated a much easier way that PTs can be tailored to reduce cost, labor, and still increase their efficacy – the MPG approach – Chapter 5.

6. **Efficacy of MPG:** To demonstrate the efficacy of the MPG and the importance of tailoring persuasive games for promoting healthy behaviour using the MPG approach, I conducted a large-scale evaluation of the two versions of JunkFood ALIENS (developed in 4 above) on 802 participants and in a small scale follow-up study of 6 participants. I measured the efficacy of the persuasive game with respect to its ability to promote positive changes in attitude, self-efficacy, and intention to eat healthily. I evaluated the games using three experimental conditions: The tailored condition, contra-tailored condition, and the random assignment condition (the one-size-fits-all). Participants were randomly assigned to one of these three experimental conditions depending on their gamer type. Participants that were randomly assigned to the tailored condition played a tailored version of JunkFood ALIENS, i.e., a version that was implemented using a strategy that the model suggested would be persuasive, based on their gamer type. Participants that were randomly assigned to the contra-tailored condition played the contra-tailored version of JunkFood ALIENS, i.e., a version that was implemented using a strategy that the model suggested would not be persuasive based on their gamer type. Finally, participants in the random assignment condition were randomly assigned to play any version of the game without considering their gamer type or strategy preference – one-size-fits-all approach – Chapter 6.
The results of the evaluation show that while persuasive games can be effective for changing (eating) behaviour – attitude, self-efficacy, and intention – the effectiveness depends on using the right choice of persuasive strategy for the right gamer type. The results showed that one size does not fit all and answered my overarching research question of whether there is a value in tailoring persuasive games? – by showing that persuasive game interventions are more effective if they are tailored to the gamer types under consideration and that not tailoring persuasive games could be detrimental. I show that if PT designers do not consider the differences in the ways that people are motivated to change their behaviour, it can appear as though two different interventions are equally effective or failed equally. But by considering different groups of users and how these different groups are best persuaded, it becomes clear that there are large differences in how different types of people responded to the interventions. As predicted by my model, tailored persuasive games were more effective at motivating health behaviour change than both the contra-tailored and the one-size-fits-all games.

In summary, assuming that game players will respond in a similar manner to popular strategies employed in PT (as in the one-size-fits-all approach) is not a good approach for PT designers to take. Rather, my work shows that by employing popular strategies with the wrong type of user (as predicted by the model), designers may provoke a negative reaction (that will likely demotivate behaviour change) and, therefore, not succeed in their persuasive purpose. On the other hand, tailoring the strategies according to the model will most likely create a positive and compelling persuasive experience that will promote positive changes in behaviour. Perhaps the most important use of our model is to avoid using the wrong strategies, which may be counterproductive [103].

## 1.6 Contributions

This dissertation contributes in advancing the field of persuasive technology and design of interactive applications for promoting behaviour change in general by effectively answering an important question of whether there is any value in tailoring Persuasive Technologies (PTs)? The dissertation not only demonstrated that one size does not fit all (through extensive large-scale studies and models), it also effectively demonstrated that tailoring PTs can increase their effectiveness at motivating behaviour change (through implementation and large-scale field studies).
Specifically, the dissertation made five main contributions to the field of persuasive technology and design of interactive applications for promoting behaviour change.

1.6.1 Developed The MPT Design Approach

I developed the MPT design approach for tailoring PTs through two preliminary large-scale studies (N=221, N=554) that investigated and model the determinants of healthy eating for people from different cultures, of different ages, and of both genders.

In the first study, I investigated the determinants influencing fast food eating behaviour and developed models for motivating healthy fast food eating attitude. To adapt the models to various gender groups, I developed two separate models for tailoring PT to males and females. In the second study, I examined the variations in the determinants influencing healthy eating behaviour using the Health Belief Model (HBM) and developed ten different models and persuasive profiles for tailoring PT to various cultural subgroups – Chapter 2. Based on these results from the preliminary studies, I proposed the model-driven approach for tailoring PT, called MPT.

1.6.2 Developed Models for Tailoring Health Determinants to Various Gamer Types

To demonstrate the applicability of the MPT approach, I conducted a large-scale study of determinants influencing healthy eating behaviour, and developed models for tailoring behavioural determinants to various gamer types based on a large-scale study of 642 participants. The persuasive profiles from these models serve as guidelines for selecting appropriate determinants to manipulate in persuasive game interventions.

To make the findings actionable for designers of persuasive games, I mapped the determinants of health behaviour to common game mechanics that can be employed in persuasive game design. Having a personalized persuasive profile of what motivates different gamer types, and mapping these behaviour determinants to game mechanics, provides a crucial theoretical and methodological bridge between research on what motivates health behaviour change (i.e., theories) and research on designing games for health (i.e., persuasive games). The model-driven and gamer type-relevant design approaches are immediately actionable for designers to build effective persuasive games for motivating health behaviour change – Chapter 3.
1.6.3 Developed Models For Tailoring Persuasive Strategies To Various Gamer Types

I conducted a cross validation of the persuasiveness of ten commonly employed PT strategies (showing their comparative effectiveness in general) and developed models showing the receptiveness of the seven gamer types to the PT strategies based on a large-scale study of 1108 participants. I developed persuasive profiles (comprising a list of suitable PT strategies for tailoring persuasive games) for each gamer type identified by BrainHex. Based on the results from the models, I highlighted the best overall strategies that were perceived as positive by most participants and the least efficacious strategies that were not perceived as persuasive by most participants.

Through the study and modelling, I revealed that one of the popular strategies (reward) that is often employed in persuasive games design may not effective for the bulk of people. This means that persuasive games employing reward may not be effective for promoting desired behaviour change for the majority of players and, therefore, persuasive game designers should employ reward with care.

Finally, to bridge the gap between PT designers and designers of games, I proposed a mapping of PT strategies to appropriate game design mechanics. Having persuasion profiles of various persuasive strategies that motivate different gamer types provides a crucial methodological bridge between game researchers and Persuasive Technology (PT) researchers and also between personalization researchers and PT researchers. The proposed model-driven approach for tailoring persuasive games benefits from the best practices of both game design and PT researchers – Chapter 4.

1.6.4 Developed A Model-Driven Persuasive Game

I developed two versions of a model-driven persuasive game intervention called JunkFood ALIENS-C and JunkFood ALIENS-R. JunkFood ALIENS was developed as a proof of concept persuasive game to show the feasibility of the MPG interventions that were informed by my models for tailoring persuasive games to gamer types – Chapter 4.

Through the design of JunkFood ALIENS, I show that persuasive games designers do not have to design each game version from scratch to adapt it to the target audience. Tailoring can easily be achieved by incorporating appropriate PT strategies into existing games – Chapter 5.
1.6.5 Conducted A Large-Scale and A Follow-Up Evaluation of The Model Driven Persuasive Game

To determine and compare the efficacy of tailored, contra-tailored, and the one-size-fits-all JunkFood ALIENS at promoting healthy (eating) attitude, self-efficacy, and intention, I conducted a large-scale quantitative study (on 802 participants) and a follow-up study (on 6 participants) to gain deeper insights into the dynamics of the in-game behaviours of different game types. The results showed that while persuasive games can be effective for promoting healthy behaviour – attitude, self-efficacy, and intention – the effectiveness depends on using the right choice of persuasive strategy for the right gamer type. The results from the user study answered the research question – whether there is a value in tailoring persuasive games? – by showing that persuasive game interventions are more effective if they are tailored to the gamer types under consideration. Not tailoring persuasive games could be detrimental because the contra-tailored persuasive game condition showed a decrease in healthy eating attitude in favour of unhealthy eating – Chapter 6.

Again, through evaluations of the two versions of Junk Food ALIENS, I showed that persuasive game designers do not have to combine multiple strategies in a single game to make it effective. Persuasive games designed using a single appropriate strategy (just as in the design of JunkFood ALIENS) could be effective.

In summary, this dissertation contributes in advancing the field of persuasive technology and design of interactive applications for promoting behaviour change in general by effectively answering an important question of whether there is any value tailoring Persuasive Technologies (PTs)? The dissertation not only demonstrated that one size does not fit all (through extensive large-scale studies and modelling), it also effectively demonstrated that tailoring PTs can increase their effectiveness at motivating behaviour change (through implementation and large-scale field studies of the efficacy of a tailored, contra-tailored, and one-size-fits all-versions of a PT called JunkFood ALIENS). The dissertation shows the values of tailoring PTs, the need to tailor PTs (by highlighting the danger of taking the one size-fits-all approach), and demonstrates much easier ways that PTs can be tailored to reduce cost, labor, and still increase their efficacy. In general, the dissertation highlighted some subtle and important design considerations for designing effective persuasive games and persuasive interventions in general. The two preliminary studies show that the
MPT design approach can be applied in tailoring PTs to non-gamers using other differentiable user characteristics, such as gender and age.

1.7 Overview of Dissertation

This dissertation contains detail of the work summarized in this introductory chapter presented in the following sequence of eight chapters.

Chapter 1: Introduction

Chapter 2: Research Background: Contains background research related to this dissertation. It includes necessary background on Persuasive Technologies (PT) for behaviour change and their various application domains, behaviour change theories with emphasis on the Health Belief Model (which is explored in this dissertation), Persuasive System Design Framework, theory-driven PT design, persuasive strategies, game-based persuasive technology for health, and gamer types. This chapter also contains my initial feasibility studies that led to the development of the concept of model-driven approach to tailoring PTs, and shows that MPT can be applied in tailoring PT to non-gamers.

Chapter 3: Tailoring Behaviour Determinants in Persuasive Health Games to Gamer Types: This chapter presents the results of the first large-scale study to test the applicability of the model-driven approach for tailoring persuasive games by applying it in tailoring behavioural determinants to various gamer types. It details the modelling process, results, persuasive profile (which could serve as a guideline for tailoring persuasive games to various gamer types using the determinants), and the mapping of determinants to various game mechanics. It also contains a review of persuasive games for health and the deconstruction of various determinants employed in the design of the games.

Chapter 4: Modeling the Efficacy of Persuasive Strategies for Different Gamer Types in Persuasive Games for Health: This chapter presents the results of a second large-scale study aimed at validating the applicability of the model-driven approach by applying it in validating and tailoring
persuasive strategies to various gamer types. It details the modelling process, results, guidelines for tailoring persuasive games to various gamer types based on the persuasiveness of various strategies, and the mapping of strategies to various game mechanics. It also contains a review of persuasive games for health and the deconstruction of various strategies employed in the design of the games.

**Chapter 5: Model-driven Persuasive Game Design and Implementation:** This chapter describes the design and implementation of two versions of a model-driven persuasive game (called JunkFood ALIENS-C and JunkFood ALIENS-R) informed by design guidelines from the model presented in Chapter 4. It demonstrates how persuasive games can be tailored by tailoring the strategy employed – without changing the main game contents. It also demonstrates how persuasive games can be designed to focus players’ attention to necessary persuasive contents.

**Chapter 6: Model-driven Persuasive Game Evaluation Results:** This chapter describes the evaluation and results from both the large-scale quantitative and follow-up study of the two versions of JunkFood ALIENS. The evaluation is aimed at investigating the efficacy of the model-driven persuasive game by investigating whether the game will promote a positive healthy eating attitude, self-efficacy, and intention to change. In addition, it also investigates whether players who played the tailored persuasive game will show more positive changes in attitude, self-efficacy, and intention than those who played either the contra-tailored or one-size-fits-all persuasive games.

**Chapter 7: Discussion:** Summarizes main findings from previous chapters, discuss some key issues, and presents implications of the findings from the dissertation for PT and interactive technology design for behaviour change and design for engagement.

**Chapter 8: Conclusion and Future Work:** Briefly summarizes the work presented in this dissertation, recaps the contributions, and outlines future directions for this research.
CHAPTER 2

RESEARCH BACKGROUND

Persuasion as a practice is as old as human existence. As early as 400 BC, Aristotle identified the power of persuasion when he defined *rhetoric* as “… the faculty of observing in any given case the available means of persuasion” [9]. Whenever we communicate with a clear intended outcome, we are engaging in persuasion [182]. Early research on persuasion focused on human-to-human persuasion, which mostly took the form of a face-to-face discussion between the persuader(s) and the persuadee(s). Therefore, persuasive researchers concentrated on addressing methodologies aimed at changing the mental state of the persuadees through communication [79].

The recent discovery that similar to a human persuader, computing technologies can be designed to bring about some constructive changes in human behaviours and/or attitudes has led to an increasing interest in various ways of designing technology to influence human behaviours. In this chapter, I present an overview of Persuasive Technologies (PT) and their various application domains, behaviour change theories with emphasis on the Health Belief Model (which is explored in this thesis), Persuasive System Design Framework, Theory-driven PT design, Persuasive Strategies, Game-based Persuasive Technology for health, and gamer types.

2.1 Persuasive Technology

The study of how to design technology to motivate behaviour change has been of interest to both researchers and industrial practitioners. The pioneer of the field, Fogg [62], defined *Persuasive Technology* as “a computing system, device, or application intentionally designed to change a person’s attitudes or behaviour in a predetermined way” without using coercion or deception [61,62]. It has been argued that technology is never neutral; rather, it has always influenced people in one way or another [140]. However, the influences are usually a side effect of technology use as opposed to being the planned effect of its design [61]. On the contrary, PTs are intentionally designed to change the user’s attitude and/or behaviour in a particular way, i.e., to achieve a planned effect. The conscious and mindful application of various persuasive techniques in PT design to
influence human behaviour in an intended way differentiates PT from other technologies that may influence people as a side effect of its use.

In the last few years, several PT interventions have been developed with the potential of promoting users’ behaviour in several domains, including marketing, health, safety and security, and Environmental sustainability [14,76,77,108,145]. Marketing is the first domain and probably the domain with the most salient applications. Generally, in the marketing domain, PTs are designed to motivate customers to purchase products and services by automating a variety of strategies that have proven to be effective for decades in the consumer world. The most popular of these strategies is tracking and monitoring; PTs are designed to track consumers’ online activities and their preferences across multiple stores and recommend products and services to customers based on their interest [45,104]. With the increasing growth of e-commerce, it is predicted that marketing will continue to attract PT researchers in the foreseeable future [116].

Safety and security is another significant domain of application of PT. In this domain, PTs are employed to promote safety and security and to prevent accidents. For instance, DriveRS is a persuasive mobile application for discouraging young drivers from speeding [22].

Environmental sustainability is yet another significant field of application of PT with the aim of motivating people to preserve or maintain the natural ecosystem. An example is “UbiGreen” [66], a technology that motivates users to ride on a bicycle instead of car by depicting the carbon emission from the car and its effect on the ecosystem.

As expected, health as a domain has equally received significant attention. This is because it is broad, important, and a very challenging domain. Moreover, it has been argued that most of the health challenges faced by our society today are lifestyle-related. Therefore, it might be possible to solve them by motivating people to make lifestyle changes [182]. For instance, obesity, alcoholism, smoking, and drug addiction are conditions that can be controlled with lifestyle choices and not treating them poses significant health risks. Thus, researchers are of the opinion that “designing persuasive systems that could resolve even some small parts of these problems and aid in true long-term sustainable change would be very valuable” [182]. An example of a PT that encourages people to form a healthy behaviour and adopt preventive measures to illness, is a game designed to encourage people to eat healthily [49,77,180]. Health becomes such an important domain because of the increasing need to improve the physical and mental well-being of individuals. Thus, this review concentrates mostly on PT for behaviour change with an emphasis on promoting healthy eating.
behaviour. Occasionally, examples from other fields, mentioned above, will be used to illustrate some points.

2.2 Behaviour Change Theories

Health behaviour theories assist in understanding health behaviour problems, developing interventions based on salient determinants that affect behaviours, and evaluating the effectiveness of the health interventions. The most effective persuasive interventions for behaviour change usually occur when the intervention is behaviourally focused and theory driven [44]. Therefore, PTs can be made optimally effective, if they are also informed by these theories [165]. According to Kharrazi and Faiola [113], using behavioural models to inform interventions for health can increase the usability and the effectiveness of the intervention at achieving the desired outcomes. Theory helps designers move beyond intuition to designing and evaluating health behaviour interventions based on an understanding of human behaviour. This is because behaviour determinants can be identified from behaviour theories.

Decades of research on human behaviour and what motivates people to change their behaviour have resulted in several theories of human behaviour in use today (e.g. [4,153,158]). Several of these theories address health behaviour and have been used to inform persuasive health intervention designs, for example, the Theory of Planned Behaviour [4], the Transtheoretical Model [153], and the Health Belief Model [158]. The most frequently applied health behaviour theory is the Health Belief Model (HBM) [158], shown in Figure 2.1. Developed in the 1960s, it remains one of the most widely employed theories of health behaviour and focuses on why people fail to undertake preventive health measures. The HBM was developed to address problem behaviours that evoke health concerns. It postulates that an individual’s likelihood of engaging in a health related behaviour is determined by his/her perception of the following six variables: Perceived susceptibility (perceived risk for contracting the health condition of concern); Perceived severity (perception of the consequence of contracting the health condition of concern); Perceived benefit (perception of the good things that could happen from undertaking specific behaviours); Perceived barrier (perception of the difficulties and cost of performing behaviours); Cue to action (exposure to factors that prompt action); and Self-efficacy (confidence in one’s ability to perform the new health behaviour). These six health determinants identified by HBM together provide a useful framework
for designing both long and short-term behaviour change interventions [71]. HBM focuses mainly on health motivators; therefore, it is most suitable for addressing problem behaviours that have health consequences (e.g., unhealthy eating and physical inactivity).

Considering that HBM is a well-established model that originated in the 1960s, one may argue that it is outdated and may not be a useful framework for handling recent health challenges such as obesity; however, this is not the case. HBM has recently been shown to successfully predict healthy eating behaviour, weight, and obesity management by several researchers [51,94,114,143,144]. It has also been adapted and successfully applied in the design of many technological interventions for motivating healthy eating. For example, Winett et al. [195] employed HBM to design a computer-based intervention aimed at motivating the purchase of food lower in fat and higher in fiber. The result of the evaluation revealed the efficacy of the intervention at motivating healthy dietary choice. Similarly, Campbell et al. [35] employed HBM to design a computer-tailored intervention aimed at increasing the consumption of fruits, juice, and vegetables, and reducing fat intake. Participants received behavioural feedback tailored to their beliefs about perceived dietary risks, consequences, and self-efficacy expectations with regard to dietary change. Other researchers have used the concepts in HBM, without specifically addressing the model. For example, Grimes et al. [77] designed a game called OrderUP! to help players learn strategies for healthy eating choices. OrderUP! manipulated the perceived susceptibility and severity. Another application of HBM is RightWay Café - a role playing game that employs benefit, barrier, and self-efficacy to promote healthy eating and physical activity [149]. For a review of both implicit and explicit applications of HBM in health intervention design, see [143].
Following the work of Fogg [62], several research efforts have been invested into developing frameworks and approaches to guide the design and evaluation of PT. The two most popular of these frameworks are Fogg’s 8-step design process [63] and the Persuasive System Design (PSD) framework by Oinas-Kukkonen and Harjumaa [139]. Fogg [63], summarizes the process that PT designers can follow to design PT interventions into eight distinct steps:

1. **Choose a simple behaviour to target:** This often requires breaking down the big goal into a sequence of seemingly tiny objectives that anyone can easily achieve.

2. **Choose a receptive audience:** In the second step, Fogg advocates that the designer should know the target audience. According to Fogg [63], “finding the right combination of behaviour and audience is vital to laying the foundation for the subsequent steps in the design process.”
3. **Find what is preventing the target behaviour from being performed**: The designer should determine what is preventing the behaviour – is it lack of motivation? Lack of ability? Lack of a well-timed trigger to prompt behaviour performance? Or is it a combination of the three factors? This step entails a critical examination and analysis of the target audience in the light of their motivation and the determinants of the target behaviour. The behaviour theories are vital in studying users, their motivations, and behaviours.

4. **Choose an appropriate technological channel to reach the target audience**: Decision on the appropriate channel often depends on the first three steps of this design process. Therefore, designers cannot decide on the appropriate channel until the first three steps have been completed. The best channel usually depends on three factors: the target behaviour, the audience, and what is preventing the audience from adopting the behaviour.

5. **Find previous examples of PT that are relevant to the current problem**: One of the challenges in finding relevant examples, as identified by Fogg is that the design team will not always know if a given PT intervention is successful. Another possible challenge is that the PT intervention must be targeting the same or similar audience, same behaviour, and the same factor should be preventing the audience from adopting the behaviour. Most existing PTs do not make explicit these factors because they are neither based on behaviour theories nor on any form of data about the audience.

6. **Imitate successful other**: The success of this stage is heavily dependent on the user study in step 3, without which designers might develop a ‘square peg for a round hole’ by either matching the wrong audience, wrong behaviour, or targeting entirely different factors influencing behaviour. To date, imitating successful PTs has not been easy because most PTs are built on many assumptions about the users, the target behaviour, and the factor influencing behaviour. I argue that unless there is a systematic way of investigating the users, their behaviours, the factors influencing them, creating persuasive profiles of the users, and tailoring PT interventions to users, developing PT interventions will be informed mainly by guesswork.
7. **Test and iterate quickly:** This step encourages iterative development. A series of small rapid tests is more effective than one big test.

8. **Expand on success:** PT designers can expand on success by making the target behaviour more complex or by including new audiences. The expansion should be gradual and systematic – varying one or two attributes from the success achieved in step 7.

Similarly, the PSD framework [139], proposes a three-step approach to the analysis and development of PT intervention design as:

1. Designers should understand the key issues behind PT intervention;
2. Designers of a PT should analyze the persuasion context to understand the intent, the event, and the strategy;
3. Designers should consider the persuasive strategies to be employed in PT design.

![Figure 2.2: The Persuasive System Development Framework. Adapted from [139].](image)

Figure 2.2 depicts the three steps of PT design framework. The first part of the framework facilitates the understanding of the key issues behind every PT intervention and includes seven postulates:
1. Computing systems are never neutral; they influence people either as a side effect of their use or a direct result of their use.

2. People like their views about the world to be consistent and persuasive technology should apply the principle of consistency to make users’ committed to it.

3. Direct and indirect route are key persuasive strategies and should be applied with a knowledge of the user.

4. Persuasion is often incremental. Persuasive systems should promote behaviour change by allowing users to make simple incremental steps towards the behaviour.

5. Persuasion through persuasive technology should always be open. Designers should not persuade users using information.

6. Persuasive technology should aim at unobtrusiveness. They should avoid interrupting users’ primary tasks.

7. Persuasive systems should be both useful and easy to use.

The first and the second postulates deal with our view of the users of technology in general. Technology does not just exist; it always influences people’s behaviour in one way or the other. The third and the fourth postulate relate to strategies used in persuading people and the last three postulates address the actual system features desired of any persuasive technology.

The second and the third part of the PSD framework focus on the choice of strategies needed for PT development. The persuasion context, which is the center of PT intervention design, consists of the intent, event, and strategies.

The intent deals with understanding the persuader – usually the designers of the PT intervention – and the behaviour change type they aim to achieve using the persuasive system.

The event deals with understanding the use, user, and the technology context. The analysis of the use context answers the question – what problem-domain-dependent features in the form of well-known problems are the designers aiming to address with the PT intervention? This involves an understanding of the behaviour that the PT is aiming to promote or change (e.g., to promote healthy eating). This is based on the assumption that the choice of strategies to employ in PT design might not only vary based on the target audience but also on the target behaviour. For instance, PT strategies and behavioural determinants that are successful in developing a smoking cessation intervention might not be directly transferable to healthy eating intervention design. This is because
unlike smoking, eating is one of the essentials of life; we need to eat to get the essential nutrients needed to survive. This makes analyzing and understanding the use context part of the prerequisite for a successful PT intervention design.

The User Context describes the individual differences between people that can influence their behaviour, the choice of PT strategies and behavioural determinants, and even the choice of technology. An analysis of the user context aims to answer the questions:

1. Who are the target users as a group? (e.g., girls, old or young age group, culture).
2. What are their motivations, lifestyle, preference, and determinants of behaviour?
3. What constrains them from adopting the behaviour (e.g., eating healthily)?
4. What is specific to the users (i.e. what are the users’ characteristics) with regard to what they are to be persuaded of? [33].

Understanding the user context is the most important aspect of a PT intervention design because user acceptance and use of the PT intervention is necessary to induce the desired effect. Studying and understanding the user group is a prerequisite to designing a PT that will be appropriate for the target group. Unfortunately, PT designers have largely ignored this so far. This is something I want to correct with my research.

The technology context deals with the technology-dependent features. The choice of technology depends on many factors, including: the target behaviour, the target audience, and the desired persuasive strategies. For instance, there might be differences in PT strategies used in mobile phones and the ones used in desktop computers – for example, the use of alerts or reminders may be more suitable for mobile applications, where the technology can be assumed to be with the user at most times. However, the best technology platforms are always those that are common among the target group and the ones that they are familiar with. Since the beginning of the PT field, the majority of researchers’ attention has been focused on exploring the technology context and this has resulted in numerous PT applications, the majority of which employ the one-size-fits-all approach in their design. The PSD encourages the understanding of the context of use, the user, and the technology to inform the choice of PT intervention functionalities.

Both the PSD framework and Fogg’s PT design process are very useful frameworks and have been widely employed by PT designers. However, they provide no information or insight on how
PT interventions can be tailored to a particular audience and/or behaviour based on the PT strategies and the associated factors that influence the behaviour (behavioural determinants). For instance, although the PSD is useful in PT analysis and design, research has noted that the lack of explicit information on how to decide on suitable strategies for a particular behaviour and audience as a major limitation that impedes its appropriate use [193]. Several researchers have acknowledged the complexity of the widely used PSD framework. For instance, Kaptein et al. [100] identified a need to adapt the means to persuasion by adapting the various influence strategies. Aretaga et al. [11] identified the need for present persuasive system design techniques to be adapted to account for variations in personalities. Similarly, Halko and Kientz [81] in their exploratory study confirmed that certain persuasive strategies are preferred more by users with particular personalities. Hence, there is a need to consider the influence of various factors (e.g. behaviour determinants and PT strategies) on the users’ behaviour as part of the PT design and to tailor PT interventions to various users’ characteristics.

2.4 Theory-driven Persuasive System Design

Both Fogg’s 8-step process and the PSD model emphasize the importance of understanding the users, and the factors influencing the target users’ behaviour, but they provide no specific information on how to design theory-driven PT by including the behavioural determinants into their frameworks. It is difficult to study and understand what factors influence the target users without referencing the existing behaviour theories. As a result, Michie et al. [134] developed a framework, based on the proposed casual modeling approach by Hardmen [82], highlighting the steps that could be followed by PT intervention designers to achieve theory-driven PT, as shown in Figure 2.3.

According to this framework, the first step towards developing theory-driven behaviour change intervention is to identify the determinants influencing the behaviour. This is based on the fact that behaviour change can be achieved by targeting the determinants that influence the target behaviour in the target audience. Selecting appropriate determinants to target in any behaviour change intervention often involve two stages:
1. The first stage is to conduct a systematic review of behaviour theories and interventions aimed at similar target behaviour. The review often reveals relevant determinants – from a single theory or a combination of theories – that influence the target behaviour.

2. The second stage is to establish the applicability of the identified determinants in stage 1 to the target group using focus group study [82].

Due to the amount of work involved and the multitude of expertise required (e.g. in behaviour theory, human study, technology design, and evaluation) to develop a theory-driven PT intervention that is tailored to the target audience, most PTs that claim to be theory-driven often ignore the second stage – identifying the applicability of the determinants to the target group. PTs in this category, e.g [113,128,145,149], are usually developed using determinants identified from the theories and from the literature without actually establishing the suitability of the determinants for the target group prior to PT design. This makes it difficult to identify what determinants worked and why they worked in certain PTs and not in others. It also increases the possibility of developing a ‘square peg for a round hole’ by matching the right audience with the wrong determinants.

The second step in the framework for developing theory-driven interventions according to Michie et al. [134] is to identify techniques (strategies) to change the behavioural determinants. Step 3, as can be seen in Figure 2.3, is to identify the link between the behaviour determinants and the behaviour change strategies. Step 1 – identifying the behavioural determinant – could be optional. In some cases, PT designers can start from Step 2 – identifying strategies – if the determinants influencing the target behaviour are already known. However, even in such cases, designers still need to identify the appropriateness of various strategies for the target audience. This is because more than one strategy can be employed to influence change in a single determinant [134] and in the literature there is no clear mapping of determinants and strategies.

The following sections present my initial experiences with designing theory-driven PTs, which provided insights and solutions into the problem of the one-size-fits-all approach to PT development. This initial research provided the basis of the approach used in addressing the main research problem of this dissertation.
2.4.1 Experiences with Theory-driven Persuasive Health Intervention

Since there is no agreed upon approach for designing theory-driven PTs that are tailored to the target audience, similar to many PT researchers, I previously developed a PT using the one-size-fits-all approach. Specifically, I designed a theory-driven PT that was not tailored to the target user – ignoring stage 2, establishing the applicability of the identified determinants to the target group. Following the insight from the evaluation of my prototype PT (presented in Section 2.4.1.1), I conducted large-scale studies and created models to investigate whether the influence of the determinants on health behaviour vary depending on the user group, presented in Sections 2.4.1.2 and 2.4.1.3. The models could guide PT designers in deciding on the determinants to manipulate when designing PT for promoting healthy eating targeted at various user groups.

2.4.1.1 The LunchTime Game Intervention

I designed a theory-driven PT called LunchTime [145]. LunchTime is a slow-casual game that manipulates perceived benefit, social influence, self-efficacy, and attitude to motivate healthy eating behaviour. Players play the role of a restaurant visitor, and the goal is to choose the healthiest option from a list of food choices. Players are awarded points based on the relative healthiness of their choice. The point reward can be likened to a perceived benefit associated with the healthy choice (choosing a healthy food option) and each player is allowed to view and compare their points
with that of other players displayed in a leaderboard – social influence. To build self-efficacy, players were provided intermediate feedback after each choice and comprehensive feedback at the end of a game round.

Although LunchTime could be adapted to various player’s health goals (e.g., manage weight, build muscle), as shown in Figure 2.4, the behaviour determinants of healthy eating identified from the literature – perceived benefit, social influence, and self-efficacy – were not tailored to the target audience (young adults). To evaluate the game, six participants (3 males and 3 females) played the game for 10 days. The evaluation consisted of pre (baseline) and post (exit) surveys used to determine any change in attitude as a result of playing LunchTime (the questions used in assessing healthy eating attitude is included in the appendix). The surveys were augmented by a semi-structured interview. The analysis of the pre and post survey questions about healthy eating attitude showed an increase in the mean score from 1.9±0.5 (38% on a 5-scale) in the baseline survey to the mean score of 4.2±0.5 (84%) in the exit survey. This shows that playing LunchTime led to a positive attitude change in favour of healthy eating behaviour.

Figure 2.4: LunchTime Screen shots. (Far left) Login screen is the first screen presented to the user. It contains the signup for new users and login for returning users. (Middle) Health Goal Screen allows the player to choose a health goal for the game session. (Far right) Game Panel Screen displays the food choices and gives users the opportunity to pick the best food that corresponds to their health goal.
Despite the fact that LunchTime proved effective at achieving the intended objective of motivating a positive change in attitude towards healthy eating, it also raised some questions that deserve attention.

1. Are all the determinants employed in the design of LunchTime positively associated with healthy eating behaviour for young adults?
2. If no, which determinants are positively and significantly associated with healthy eating behaviour that should be emphasized in the design of PT targeted at adults and which determinants should be excluded or avoided?

2.4.1.2 Fast Food Eating Behaviour Survey and Model

In an attempt to answer the questions raised in the previous section and to also contribute to research on ways of tailoring determinants, I decided to investigate the determinants influencing fast food eating behaviour in adults. To achieve this, I started the study by reviewing the literature, [36,51,65,77,95,145,149,173,180] which led to the identification of five determinants that are commonly employed in developing interventions to influence fast food eating behaviour: social influence [49,96,145,150], nutrition knowledge [36,145,180], health concern (concern for disease and weight concern) [173,180], and food choice motive [170,173]. The scales used in measuring these determinants were adapted from previous research.

Health concern measures the participants’ “degree of concern about food and health related issues”. I decided to separate this determinant (Health Concern) into two variables: Weight Concern (WC) and Concern for Disease (DC), based on the factor loadings and suggestions by previous studies [173]. The scale used in measuring Health Concern has been validated by several studies [168,173]. Food choice motive measures several factors and their relative importance to the participants in making daily meal choices. The factors refer to health and non-health related food characteristics that might be taken into account when choosing what to eat. Some examples includes “It is convenient”, “It is healthy”, and “It is cheap”. I adapted the 11 items from the food choice motives questions developed by Steptoe et al. [170] and measured attitude towards healthy eating using a 3-item scale adapted from Kearney et al. [107]. To assess nutrition knowledge, I adapted the questions developed by Alexander [6]. The questions were designed to solicit participants’ knowledge about fast food meals by allowing them to rate the subjective nutrition quality of some
selected fast food meals. The social influence variable was included to determine the influence of others on purchase decisions. This particular question was deemed necessary because, although several researchers have shown the important role that others play in motivating certain behaviours, the degree of social influence and its relationships with other variables are still unclear.

Following from this, I conducted a mixed-methods study with 221 visitors in 10 fast food restaurants within the University of Saskatchewan (UofS) campus. The participants were all adults (that were at least 18 years of age) at the time of data collection. The collection of primary survey data was followed by a 5-minute interview with 15 randomly-selected participants. Finally, I employed the Partial Least Square (PLS) Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) to explore the relationships between various determinants and healthy fast eating food eating attitude. SEM is a recommended approach for modeling of relationships between variables [120] and it has been successfully used in building models and estimating relationships between various determinants and several behavioural factors (e.g., see [56,57,88,141,173]). PLS is a prediction-oriented approach to SEM that has less stringent requirements concerning data distribution assumptions [86]. I present the detail of the modelling using SEM in Chapter 3, where it is used again in addressing the research question of this dissertation.

SEM was used to exhaustively explore relationships between the determinants and to generate a predictive model showing the relationships between the determinants and fast food eating behaviour in adults. The five factors (weight concern, concern for disease, nutrition knowledge, social influence, and food choice motive) were included as latent (independent) variables, and each was hypothesized to have a direct effect on health fast food eating attitude – the dependent variable.

An important criterion to measure the strength of the relationship between variables in structural models is to calculate the level of the path coefficient (β) and the significance of the path coefficient (p) [57]. Path coefficients measure the influence of one variable on another. The individual path coefficients and their corresponding level of significance obtained from the data collected are shown in Figure 2.5.

The determinants vary with respect to their influence on healthy eating attitude. Among all the variables, concern for weight and nutrition knowledge exhibits the strongest direct influence on healthy eating attitude. Thus, persuasive interventions targeted at motivating healthy fast food eating in younger adults should emphasize the relationship with weight rather than diseases. Furthermore, the model suggests that knowledge is an important factor in the design of healthy eating persuasive
interventions. This means that integrating healthy eating education in persuasive interventions may be helpful. Contrary to expectations, social influence and concern for disease show no direct significant relationship with attitude, therefore, they could be ignored by PT designers targeting the young adults user group. The results show that food choice motive is negatively associated with healthy fast food eating attitude. Therefore, persuasive researchers targeting healthy fast food consumption should effectively plan to deal with the inhibiting and the mediating effect of the food choice motive on healthy eating attitude. Overall, the results as shown in Figure 2.5 show that some determinants that have been used to influence behaviour (identified from the literature) have no significant relationship with healthy fast food eating attitude for young adults (e.g., social influence [62,139]) while others are negatively associated with healthy fast food eating attitude (e.g., food choice motive). The results shed light on important determinants that adults consider when forming healthy fast food eating attitudes. The path values presented in this model are statistically significant at p≤ 0.05.

Figure 2.5: A Path Model of Healthy Eating Attitude. Highlighted coefficients are significant at p<.05.

To investigate whether these determinants impact males and females differently, in the second stage of the research, I investigated 228 participants (104 females and 124 males), I developed separate models for both males and females. After establishing measurement invariance, I assessed for significant structural difference and moderating effect using the pairwise comparison approach recommended by Chin [39].

The results from our models show that males and females differ with regards to the influence of the determinants (concern for disease and nutrition knowledge) on their healthy eating behaviour.
(see Figures 2.6 and 2.7). For males, weight concern emerged as the only determinant that is positively and significantly associated with healthy eating behaviour. Concern for disease, nutrition knowledge, and social influence are not significantly associated with fast food eating attitude for males and therefore may not be employed in designing PT targeting adult males. On the other hand, for females, all the determinants apart from social influence are significantly associated with fast food eating attitude and should be emphasized in the design of PT interventions targeting females.

Figure 2.6: A model of healthy eating attitude and associated determinants’ relationships for males. Significant coefficients are highlighted.

Figure 2.7: A model of healthy eating attitude and associated determinants’ relationships for females. Significant coefficients are highlighted.
The discovery that the determinants differ with respect to their influence on healthy fast food eating attitude and that their influence on attitude further varies depending on the gender group raised further questions:

1. Is the variation on the influence of the determinants only applicable to fast food behaviour or is it applicable to general eating behaviour?
2. Is it possible that determinants from frequently used theories (such as HBM) would also vary with regard to their influence on healthy eating behaviour for adults?
3. Is it also possible that the influence of the determinants will vary based on other users’ characteristics (e.g., culture and age) apart from gender?

2.4.1.3 Health Behaviour Model Study

In an attempt to answer the questions resulting from the fast food survey and models and to also contribute to research on ways of tailoring behavioural determinants, in the third piece of preliminary research, I investigated the influence of determinants identified by HBM on healthy eating behaviour.

Section 2.4.1.2 suggested the need to tailor PT interventions and develop models that could serve as a guide for tailoring PT interventions to gender groups. In this section, I further this understanding by examining for possible cultural variations in the determinants of healthy eating behaviour as identified by HBM. The success of many interventions aimed at motivating healthy behaviour change will be related to the degree to which cultural and contextual factors are taken into consideration in the intervention design [2]. What is eaten and how it is eaten is the primary cause of obesity and culture is at the core of what we eat, how we eat, and with whom we eat [2]. Eating is a way of expressing cultural identity.

Recent attempts to investigate empirically the differences in cultures based on the value system shared by various groups identified five finite and crucial cultural dimensions [90], which include: Collectivism versus Individualism, Femininity versus Masculinity, Long-term versus Short-term orientation, Power-distance, and Uncertainty avoidance. At present, much of cross-cultural research has been focused on the individualism and collectivism dimension. Research has shown that the individualism and collectivism dimension accounts for most of the variance in global differences (Hofstede, 1996; Khaled et al., 2006; Triandis, 1995). Thus in this dissertation, I rely on
these two important and well-researched dimensions: *individualism* and *collectivism* to study cultural differences in healthy eating determinants.

A major distinguishing factor between *individualist* and *collectivist* cultural orientation is the relationship that individuals perceive between one’s self and the one’s in-groups. In a *Individualist* culture, there are loose ties between individuals and people are expected to look after themselves and their immediate families at the very most. Compared to people in collectivist cultures, people in individualist cultures tend to be more independently minded, self-centered, self-oriented, competitive, less cooperative, and less concerned with their in-groups goals, needs, beliefs, norms, and consequences. Individualists are less loyal and less cooperative to the extent that individual interests outweigh group interests. Individualists tend to be self-motivated, goal-oriented, and they use guilt and loss of self-respect as motivators [90,109,178]. In addition, individualists exhibit more consistent attitude-behaviour patterns than collectivists, are more interested in duties that are of benefits to themselves, and consider the individual self as a determinant of his/her self-identity, purpose, and goals [109,178,184]. On the other hand, in *collectivist* society, from birth, people get integrated into strong cohesive groups. The collectivist expects other in-group members to look after them and protect them in exchange for unquestioning loyalty [109,178,184].

I conducted a mixed-methods study of 554 participants’ (collectivist = 306 and individualist = 247) eating behaviours and associated determinants. The quantitative component was designed to elicit participants’ responses to surveys that would assign participants to a cultural dimension (using Hofstede’s cultural model [90]) and weightings to the six determinants of healthy behaviour identified by the HBM. I was specifically interested in determining the influences of the six health determinants (1) *perceived benefit*; (2) *perceived barrier*; (3) *perceived susceptibility*; (4) *perceived severity*; (5) *cue to action*; and (6) *self-efficacy* on *health behaviour* as they apply to decisions around healthy eating behaviour. The qualitative part, which involved a 10-minute interview with 20 randomly-selected participants (collectivist = 10 and individualist = 10) aimed to elucidate the reasons behind the behaviours, and to clarify responses from the survey.

The only eligibility criterion was that participants were at least 18 years old at the time of data collection. This is in compliance with the study ethics approval and to ensure that the participants were of legal age to make decisions independently (including decisions on what to eat).

I employed Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) and used Partial Least Square (PLS) Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) to develop models of healthy eating determinants for the cultural groups.
I also developed additional four models (one for each of the males, females, young adults (18-25), and old adults (over 45) to examine for possible moderating effect of age and gender and establish the generalizability of the results.

The structural models determine the relationship between the determinants (susceptibility, severity, benefit, barrier, cue to action, and self-efficacy) and health behaviour. I present the detail of the modelling using SEM in Chapter 3, where it is used again in addressing the research question of this dissertation.

The individual path coefficients and their corresponding level of significance obtained from the ten models are summarized in Tables 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3. The results from our models reveal some interesting similarities and differences between participants from individualist and collectivist cultures, males and females, and younger and older adults with respect to the influence of the six HBM determinants on their healthy eating.

Table 2.1: Standardized path coefficients and significance of the models for individualists and collectivists cultures. The numbers represent coefficients that are significant at least at p< .05 and ‘-’ represents non-significant coefficients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SUS</th>
<th>SEV</th>
<th>BAR</th>
<th>BEN</th>
<th>CUA</th>
<th>EFF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collectivist</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individualist</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>-.22</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SUS = perceived susceptibility, SEV = perceived severity, BEN = perceived benefit, BAR = perceived barrier, CUA = cue to action, EFF = self-efficacy

Among the six determinants theorized to influence healthy behaviour by HBM, perceived benefit emerged as the only significant motivator of behaviour change for the collectivists. However, for individualists, perceived severity, cue to action, self-efficacy, and perceived benefit significantly influenced healthy eating behaviour. Perceived barrier is the only determinant that influenced healthy eating behaviour negatively. A possible explanation of these results can be found in the characteristics of the collectivist and individualist cultures – individualist culture encourages individual identity and fosters achievements of individual goals, whereas in the collectivist cultures, emphasis is placed on group identities and individuals are encouraged to cooperate in order to achieve group goals [60]. Healthy (eating) behaviour and the associated determinants as highlighted by the HBM emphasize individual actions and perceptions and their effects on individual’s health with little or no emphasis on in-groups – the group of people about whose welfare a person is
concerned. Therefore, these determinants (with the exception of benefit) might not motivate the collectivists to adopt a healthy eating behaviour. This result is related to those of Khaled et al. [111], who suggest that various persuasive strategies used to date are mostly suitable for individualists and not for collectivists.

To further explore possible variations and generalizability of our cultural models, we examined the moderating effect of gender and age within the individualist and collectivist cultures. The summary of the model’s results are as shown in Tables 2.2 and 2.3.

Table 2.2: Standardized path coefficients and significance of the models for the males and females within the individualists and collectivists cultures. The numbers represent coefficients that are significant at least at p< .05 and ‘-’ represents non-significant coefficients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SUS</th>
<th>SEV</th>
<th>BAR</th>
<th>BEN</th>
<th>CUA</th>
<th>EFF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collectivist Females</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td></td>
<td>-.15</td>
<td>.46</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collectivist Males</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-.26</td>
<td></td>
<td>.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individualist Females</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>-.21</td>
<td>-.18</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td></td>
<td>.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individualist Males</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td></td>
<td>-.27</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SUS = perceived susceptibility, SEV = perceived severity, BEN = perceived benefit, BAR = perceived barrier, CUA = cue to action, EFF = self-efficacy

Collectivist Males and Females: Collectivists males and females differ significantly in their perceptions of the six determinants. Susceptibility and benefit are the two significant motivators of behaviour change for the collectivist female group, whereas for males, cue to action emerged as the single significant motivator of behaviour change. On the other hand, barrier influences behaviour negatively for females, whereas severity is negatively associated with healthy behaviour for the male group.

Individualist Males and Females: Individualist males and females share more significant similarities than differences in the influence of the determinants on their healthy eating behaviour. The determinants susceptibility, barrier, and benefit significantly influence behaviour for individualist males and females (although at different magnitudes). Susceptibility and benefit are positively associated with healthy eating behaviour, whereas barrier influences behaviour negatively.
for both individualist males and females. On the other hand, individualist males and females differ in the influence of severity and self-efficacy. Individualist females perceive severity as negative, whereas severity is positively associated with healthy eating behaviour for individualist males (although recall that severity was negatively associated with healthy behaviour for collectivist males). Similarly, self-efficacy is perceived as positive by individualist females, whereas it is not significant for individualist males.

Table 2.3: Standardized path coefficients and significance of the models for the younger and older adults within the individualists and collectivists cultures. The numbers represent coefficients that are significant at least at p< .05 and ‘-’ represents non-significant coefficients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SUS</th>
<th>SEV</th>
<th>BAR</th>
<th>BEN</th>
<th>CUA</th>
<th>EFF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collectivist Younger Adults</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.31</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collectivist Older Adults</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-.12</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individualist Younger Adults</td>
<td>-.14</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-.30</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individualist Older Adults</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>-.17</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SUS = perceived susceptibility, SEV = perceived severity, BEN = perceived benefit, BAR = perceived barrier, CUA = cue to action, EFF = self-efficacy

**Collectivist Younger and Older Adults**: The models for younger and older adult collectivists show some interesting similarities and differences. Susceptibility, benefit, and cue to action similarly influence younger and older collectivists’ eating behaviours. Both younger and older collectivists perceive benefit as positive, whereas susceptibility and cue to action have no significant influence on them. On the other hand, younger and older collectivists differ in their perception of severity, barrier, and self-efficacy. Younger collectivists perceive severity as positive while severity is not significant for older collectivists. Barrier is not significant for younger collectivists, whereas it negatively influences behaviour for older collectivists. Finally, self-efficacy is positively associated with younger collectivists, whereas it is not significant for older collectivists.

**Individualist Younger and Older Adults**: Similar to collectivists, the models for younger and older individualists show some interesting similarities and differences. Both younger and older individualists are motivated to adopt healthy eating behaviour by benefit and self-efficacy, whereas barrier deters them from adopting healthy behaviour. However, younger and older individualists differ in their perception of susceptibility, severity, and cue to action. Susceptibility is positively
associated with older individualists, whereas younger individualists perceive susceptibility as negative. On the other hand, older individualists perceive severity as negative while severity is not significantly associated with behaviour for younger individualists. Cue to action is positively associated with behaviour for younger individualists, whereas it is not significant for older individualists. Similar to the collectivists, these results suggest that the influences of benefit, barrier, and self-efficacy on individualist behaviour are similarly perceived by both younger and older individualists.

**Summary of Determinants by Cultural Sub-Groups**

Although many PT designers adopt a one-size-fits-all approach, the results from the models show that it is necessary to tailor PT interventions to various sub-groups (e.g., collectivist females, individualistic young people) using only determinants that are perceived as positive. The results from our models provide insights into the determinants that could be reinforced to motivate behaviour change in various sub-groups and those that should be avoided. Table 2.4 presents a summary of persuasive profiles – a list of determinants that could be reinforced to effect a positive change in behaviour for various cultural sub-groups. The listed determinants motivate a positive change in behaviour for various groups without demotivating any.

Through these preliminary studies, I establish the need to tailor PTs (by tailoring the determinants manipulated in their developments). The resulting models from this study could be used in tailoring PTs to various user groups – Model-driven Persuasive Technology (MPT) design approach.
Table 2.4: Summary of persuasive profile for motivating healthy eating behaviour for various cultural sub-groups. These determinants will motivate majority of people in the group without significantly demotivating any. ‘√’ represents significant determinants that could be employed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SUS</th>
<th>SEV</th>
<th>BAR</th>
<th>BEN</th>
<th>CUA</th>
<th>EFF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individualist</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collectivist</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collectivist Females</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collectivist Males</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individualist Females</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individualist Males</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collectivist Younger Adults</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collectivist Older Adults</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individualist Younger Adults</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individualist Older Adults</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collectivist and Individualist Males</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collectivist and Individualist Females</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collectivist and Individualist Younger Adults</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collectivist and Individualist Older Adults</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SUS = perceived susceptibility, SEV = perceived severity, BEN = perceived benefit, BAR = perceived barrier, CUA = cue to action, EFF = self-efficacy

2.4.2 Tailoring Behavioural Determinants to Users and User Groups in PT Intervention Design

The previous sections described my findings that PT interventions for health will be more effective if the fundamental determinants are tailored to various target groups. Specifically, my first work on the design of an interactive persuasive application showed the necessity of tailoring, the second work established the process of understanding the needs of various groups, and my third work showed the importance of considering multiple factors that define a person and established the approach in the domain of health. Intervention designers have already begun tailoring the fundamental determinant manipulated in PT design to the target users or user groups and have found that tailored interventions are more effective at motivating desired health behaviour change.
than those designed using the one-size-fits-all approach. For instance, Bourdeaudhuij and Brug [28] studied their target audience (families) and developed a tailored dietary intervention aimed at motivating healthy eating, reducing fat intake, and increasing fruit/vegetable consumption. The intervention was tailored based on individual families’ perceptions of various determinants of healthy eating behaviour from the theories, including: attitude, intention, self-efficacy, and social influence. The result of their study shows that the tailored intervention was more effective at reducing fat intake than non-tailored intervention. Another work in this direction is RENATA, an online-based health intervention for promoting physical activity and diet (fruit and vegetable consumption) to persons undergoing cardiac rehabilitation [155]. The intervention was tailored based on the perceived barrier, self-efficacy, intention, risk perception, and benefit of persons undergoing cardiac rehabilitation. Similarly, PACE is another theory-driven intervention aimed at encouraging regular physical activity [167]. PACE designers studied and tailored their intervention to the target audience (general practitioners) based on their perceived barrier, self-efficacy, and benefit of keeping physically active. The results of the evaluation of PACE showed that the intervention resulted in positive changes in potential determinants of physical activity. Finally, Campbell et al. [35] employed HBM to design a computer-tailored intervention aimed at increasing the consumption of fruits, juice, and vegetables, and reducing fat intake. Participants received behavioural feedback tailored to their belief about perceived dietary risks, consequences, and self-efficacy expectations with regard to dietary change.

2.5 Persuasive System Development Techniques

Section 2.4, shows that tailoring determinants manipulated in health intervention design tend to increase the effectiveness of the interventions at promoting intended behaviour change. However, in most cases, these determinants are not directly implementable in PT design; therefore, various persuasive strategies have been developed for influencing changes in the determinants. These strategies are easily implementable in PT design. Therefore, according to Michie et al. [134], the second step in the framework for developing intervention is to identify strategies to change the behavioural determinants. Persuasive strategies are techniques that can be employed in PT design to motivate change in behavioural determinants and hence change in behaviour and/or attitude. Over the years, a number of persuasive strategies have been developed. For instance, Cialdini [40]
developed six persuasive principles, Fogg [62] developed seven persuasive tools, and Oinas-Kukkonen [139] built on Fogg’s strategies to develop comprehensive strategies consisting of 28 persuasive system design principles. The strategies developed by Oinas-Kukkonen have been most widely employed in PT design, hence, I focus my review on these strategies as highlighted in the Persuasive System Design (PSD) Framework [140]. The PSD organized the 28 strategies into four main categories: primary task support, dialogue support, credibility support, and social support as shown in Figure 2.8.

![Persuasive System Design Strategies](image)

**Figure 2.8: Persuasive Systems Design Strategies**

**Primary task:** The strategies in this dimension are used to addresses the target behaviours. They deal with users’ real-world tasks (target behaviour change) that the system is intentionally designed to support. In this dimension, seven strategies have been identified: *reduction, tunneling, tailoring, personalization, self-monitoring, simulation, and rehearsal* (see Figure 2.8).

**Dialogue Support:** Face-to-Face interaction has been proven to be a powerful medium for persuasion. Similar to face-to-face interaction, the *Dialogue support* enables interaction between the
user and the system in such a manner that propels users toward their goals or target behaviour. The persuasive strategies in this category include praise, rewards, reminders, suggestion, similarity, liking, and social role.

**System Credibility:** The perceived system credibility design strategies deal with how to design a system to be more believable and thereby, more persuasive. System credibility and in particular, system trustworthiness affects users’ behaviour intent [48]. Credibility is especially a problem for systems that are designed to persuade and influence users in some way. The strategies in the credibility category include: Trustworthiness, expertise, surface credibility, real-world feel, authority, third-party endorsements, and verifiability.

**Social Support:** Social influence uses the power of similar others to propel one towards adopting a target behaviour. This is because most of our behaviours are based on what we observe others do in the same situation. Similarly, viewing the computer as a persuasive social actor can persuade people to change their behaviour by providing some kind of social support or by leveraging social rules and dynamics [62]. The strategies in this category include: social learning, social comparison, normative influence, social facilitation, cooperation, competition, and recognition.

These strategies have been employed in developing several persuasive systems in use today (for examples, see [66,77,104,112,149]).

### 2.6 Game as a Persuasive Technology

Because of the motivational pull that games offer, games have attracted the attention of researchers and practitioners as a novel approach for promoting health behaviour change. Research has discovered that health games could raise players’ consciousness and cause them to reflect on unhealthy behaviours [77]. Similarly, games have been found to cause an attitude change. A smoking cessation game decreased players’ positive beliefs about smoking and their temptation to smoke, while increasing their negative beliefs about smoking, intention to quit, and resistance to smoke craving [112]. Various terminologies and definitions have been given to games designed for purposes other than entertainment. For instance, the term serious games for health has been used to define games that are designed to entertain, educate, and train players, while attempting to modify
some aspect of the player’s health behaviour [172]. Bogost used the term *persuasive game* to describe video games that mount procedural rhetoric effectively [27]. However, for the purpose of this dissertation, I define persuasive games as games that are designed with the primary purpose of changing a user’s behaviour or attitude using various behaviour change theories and strategies [62]. Persuasive health games have been explored for a variety of health issues and in a variety of contexts. Here we report on three common types of persuasive health game: *exergames, serious health games*, and *casual games for health*.

Exergames is the name used for games that induce behaviour change by encouraging physical activity and fitness through game play. Most exergames use players’ energy expenditure from physical activities as input to drive the game [92]. In these games, various exertion interfaces (such as electronic dance pads, bicycles, motion platforms, and motion-tracking cameras) allow the player to control the game through his/her actions, instead of using traditional electronic game input interfaces (e.g., keyboards, mouse). A well-known example is the dance simulation game, Dance Dance Revolution (DDR) [92]. DDR uses a sensor-enabled dance floor with a video interface to provide stimulating exercise as a social activity by allowing players to dance to a variety of songs. Some other forms of exergames are more ubiquitous as they extend beyond the physical activity arena (e.g., room or gym) into the players’ daily lives, tracking the players’ daily physical activity and energy expenditure [67,77].

“Serious game” is a term used to describe games that are driven by educational purposes. Serious games for health are designed to entertain, educate, and train players, while attempting to modify some aspect of a player’s health behaviour [172]. Various serious games have been developed to impact on health behaviour in many domains. Research has shown that educational health games effectively help players develop healthier eating habits, raise consciousness about unhealthy eating, and increase their health-related knowledge [77,145]. For example, Lunch crunch [200] makes players fill lunch trays with fruits and vegetables and trash unhealthy food as a way of impacting knowledge about healthy and unhealthy foods. Similarly, Escape from Diab [180] is a serious adventure videogame on healthy eating and exercise, with the goal of preventing kids from becoming obese and developing type 2 diabetes and other related illnesses. Trigger happy [152] is another educational game designed to teach and warn players about the risk of “triggers” that can lead to poor eating behaviour. Serious games focus on all fields of life, but the impacts are most evident in the health field.
In recent years, casual games have become increasingly popular and important because of their simple play style. Casual games differ from serious games in that they typically offer short, less complex gameplay sessions, are easy to learn and play, and allow play on ordinary devices like personal computers and mobile phones (unlike exergames, which may require additional equipment [92]). While serious games require a minimum of 20 min to complete a session, casual games take between 1 and 10 min to complete a session and can easily be stopped and restarted [77]. These attributes make casual games suitable for different kinds of gamers (avid and casual) and attract a wider audience than traditional games [119]. A relevant example of a casual game for health is OrderUP! – a health-related role-playing game, where a player acts as a maitre d’hotel with the role of recommending a healthier food option to the customers. The players gain points by serving customers quickly and by recommending the healthiest food options (each customer must be served within six seconds or they will leave and players will lose points). The evaluation of OrderUP! showed that playing the game made players reflect over their dietary options, but the players desired some feedback on why a particular choice was not the best [77].

In summary, the review of related work shows that persuasive games have gained popularity as an innovative approach for motivating change in health behaviour. However, most of these games adopt a one-size-fits-all approach in their intervention design. Research has shown that players differ in motivation; therefore, the one-size-fits-all approach might not be appropriate to motivate changes in behaviour and can be counterproductive [103]. One way that persuasive games can be tailored is to adapt the PT to various player personalities, often referred to as their gamer type. The success of many persuasive games will depend on establishing a match between gamer types and the strategies employed.

### 2.7 Gamer Types

Now that I have established that personalization is an important factor for persuasive health games, I need to determine what aspect of a person to personalize for. This section, therefore reviews various personality models that can be used to tailor persuasive games and PTs in general. Although recent years have witnessed the emergence of many personality models, the concept of personality type has been historically associated with Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) [135]. The MBTI uses four bipolar axes – each representing two opposite psychological types – to classify individuals.
An individual is classified based on her scores in the four axes. For example, an individual whose score suggests a preference for Extroversion, Sensing, Thinking, and Judgement would be classified as ESTJ. The MBTI has been criticized as a type theory because it assumes that various personality types are mutually exclusive and therefore, asserts that there are unique categories into which individuals can be reliably sorted. The critics of type theories claim that this is not a viable assumption [18]. They speak in favour of trait-theories such as the Five Factor Model (FFM) [73]. The FFM is currently the leading and most widely adopted psychological model of personality. The FFM highlights five personality traits – openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism. Attempts have been made to apply the FFM to predict game players’ satisfaction, however, the results have been inconsistent [17,179,199] raising doubts regarding the effectiveness of FFM for players’ personality modelling in games [17,18]. For example, in a study of gamer type personality and game preference, Zammitto [199] found that the FFM personality factors only explained 2.6 - 7.5% of game preference. According to Bateman et al. [18] “the comparative failure of FFM in game studies demonstrates the needs for trait models of play rather than adaptations of psychological instruments to game contexts”. Consequently, attempts have been made to classify gamers into various personality types commonly referred to as gamer types. The Bartle four gamer types (Achiever, Explorer, Socializer, and Killer) is the most prevalent gamer personality type [16]. However, Bartle’s typology has significant problems. For example, Bartle asserts that the four gamer types are mutually exclusive. Also Bartle’s model is not empirically based and therefore, cannot be validated [54,197]. These problems make Bartle’s model unsuitable as a general framework for player typology [18]. Following Bartle’s discussion on player types in massively multiplayer games, Yee in his investigation [198] on why MMORPG appeals to players, revealed five main motivations for play: Achievement, Relationship, Immersion, Escapism, and Manipulation. Although Yee’s game play motivation is very useful in guiding game design and, most importantly, for building a quantitative measure of Bartle’s model, it is limited in relevance as a general player typology [137]. A common shortcoming of both Yee’s and Bartle’s approaches is their narrow focus on massively multiplayer games, which limits their application as a general model of play [137]. Bateman and Boon [17] in an attempt to develop a more generalizable model of game players developed the first Demographic Game Design model known as DGD1 which was an
adaptation of the MBTI typology to games. The four DGD1 player styles include *Conqueror, Manager, Wanderer,* and *Participants.* The DGD1 play styles are not significantly related to the Bartle types. Although, DGD1 presents an interesting model that is more generalizable beyond massively multiplayer games, it is based on the MBTI Model which has been criticized as a type theory and therefore, may no longer be a viable proposition [18]. As such, the limitations of MBTI may also extend to DGD1.

An attempt to establish a players typology that is based on play-specific foundations gave birth to the BrainHex model of seven gamer types [19]. Although a relatively new model, BrainHex is based less on intuition, and more on neurobiological foundations; in addition, it has been validated with large numbers of participants [136]. The BrainHex model identifies 7 types of players.

**Achievers** are goal-oriented and motivated by the reward of achieving long-term goals [136]. Therefore, an achiever often gets satisfaction from completing tasks and collecting things (e.g., points).

**Conquerors** are challenge-oriented. They enjoy struggling against impossibly difficult foes before eventually achieving victory and beating other players [136,201]. They exhibit forceful behaviours and channel their anger to achieve victory and thus experience fiero (expressions of pride and emotion following victory).

**Daredevils** are excited by the thrill of taking risks and enjoy playing on the edge. They enjoy game activities such as navigating dizzying platforms and rushing around at high speeds while still in control.

**Masterminds** enjoy solving puzzles, devising strategies to overcome puzzles that defy several solutions, and making efficient decisions.

**Seekers** enjoy exploring things and discovering new situations. They are curious, have sustained interest, and love sense-simulating activities.

**Socializers** enjoy interacting with others. For instance, they like talking, helping, and hanging around with people they trust. Socializers are trusting and can be easily angered by people who abuse their trust.

**Survivors** love the experience associated with terrifying scenes and enjoy the excitement of escaping from terrifying situations.
BrainHex is of particular interest in our work because unlike the Bartle’s model, BrainHex is empirically based and therefore can be validated. The BrainHex model acknowledges that the gamer types are not mutually exclusive, therefore, scores from each type is summed to find the player’s dominant gamer type (primary type) and sub types. It describes each gamer’s play style and clearly connects it to the types of gameplay elements that the gamer prefers. Moreover, the instrument used to classify participants into gamer types does not require them to introspectively choose their gamer type from a number of categories; BrainHex includes 28 questions about game playing to classify participants into their dominant gamer types. This allows for more accurate classification.

2.8 Summary of Research Background

From the review of literature, it became obvious that persuasive technology as a field has gone a long way. Initial research efforts were focused majorly on developing some general frameworks – for guiding the design and evaluation of PTs. Similarly, several PT interventions for motivating behaviour change in various domains including health have also been developed. However, this initial work majorly focused on developing PTs for the general audience using the one-size-fits-all approach – without taking into consideration some differences in users or user group that may hinder or enhance the persuasiveness or the efficacy of such systems at achieving their intended objectives of motivating behaviour changes. Recently, researchers have begun to recognize the danger/problem of employing the one-size-fits-all approach in PT design and have called for research into various ways of tailoring PTs and designing PTs that are tailored to various users and user group. In response to this call, researchers are beginning to investigate ways that PTs can be tailored to various users and user groups. However, persuasive games which have gained popularity as a novel tool for motivating behaviour change and how they can be tailored have been largely ignored.

My dissertation fills this gap by conducting three large-scale studies where I investigated gamers’ behaviours, associated determinants, and the persuasiveness of various strategies. I developed models for tailoring persuasive games to various gamer types based on the determinants (Chapter 3) and the persuasiveness of the strategies (Chapter 4). I demonstrate the efficacy of the models by developing and conducting a large-scale evaluation of two versions of a persuasive game informed by the models (Chapter 5 and 6).
In Chapter 3, I describe my research on developing models for tailoring behavioural determinants from HBM to various gamer types.
CHAPTER 3

TAILORING BEHAVIOUR DETERMINANTS IN PERSUASIVE HEALTH GAMES

In Chapter 2, I developed the Model-driven Persuasive Technology (MPT) design approach for tailoring PTs based on two large-scale studies. In this chapter, I examine the applicability of the MPT approach for tailoring persuasive games, which is the core of my dissertation.

As I discussed, persuasive games are designed as interventions with the primary purpose of changing a user’s behaviour or attitude in an intended way [62]. However, these games generally take a one-size-fits-all approach, rather than tailoring their contents and strategies to individual users or user groups. Health behaviour change researchers and practitioners have overwhelmingly advocated that health interventions be tailored to account for differences in users and user group with regards to their health behaviour and attitude [103,112,155,167].

As discussed in Section 2.4, persuasive games can be tailored to different behaviour determinants. Health behavioural determinants is a term used in describing factors that influence an individual’s health behaviour. These factors are referred to as behavioural determinants (determinants for brevity). According to the behaviour change intervention development framework by Michie et al. [134], the first step in developing behaviour change intervention is to “identify the behavioural determinants” Section 2.4. Several decades of research on what motivates people to change their behaviour has resulted in several theories of human behaviour and their associated determinants (e.g. [4,153,158]). However, the Health Belief Model (HBM), developed in the 1950s to investigate why people fail to undertake preventive health measures, still remains one of the most widely employed theories of health behaviour [158].

Effective tailoring of persuasive games entails tailoring the behavioural determinants manipulated in persuasive game design. As a result, in this chapter, I present a research investigating health behaviour and associated determinant of game players. Specifically, I conducted a large-scale study of 642 gamers’ eating behaviour and their associated determinants of healthy behaviour to understand how health behaviour relates to gamer type. Using the behavioural data from the survey, I developed seven different models for tailoring the health determinants (perceived susceptibility,
perceived severity, perceived benefit, perceived barrier, cue to action, and self-efficacy) identified by the Health Belief Model (HBM) [158] to the seven gamer types (achiever, conqueror, daredevil, mastermind, seeker, socializer, and survivor) identified by BrainHex [19]. I then explored the differences between the models and proposed two model-driven approaches for developing persuasive games that will effectively motivate health behaviour change. The first is an all-purpose solution approach that will motivate the majority of the population and the second is a personalized approach that will best motivate a particular type of gamer. Finally, to make my proposed approaches actionable in persuasive game design, I map common game mechanics to the theoretical determinants of healthy behaviour.

3.1 Deconstructing Game-Based Interventions with Emphasis on Determinants Manipulated

Studies have shown that games can be an effective approach for effecting behaviour change in an intended manner [110,145]. Persuasive games have been applied in many domains, including education, sustainability, and health. In the health domain, persuasive games can broadly be categorized into two main areas: persuasive games for health promotion and prevention and persuasive games for disease management. In this subsection, I present a review of persuasive health games in each category with a deconstruction of determinants from the HBM that each game manipulated.

3.1.1 Persuasive Games for Health Promotion and Prevention

Preventive health behaviours include behaviours that are undertaken by individuals for the purpose of preventing illness, detecting early illness symptoms, and maintaining general wellbeing [165]. Examples include healthy eating, being physically active, and performing breast self-exams. Several persuasive games have been developed for health promotion and prevention. LunchTime is a slow-casual game for motivating healthy eating [145]. Players play the role of a restaurant visitor, and the goal is to choose the healthiest option from a list of food choices. Players are awarded points based on the relative healthiness of their choice. The point reward can be likened to a perceived benefit associated with the healthy choice (choosing a healthy food option). Similarly OrderUP! aims to
help players learn strategies for healthy eating choices by having them play the role of a server in a neighborhood restaurant [77]. In contrast to LunchTime, OrderUP! portrays the perceived threat (susceptibility and severity) associated with making unhealthy meal choices by making players lose points for unhealthy choices. The decrease in cumulative points (representing a reduction in health value) portrays how eating unhealthy meals decreases one’s general wellbeing and makes one susceptible to various health problems. Studies showed that playing the LunchTime and OrderUP! games increased the players’ nutrition knowledge and their general feeling of self-efficacy.

RightWay Cafe is a computer game for promoting healthy eating in young adults. RightWay Cafe used perceived benefit, barrier, and self-efficacy to influence positive changes in healthy eating attitude. Players earn points when they make healthy food choices and the virtual dietitian teaches them how to eat to build an attractive body (healthy skin, strong muscles, and better hair) - perceived benefit. The dietitian also teaches the players how to overcome the difficulties often associated with healthy eating – barrier. The game uses role-playing and feedback to build the player’s self-efficacy. Players are presented with different food options to choose from in a trial and error basis. This is followed by a positive feedback for successful trial to build their confidence – self-efficacy.

Escape from Diab is an adventure game on healthy eating and exercise, with the main goal of preventing kids from becoming obese and developing diabetes and other related illnesses [180]. Escape from Diab employed several strategies to impact players’ health belief and motivate behaviour change. These included modeling, goal review, and feedback – increasing self-efficacy, problem solving – impacting skills to overcome perceived barrier, and self-monitoring – impacting perceived susceptibility, severity, and cue to action. Finally, another successful application of perceived barrier, benefit, susceptibility severity, and self-efficacy can be seen in the strategies implemented in a smoking cessation application called Smoke? [110]. Smoke? is a narrative simulation game that presents six weeks of the life of a virtual character called MC. The player controls MC by deciding the course of action to increase MC’s chances of quitting successfully. By so doing, players learn how to overcome perceived barriers associated with quitting smoking. At the end of the game, players observe the benefits associated with their decisions and how their decisions have affected MC’s life negatively – susceptibility and severity. Players also learn and increase their self-efficacy. The results from the evaluation of the game-based interventions show a
varying degree of success at achieving various health objectives. However, it is not always obvious which of the persuasive approaches employed made the games successful.

### 3.1.2 Persuasive Games for Disease Management

Persuasive games have also been used to help patients improve health-related self-management skills. These include teaching them how to manage certain illnesses, helping them comply with treatment directives by delivering health-related information, modeling and simulating health behaviour, and providing opportunities for players to rehearse health behaviours in relation to a specific health condition/illness [106]. Games in this category are targeted at those who consider themselves ill with the intention of helping them manage their illness or get well. For example, a game called Re-Mission was designed to improve cancer treatment for young adults and adolescents [105]. The task of the players of Re-Mission is to control a nanobot name Roxxi. Roxxi moves through the body of the cancer patients destroying cancer cells and tumors with chemotherapy and radiation – depicting the *perceived benefit* of chemotherapy. The result of the evaluation of Re-Mission revealed that patients who played Re-Mission showed increased knowledge and *self-efficacy* in relation to cancer management than patients in the control group. SnowWorld is a virtual reality game developed to provide a means of pain management for burn patients [89]. The game manipulated the *perceived severity* of the pain by immersing players in a virtual world where they fly through an icy landscape of cold rivers and waterfalls with gently falling snow. The evaluation of SnowWorld showed that it was effective in reducing pain perception among patients. Watch, Discover, Think, and Act (WDTA) was designed to educate children with Asthma on various triggers, signs, and corresponding actions for asthma self-management [165]. It models game challenges after asthma challenges. The game employed *cue to action, perceived susceptibility, perceived severity, barrier* and *self-efficacy*. The game challenges a child to monitor asthma symptoms and environment triggers (*cue to action*), discover if asthma exists and possible causes (*perceived susceptibility*), and then think and take action (*health behaviour action*). WDTA also increased the players’ feeling of capability (*self-efficacy*) using symbolic modeling and rehearsal. In summary, a typical scenario in disease management games is that players take care of and help a game character control symptoms and manage diseases in various settings. This increases the player’s self-management skills, related knowledge, and self-efficacy.
This review of games used for health-related purposes shows that games can be strategically designed to affect important health belief among players.

3.2 Study Design and Methods

Our study was designed to elicit participants’ responses to surveys that would assign a gamer type and weightings to the six determinants of healthy behaviour identified by the HBM. We were specifically interested in the relationship between the six health determinants perceived benefit, perceived barrier, perceived susceptibility, perceived severity, cue to action, self-efficacy and health behaviour as they apply to decisions related to healthy eating behaviour. Research has shown that good eating behaviour can prevent – or at least reduce the risk of – many diseases including obesity, heart disease, and diabetes [192]. Therefore, eating behaviour is a focus of many persuasive games [77,145]. In this section, I first describe how I developed the research instrument; this is followed by data collection methods, validation of the data, and analyses.

3.2.1 Measurement Instrument

The online survey consisted of questions on participants’ demographic information, questions of the HBM determinants, and questions for classifying gamer type. The questions used in measuring the six HBM determinants were constructed based on guidelines developed by Abraham and Sheeran [42], and have been validated on healthy eating by Sapp and Jensen [161] and Deshpande [51]. All of the HBM variables were measured using participant agreement with a 7-point Likert scale ranging from “1 = Strongly disagree” to “7 = Strongly agree”. These HBM determinant questions included: (1) seven questions measuring perceived benefit (BEN) – e.g., eating healthy diets most of the time would be beneficial to me; (2) seven questions measuring perceived barrier (BAR) – e.g., eating a healthy diet is costly/hard; (3) two questions measuring perceived susceptibility (SUS) – e.g., If I don’t eat healthily, I will be at high risk of some dietary-related diseases; (4) two questions measuring perceived severity (SEV) – e.g., the thought of ending up in the hospital due to dietary-related diseases scares me; (5) four questions measuring cues to action (CUA) – e.g., I would pay more attention to my meal choices if friends and family members suggest it; (6) three items measuring self-efficacy (EFF) – e.g., I am confident that I could eat healthily within the next two weeks if I
want; and (7) five items measuring likelihood of behaviour – e.g., I intend to make healthy meal choices most of the time in the next two weeks. We also included the 28 BrainHex questions [201] to classify the participants into various gamer types and to investigate whether differences exist with respect to the perception of the determinants by various gamer types, see the appendix for information on the questions. We recruited participants through posted announcements in high traffic websites and forums.

3.2.2 Participants

Data for this study were collected over a period of one year (from August 2011 to August 2012). A total of 710 responses were received, of which 642 were usable responses – i.e., from those who were at least 18 years old at the time of data collection, responded to all required questions, and were game players. The requirement that participants be at least 18 years of age is in compliance with the study ethics approval and also ensures that the participants were of legal age to make decisions independently (including decisions on what to eat). Participants were all computer or video game players to ensure accurate classification and mapping to the gamer types. The gamer types were well distributed across the population: achiever (110, 17%), conqueror (88, 14%), daredevil (67, 10%), mastermind (138, 22%), seeker (91, 14%), socializer (81, 13%), and survivor (67, 10%). This is similar to BrainHex [201] where masterminds, seekers, conquerors, and achievers are the dominant gamer types. The ages of participants were also well distributed: 18-25 (307, 48%), 26-35 (186, 29%), 36-45 (76, 12%), and over 45 (73, 11%). This distribution is similar to [12], which shows that the average age of digital game players is 30 and 63% of players are younger than 36 years. 48% (306) of all the participants were male and 52% (336) were female.

3.3 Data Analysis

The main aim of this study is to examine the relationship between the determinants and health behaviour. To achieve this, I used several well-known analytical tools and procedures. In this section, I summarize the various steps taken to analyse the data.
First, I determined the suitability of the data for factor analysis using the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) sampling adequacies and the Bartlett Test of Sphericity [99]. Given these positive results, I determined that the data was suitable to conduct factor analysis [87,103].

Second, I performed Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) to establish that the data collected replicate the six determinants (from HBM) in healthy eating behaviour [46].

Third, I employed the Partial Least Square (PLS) Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) [157] to create models showing the relationships between the gamer types and the six determinants of healthy behaviour according to HBM.

Fourth, to establish that gamer type is a reliable characteristic for tailoring persuasive games, I performed multi-group comparison using the pairwise approach recommended by Chin [39]. Specifically, I examined the models for significant differences across the seven groups with respect to the influence of the determinants of their health behaviour.

Finally, I employed the Bonferroni adjustment to control any familywise Type 1 error due to multiple comparisons [91]. The result showed that the observed differences in the relationships between the gamer types and the determinants were statistically significant.

### 3.4 Measurement Validation

To determine the suitability of the data for factor analysis, I used the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) sampling adequacies were all > .70 and the Bartlett Test of Sphericity was significant at p<. 001. Thus, the data was suitable to conduct factor analysis [87].

#### 3.4.1 Confirmatory Factor Analysis

HBM is comprised of six determinants of healthy behaviour – SUS, SEV, BEN, BAR, CUA, and EFF. To verify that the data replicate the six factors in healthy eating behaviour, I conducted Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA – a statistical procedure that compares the fit of the data with the factor being modeled)). Each question loaded onto their corresponding factors and the corresponding factor scores were all >.70.

After confirming the number of factors in the data, I employed Partial Least Squares (PLS) Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) to determine the relationship between the six determinants
(from HBM) and health behaviour for each gamer type. PLS is especially recommended for theory formation and verification [86]. Moreover, PLS-Structural Equation Modeling has less stringent requirements concerning data distribution assumptions [86] and can accommodate small sample sizes as opposed to covariance-based SEM. In the CFA, the six factors were included as latent (independent) variables, and each was hypothesized to have a direct influence on health behaviour – the dependent variable.

### 3.4.2 Multi-Group Comparison

Prior to comparing the models, I tested for measurement invariance across the seven gamer types. This is important, because the psychometric properties of the samples must be demonstrated to have the same structure to establish that the groups had similar interpretations of the instrument’s items. Failure to establish measurement invariance would suggest that I measured different phenomena across the groups, therefore making comparison between groups meaningless [164]. To assess measurement invariance, I used the component-based CFA in SmartPLS 2 [157] to conduct factor analysis for each group of data (each gamer type), and retained items that had factor loadings of at least 0.5 [80] in all the groups (and dropped for all groups items with loadings less than 0.5), thereby establishing configural invariance. After configural invariance was established, I also assessed and established metric (equivalent factor loadings) and scalar invariance (equivalent intercepts) by first running bootstrap analyses using a resample size of 1000, and generating the standard error (SE) for each item weight in each group. Next, I ran the PLS algorithm for each group and recorded the actual weight. I calculated t-statistics and corresponding p-values to see if there were significant differences across the groups (at p < .05) using the weight, SE, and sample size in each group. Items that were significantly different were dropped for all groups. I repeated this analysis until the results were stable, and I repeated the same process for indicator loadings. I also examined latent score differences across groups. This process established measurement invariance and ensured that the data were suitable for multi-group comparison.

I report here the common set of indices recommended for model validity and reliability in PLS. I used SmartPLS 2 [157] to analyze the model. Indicator reliability can be assumed because Cronbach’s α and the composite reliability that analyze the strength of each indicator’s correlation with their variables are all higher than their threshold value of 0.7 [38]. Convergent and discriminate validity can be assumed as all constructs have an Average Variance Extracted (AVE) (which
represents the variance extracted by the variables from its indicator items) above the recommended threshold of 0.5 and greater than the variance shared with other variables [38]. The measurement models yielded an acceptable value of all indices for PLS model validity or reliability.

### 3.4.3 Moderating Effect

A proper comparison of the models cannot be achieved without establishing that the models’ estimates are significantly different. To access for significant structural differences between the gamer types, I used the pairwise comparison approach recommended by Chin [39]. Specifically, I used the PLS algorithm in SmartPLS 2 to separately estimate path coefficients (\( \beta \)) for each group. Then, I used bootstrap resampling technique to calculate standard error (SE) for each path. With the \( \beta \), SE, and the sample size, I calculated t-statistics and the corresponding p-value to test for significant differences between path estimates of different gamer types. I controlled for familywise type I error (due to multiple comparisons) using Bonferroni adjustment. Our result shows that only 39 of the 126 pairwise comparisons were not significantly different. This high percentage of significant differences shows the moderating effect of gamer type.

### 3.5 Results and Interpretation

To examine the differences in the interactions between the six determinants and the outcome of health behaviour, I developed seven models (one for each gamer type).

#### 3.5.1 The Structural Model

The structural models determine the relationship between the determinants and health behaviour. An important criterion to measure the strength of the relationship between variables in structural models is to calculate the level of the path coefficient (\( \beta \)) and the significance of the path coefficient (p) [80]. Path coefficients measure the influence of a variable on another. The individual path coefficients and their corresponding level of significance obtained from the seven models are summarized in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Standardized path coefficients and significance of the models. Bolded coefficients have p<.001, non-bolded have p<.05 and ‘-’ represents non-significant coefficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>SUS</th>
<th>SEV</th>
<th>BEN</th>
<th>BAR</th>
<th>CUA</th>
<th>EFF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Achiever</td>
<td>.44</td>
<td>-.24</td>
<td>-.30</td>
<td>-.39</td>
<td>.31</td>
<td>.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conqueror</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td>-.38</td>
<td>.58</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daredevil</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>-.36</td>
<td>.35</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-.46</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mastermind</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.35</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-.29</td>
<td>.35</td>
<td>.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seeker</td>
<td>-.17</td>
<td>-.24</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.37</td>
<td>.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socializer</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>-.31</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survivor</td>
<td>-.15</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.35</td>
<td>-.36</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SUS = perceived susceptibility, SEV = perceived severity, BEN = perceived benefit, BAR = perceived barrier, CUA = cue to action, EFF = self-efficacy

3.5.2 Comparison of Health Behaviour Determinants for the Seven Gamer Types

The results from the models show that the seven gamer types (achiever, conqueror, daredevil, seeker, socializer, and survivor) differ with regards to the influence of the determinants (SUS, SEV, BEN, BAR, CUA, and EFF) on their likelihood of adopting healthy behaviour (see Table 3.1). We discuss and compare the influence of the determinants on the gamer types in the following sections.

3.5.2.1 Perceived Susceptibility

HBM proposed that increasing an individual’s perceived risk (susceptibility) associated with a particular health behaviour could be an effective way of motivating health behaviour change. Surprisingly, the results from the model show however that risk perception is only an important motivator of behaviour change for achievers, daredevils, and socializers. In fact, designing a persuasive game to increase the perceived risk associated with a health behaviour has no effect on the likelihood of behaviour for conquerors and masterminds and can actually deter seekers, and survivors from performing the healthy behaviour. The potential risks associated with unhealthy behaviours is illness and in the extreme case, death. Susceptibility can be seen as a potential loss of a healthy and disease-free life. This is often modeled as loss of objects or materials possession of value.
(disincentive) in games [77], with the hope that players will be motivated to perform health-related behaviour to reduce or avoid the associated risk. The use of this loss-framed mechanic has been questioned, and research has therefore examined the effects of potential loss or gain framing on an individual’s motivation, finding that some people are more motivated by loss-framed information while others are motivated by gain-framed information [166]. Our results agree, and define these differences further by suggesting that achievers, daredevils, and socializers care about what they stand to lose (loss avoidance) while conquerors, seekers, and survivors care more about what they stand to gain in relation to health behaviour (as can be seen from their interaction with perceived benefit in Table 3.1).

3.5.2.2 Perceived Severity

HBM theorized that the perceived seriousness (severity) of the consequences of developing a health condition could positively influence an individual’s behaviour. From the results of the model, severity is in fact a significant positive motivator of health behaviour for masterminds only. This is in line with their gaming style of making sound decisions. However, increasing the perceived consequences of unhealthy behaviours can demotivate achievers and daredevils from changing the unhealthy behaviour and adopting the healthy alternative. This result is in line with previous research that found severity as a weak predictor that might even lead to behaviour avoidance [13]. This is probably because increasing the magnitude of the perceived consequences associated with unhealthy behaviour might make it appear unreal and uncontrollable to achiever and daredevil. They seem to care more about the perceived risk and not the magnitude of that risk (perhaps the achiever sees the outcome as out of reach, whereas the daredevil laughs in the face of danger). Similarly, the effect of perceived severity is not significant for conqueror, seeker, socializer, and survivor. Therefore, portraying the consequences of unhealthy behaviour might not necessarily increase the chances that they will change their behaviour.

3.5.2.3 Perceived Benefit

Surprisingly, perceived benefit is a differentiator between achiever and other gamer types. As proposed by HBM, benefit influences the likelihood of health behaviour performance positively for conquerors, daredevils, seekers, socializers, and survivors. However, benefit has no significant impact on masterminds, whereas it influences achievers negatively. The negative association of
benefit with achievers contradicts the HBM prediction [158]; however, it supports some other findings that benefit does not statistically influence the likelihood of healthy eating [51]. A possible explanation is that adopting a healthy behaviour is a lifestyle that spans over a lifetime with no quantifiable benefit. An achiever – although goal oriented and motivated by long-term achievement – is more focused on completing tasks and collecting something (e.g., points). Therefore, they are demotivated from performing tasks that have no foreseeable date of completion and collection of accrued benefits. Breaking health behaviour into intermediate goals with intermediate and quantifiable benefits might better motivate achievers.

3.5.2.4 Perceived Barrier

As expected, barrier significantly influences all the gamer types negatively, with the exception of daredevils and seekers who do not show significant reactions to perceived barriers but are significantly motivated by benefit. Therefore, creating successful persuasive games targeting daredevils and seekers will likely require designers to increase the perceived benefit more than lowering the cost (barrier) of adopting the healthy behaviour. People usually weigh the benefit and cost to decide on their line of action.

3.5.2.5 Cue to Action

Cue to action – which can be thought of as any event or stimuli that triggers the performance of a target behaviour – is positively associated with health behaviour for all gamer types except for survivors (not significant) and daredevils (negative association). This implies that extensive use of various cues to action (e.g., prompts, reminders, alerts, biofeedback) will be effective at motivating health behaviour performance for most gamer types. The negative influence of cue to action on the daredevil’s likelihood of health behaviour is the major differentiator between daredevils and other gamer types. One possible explanation is that daredevils are thrill seekers and are not interested in reminders to maintain good behaviour.

3.5.2.6 Self-efficacy

As expected, self-efficacy is the only determinant that does not influence any gamer type negatively. However, its influence is only significant for achievers, masterminds, seekers, and socializers. This implies that designing to increase an individual’s confidence in his or her ability to perform the
health behaviour will motivate a positive behaviour change for most gamers, while not harming others. Persuasive game designers should therefore use various mechanisms (e.g., feedback, graded tasks, incremental goal setting, rehearsal) to promote self-efficacy.

3.5.3 Summary

Table 3.2 shows a summary of the determinants that could be manipulated to effect positive change for each gamer type.

Table 3.2: Summary of significant motivators (persuasive profile) of health behaviour adoption. ‘√’ represents determinants that influence likelihood of health behaviour positively and should be emphasized for each gamer type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>SUS</th>
<th>SEV</th>
<th>BEN</th>
<th>BAR</th>
<th>CUA</th>
<th>EFF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Achiever</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conqueror</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daredevil</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mastermind</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seeker</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socializer</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survivor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SUS = perceived susceptibility, SEV = perceived severity, BEN = perceived benefit, BAR = perceived barrier, CUA = cue to action, EFF = self-efficacy

3.6 Discussion

Within this section, I first present two approaches – model-driven one-size-fits approach and model-driven personalized approach – for applying the model results to persuasive game design. I then describe a process that designers can follow to apply health theories to their persuasive game design. Finally, I describe the limitations of the study and opportunities for future work.
3.6.1 Game Mechanics and HBM

Based on an analysis of related work on game mechanics, I identify a number of ways in which the HBM can be integrated into games by mapping the six determinants (SUS, SEV, BEN, BAR, CUA, and EFF) to common game design mechanics. Because there is no definitive list of mechanics and categories, four judges together executed an affinity mapping exercise on existing lists of game mechanics (e.g., [202,203]), resulting in the 7 categories of mechanics shown in Error! Reference source not found.. They then mapped the mechanics to the determinant(s) that best matched. For example, for the mechanic quest, within the category game elements, they chose cue to action and barrier. Quests are tasks that players must complete, providing both guidance on what to do next (CUA) and limits to progression in the game (BAR).

3.6.2 Model-driven “One Size Fits All” Persuasive Game Design

Although the results from the models show that it is necessary to tailor persuasive games to various gamer types (using appropriate determinant(s) that are positively associated with behaviour change for each gamer type), it also shows that some determinants are perceived as positive by majority of the gamer types. Therefore, these determinants could be manipulated to design for a broader audience. I discuss how the findings can be applied to the design of persuasive health games for the broadest audience, to appeal to the majority of players.

The results show that self-efficacy is perceived as positive by achievers, masterminds, seekers and socializers, and does not negatively impact other gamer types. Therefore, to appeal to a broad group of players, persuasive game designers should include game elements that address self-efficacy. For example, the player-related mechanics of ownership, loyalty, and pride relate to self-efficacy, while the game elements of repeating simple actions and cascading information will build self-efficacy within the context of playing the game. Urgent optimism should be an effective approach, as long as the game can create in players the belief that they will succeed.

The determinants of cues to action and perceived benefits only have a negative relationship with one gamer type each. Given the even distribution of gamer types, including these two determinants in persuasive games for broad audiences would only have potential negative effects on a small group of players, while being beneficial for the majority of users. Therefore, games designers
could include mechanics that support cues to action and demonstrate the benefits of behaviour change to appeal to a majority of the population. For example, most reward-based mechanics (e.g., levels, points) can reinforce the benefits of healthy behaviour, while behavioural momentum and blissful productivity are in line with the positive message of perceived benefit. Mechanics that structure play (e.g., quests, appointments, and cascading information theory) give players an idea of how to change their behaviour in stages and with reminders (cue to action).

Our results showed that perceived barriers have a negative impact on most gamer types, and no effect on daredevils or seekers; no gamer type was motivated by perceived barrier. Therefore, game designers should avoid game elements that emphasize the barriers to the adoption of healthy behaviour but could use mechanics that help build up confidence or skills for overcoming such barriers. There are several game mechanics from the list (in Error! Reference source not found.) that should be avoided or applied very carefully. Disincentives and extinction of rewards are two mechanics that might not be effective with any gamer type. This is in line with recent work showing how negative reinforcements might not be as effective for behaviour change as positive reinforcements [50]. In addition, some mechanics have to be carefully applied to avoid reinforcing barriers. For example, quests, which support cue to action (and are thus desirable), must not present so many barriers that the player is demotivated.

It is important to emphasize that even the model-driven one-size-fits all approach (although better than the design-by-intuition one-size fits all approach that is based on guesswork) is not an optimal approach. However, its presents a compromise between the cost of maximizing the effectiveness of persuasive games by tailoring them to the gamer types and employing a uniform determinant that will be effective for the majority of gamer types. As shown in Table 3.1, even the best one-size-fits all determinant of self-efficacy is only positively and significantly associated with four out of the seven gamer types – not significant for three gamer types. This therefore reinforces the need to tailor persuasive games.
Table 3.3: Game mechanics organized by category. Not a definitive list, these mechanics are drawn from multiple sources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Mechanic</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Player</td>
<td>Ownership</td>
<td>Controlling something, “your” property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pride</td>
<td>Feeling of joy and ownership after accomplishment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Envy</td>
<td>Striving for what other players have</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Loyalty</td>
<td>Positive connection with game element leading to ownership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>Communal discovery</td>
<td>Community has to work together to overcome obstacle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social fabric of games</td>
<td>People grow closer after playing together</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Privacy</td>
<td>Certain information is shared, certain information is kept private</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Viral game mechanics</td>
<td>Game elements which are more enjoyable or only accessible with others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Companion gaming</td>
<td>Cross-platform gaming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaderboards</td>
<td>Achievements</td>
<td>Virtual /physical representation of accomplishment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leaderboards</td>
<td>Leaderboards to display highscores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Status</td>
<td>Rank or level of player</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rewards</td>
<td>Levels</td>
<td>Players receive points for actions, can level up, gain new abilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical goods</td>
<td>Distribute physical goods to reward players</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Virtual items</td>
<td>Distribute virtual items to reward players</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reward schedules</td>
<td>Variable and fixed intervals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lottery</td>
<td>Give players opportunity of winning stuff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Free lunch</td>
<td>Give players free gifts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Points</td>
<td>Measurement of success of in-game actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Extinction</td>
<td>Taking reward away</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disincentives</td>
<td>Punishing player to trigger behaviour change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Loss aversion</td>
<td>Not punishing player as long as the desired behaviour is shown (but not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bonuses</td>
<td>In-game reward for overcoming challenges to reinforce desired behaviour, e.g.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Behavioural contrast</td>
<td>Irrational player behaviour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blissful productivity</td>
<td>Players work hard within game if actions are meaningful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Behavioural</td>
<td>Players keep going because they feel what they are doing is valuable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Urgent optimism</td>
<td>High self-motivation, players want to work on issues instantly with the belief</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quests</td>
<td>Tasks that players have to complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Endless games</td>
<td>Never ending sandbox play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Repeat simple actions</td>
<td>Players enjoy repeating simple in-game actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cascading info theory</td>
<td>Gradually introduce players to game</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Appointments</td>
<td>Fixed in-game appointments to make players return at certain times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shell game</td>
<td>Illusion of choice to guide player to desired outcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Countdown</td>
<td>Players only get limited amount of time to complete challenge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discovery</td>
<td>Giving players opportunity to explore and find new things</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meta</td>
<td>Moral hazard</td>
<td>Actions are devalued by abundance of rewards, too many incentives destroy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Epic meaning</td>
<td>enjoyment of action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Having something great as background story to give meaning to in-game actions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.6.3 Model-driven Personalized Persuasive Game Design Approach

Although designing for the broadest possible audience is often desired by designers, as can be seen from the models (Table 3.1), there are situations in which personalizing game experience for a particular gamer type or game genre is necessary.

For example, consider a designer tasked with building a voluntarily-played Massively Multiplayer Online Role-playing Game (MMORPG) to persuade healthy behaviour change. MMORPG games are most enjoyed by the achiever and socializer types [201] and less by remaining types. Although mechanics related to cue to action and self-efficacy can be applied to these two gamer types, as noted in the previous section, achievers and socializers are both positively incentivized by susceptibility. Because we can assume that a large proportion of the MMORPG players will fall into one of these two types [137], it is appropriate to use mechanics related to susceptibility when designing MMORPGs. Thus, mechanics such as loss aversion and countdown could be applied in this context.

Consider also the mastermind, who enjoys solving puzzles and devising strategies [137] – there are specific types of games that are based on strategic problem solving. Mastermind is the only gamer type positively influenced by severity, so games personalized for masterminds can effectively use mechanics that promote severity. For example, the negative reward of disincentives, loss aversion, and extinction could work well for this gamer type.

This last example demonstrates how persuasive games can personalize for a particular gamer type by using the results of the model and affinity mapping exercise; personalizing design for a specific gamer type is accomplished by following Table 3.2. The MMORPG example shows how persuasive games could be personalized for a particular game genre, by using the results alongside the established links between the kinds of games enjoyed by each gamer type [201]. There are myriad ways in which persuasive games could be personalized based on the results, and I have included two examples here to demonstrate the relationship between the findings and the corresponding game mechanics.
3.7 Applying Health Theories to Persuasive Game Design

Like other PTs, persuasive games for health aim to change behaviour. Therefore, researchers have advocated the use of health theories (which mostly originate from psychology) to inform the design and evaluation of persuasive games. However, many game designers may not have the background to effectively interpret and apply theories in their design. My work can close this gap by translating the psychology of health behaviour to familiar and actionable game mechanics and design approaches.

The models not only provide persuasive profiles (a list of motivators for the gamer types), they could also be used to guide evaluation of such determinants in persuasive games. For example, if a game aims to evaluate the effect of perceived benefit in motivating health behaviour, it might be necessary to eliminate all other game mechanics that do not reflect benefit. Considering the mapping of health determinants to game mechanics will be useful in deciding the game components to include and evaluate. Moreover, with the help of the models, persuasive game designers can easily evaluate and interpret the effectiveness of their games with respect to the underlying theoretical determinants being manipulated.

In this chapter, I have demonstrated the need to make specific considerations when designing persuasive games to motivate health behaviour. We now highlight five stages that could be followed to design theory and model-driven persuasive games that are tailored to various gamer groups.

**Step 1: Identify the Behaviour**
This first step towards designing persuasive games to motivate health behaviour is to identify the target behaviour that needs to be promoted (e.g., healthy eating). This is based on the assumption that some of the game design mechanics and decisions might be domain specific.

**Step 2: Determine the Gamer Groups**
The second step should be to determine the group under consideration. Researchers can either choose a gamer type to target based on knowledge of their intended population (e.g., a group comprised mainly of achievers), or by choosing a game genre and then using the BrainHex model [201] to determine the majority classes that enjoy that genre.
Step 3: Identify Behaviour Determinants
The models show that the influence of HBM determinants differs across gamer types; it is necessary for game designers to identify the determinants that motivate behaviour change for each gamer group identified in step 2.

Stage 4: Decide on the Design Approach
After identifying the behaviour determinants in step 3, game designers can adopt a personalized approach or a one-size-fits-all approach, depending on whether the targeted gamer groups (step 2) are influenced by similar determinants.

Step 5: Map Determinants to Game Mechanics
Most of the HBM determinants are not directly implementable. Translating the health determinants into more actionable game mechanics is a necessary step in designing theory-driven persuasive games.

These five steps summarize the steps that game designers can follow to design theory and model-driven approaches to persuasive games, thereby fostering the development of efficacious persuasive games.

3.8 Limitations
There are limitations of applying the results of the model to game design mechanics. First, as noted previously, there is no definitive list of game mechanics; I sourced mechanics from multiple resources, but the list is by no means exhaustive or definitive. Second, I mapped the game mechanics into categories using an affinity mapping exercise. These categories are helpful for distilling the results into actionable lessons; however, the process is subject to interpretation. Third, I apply the results of the models at the level of a population (gamer type). As with all population-based personalization, the results will apply to the majority of the population; however, there may be outliers who do not respond in the predicted manner. Finally, I make the findings actionable by providing examples of how the model results can be incorporated into persuasive game design. This process is not prescriptive of good game design – although the results can provide an advantage in
choosing the best persuasive strategy to apply in a persuasive game, applying the findings may not ensure that a game is engaging, motivating, or fun to play.

While this work has benefited from the large-scale study of gamers’ eating behaviour, I cannot assume its validity in other health behaviour domains (e.g., physical activity). Therefore, the model should be applied with caution in other health behaviour domains. However, the underlying principle of mapping determinants to game mechanics and tailoring to gamer types can be applied in any health behaviour domain. Although gamer type has been proven as a reliable characteristic for tailoring persuasive game interventions, other characteristics, such as sex, age, and culture (not considered in this study) might moderate the impact of the six HBM’s determinants on health behaviour.

3.9 Summary

Persuasive games can be effective tools for motivating healthy behaviour change. However, the effectiveness of persuasive games for health may be dependent on manipulating appropriate theoretical determinants for the right audience. As a result, the first step in designing effective health interventions is to identify the determinants that influence behaviour for the target audience to enable tailoring. However, there has been no research on how to tailor health determinants to various gamer types. This has resulted in an increasing adoption of a designed-by-intuition, one-size-fit-all approach to persuasive game design. This work is a step towards providing practical ways of applying and tailoring theoretical determinants of health behaviour in persuasive game design. I conducted a cross validation of the influence of the six determinants identified by HBM on healthy eating and developed seven different models of healthy behaviour (for each gamer type). The models revealed some differences between the seven gamer types, and I discussed these differences from the perspective of health behaviour and persuasive game design. Through this study, I exposed the limitations of the current approaches to persuasive game design, and presented design opportunities for both a model-driven one-size-fit-all and a personalized approach to persuasive game design that is grounded in both theory and data. I argued that for persuasive games for health to achieve their intended objective of changing health behaviour, they must be designed to manipulate the determinants of health behaviour and be tailored in accordance with the models to the gamer type. That the best one-size-fits-all determinants (of self-efficacy) from the models is only
capable of influencing significant healthy behaviour change in four out of the seven gamer types, reinforces the need to tailor persuasive games to gamer types using their persuasive profiles to increase their efficacy.

### 3.10 Contributions of the Work Presented in this Chapter

The main contributions of this chapter are as follows: First, I conducted a cross validation of the influence of the determinants identified by HBM on healthy eating and developed seven different models of healthy behaviour (one for each gamer type). Second, I discussed the differences between the seven gamer types from the perspective of health behaviour determinants and persuasive game design. Third, I proposed model-driven design approaches for developing persuasive game interventions for motivating healthy eating. Fourth, I produced persuasive profiles (comprised of a list of motivators of health behaviour). The persuasive profiles will serve as guidelines for tailoring persuasive games to the individual gamer types identified by BrainHex to make them personalized for each gamer type. Finally, one of the constraints with many theoretical driven frameworks for intervention development is their abstract nature – there is little information on how the theoretical determinants can be translated into system design. Therefore, to make the guidelines actionable in persuasive game intervention design, I compiled a list of common game design mechanics and mapped theoretical determinants to appropriate game design mechanics.

To the best of my knowledge, this study is the first to link research on the psychology of player typologies (as identified by BrainHex) with the psychology of health behaviour change (as identified by HBM) to find patterns in gamers’ motivation that can inform the choice of game mechanics for designing games that will motivate behaviour change. It is also the first to suggest model-driven and gamer type-relevant game design approaches that are actionable for designers and developers of persuasive games for motivating health behaviour. The research shows that having a personalized persuasive profile of what motivates different gamer types, and mapping these theoretical motivators to game mechanics, provides a crucial theoretical and methodological bridge between research on what motivates health behaviour change (i.e., theories) and research on designing games for health (i.e., persuasive games).
CHAPTER 4

MODELLING THE EFFICACY OF PERSUASIVE STRATEGIES FOR PERSUASIVE GAMES FOR HEALTH

The previous chapter has shown that large differences exist between the gamer types with respect to the influence of the determinants identified by HBM on their likelihood of adopting healthy behaviour. Therefore, it is inappropriate for persuasive game designers to treat players as a monolithic group by adopting the one-size-fits-all approach in their choice of theoretical determinants to inform their game design. As a solution to this, I developed models and persuasive profiles which serve as guidelines for tailoring determinants to various gamer types. The research contributes to the first step of Persuasive Technology (PT) development, according to the framework by Michie et al. [134] – identifying behavioural determinants, Section 2.4. However, the first step which deals with identifying the behavioural determinant could be optional in PT design. In some cases, especially when the determinants influencing the target behaviour are already known, designers start their persuasive game design from step 2 – identifying strategies (which can easily be translated to a game design features). Nevertheless, even in such cases, designers still need to identify the appropriateness of various strategies for the target audience. This is because more than one strategy can be employed to influence change in a single determinant [134] and in the literature, there is no clear mapping between determinants and strategies.

Consequently, as discussed in Section 2.4, another way that persuasive games can be tailored is to tailor the persuasive strategies employed in the game design. Therefore, effective tailoring of persuasive games also entails tailoring the persuasive strategies employed in persuasive game design. Hence, this chapter moves a step further from the theories and determinants to investigate whether differences between the gamer types exist in their response to various persuasive strategies. Specifically, I present a large-scale study investigating the effectiveness of commonly used strategies in persuasive game design. To investigate for possible differences across and between the gamer types with respect to their response to various strategies, I develop models showing the persuasiveness of ten commonly used strategies, and propose design guidelines – based on the models – for tailoring PT interventions to various gamer personalities commonly referred to as
gamer types. The design guidelines are based on a quantitative study of 1108 gamers, where I studied the persuasiveness of the strategies (customization, simulation, self-monitoring and feedback, suggestion, personalization, simulation, praise, reward, comparison, competition, and cooperation) identified by Oinas-Kukkonen [139] and Fogg [62] on gamers of seven types (achiever, conqueror, daredevil, mastermind, seeker, socializer, and survivor) identified by the BrainHex model [19]. The models reveal several differences and some similarities in the persuasiveness of various strategies with respect to their influence on the gamer types. Based on the results of the models, I highlight the best and the worst strategies for designing persuasive games that target each gamer type. Finally, I propose two model-driven approaches for designing persuasive games: a ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach that will appeal to the majority of gamers, and a personalized approach that tailors persuasive games for health behaviour to gamer personality. To make the findings more actionable, I conclude this chapter by suggesting mappings of persuasive strategies to common game mechanics that can be employed in persuasive game design.

4.1 Persuasive Strategies

Persuasive strategies are techniques that can be employed in PT to motivate behaviour and/or attitude change. Over the years, a number of persuasive strategies have been developed. For instance, Cialdini [40] developed six persuasive principles, Fogg [62] developed seven persuasive tools, and Oinas-Kukkonen [139] built on Fogg’s strategies to develop 28 persuasive system design principles. These strategies are often applied in combinations when incorporated in an actual persuasive system [83]. The choice and the suitability of the strategies for a particular user or user group are often based on the designer’s own intuition, making it difficult to tailor strategies to users or user groups.

Considering that the large number of PT strategies in existence today cannot be explored simultaneously in a study, in this dissertation, I adopt 10 strategies (from Fogg and Oinas-Kukkonen). These ten strategies were chosen after a review of literature on persuasive games and the strategies they employ. Recent reviews also identified these strategies among the commonly used PT strategies in persuasive systems design [122,194].
• **Customization** is a strategy that provides the user an opportunity to adapt a system’s contents and functionality to their needs or choices.

• **Simulation** provides the means for a user to observe the cause-and-effect linkage of their behaviour. It is one of the rarely employed strategies in health game design.

• **Self-monitoring** (also called **Feedback**) allows people to track their own behaviours, providing information on both past and current states. It is one of the most common strategies for healthy eating and physical activity motivating applications [29,186].

• **Suggestion** strategy suggests certain tasks (for achieving favourable behaviour outcomes) to users during system use.

• **Praise** applauds the user for performing the target behaviour via words, images, symbols, or sounds as a way to give positive feedback to the user (for example, in [14,183]).

• **Reward** offers virtual rewards to users for performing the target behaviour. It is one of the commonly employed strategies [20,77,145].

• **Competition** allows the user to compete with others.

• **Comparison** provides a means for the user to view and compare his/her performance with the performance of other user(s). Competition and Comparison are included among the commonly used strategies.

• **Cooperation** requires users to cooperate (work together) to achieve a shared objective and rewards them for achieving their goals collectively.

• **Personalization** offers system-tailored contents and services to its users, tailoring content and functionality to a particular user’s needs based on a user’s characteristics.

For a detailed discussion of the strategies, see [139].

### 4.2 Deconstructing Game-Based Interventions with Emphasis on Strategies Employed

In this subsection, I present a review of persuasive health games in each category with a deconstruction of strategies employed in each game.
4.2.1 Game-Based Interventions for Health Promotion and Strategies Employed

Persuasive games employing several strategies have been developed for health promotion and prevention. For example, National Mindless Eating Challenge (NMEC) is a mobile phone-based health game aimed at promoting healthy eating behaviour [97]. NMEC employs the reward, comparison, customization, suggestion, and personalization strategies. NMEC players are tasked with caring for a virtual pet or plant, and this requires them to follow a variety of healthy eating recommendations. At the beginning of the game, the player selects an initial eating goal and sub-goal and, based on their chosen goals, players are assigned tasks that are relevant to their eating goals – personalization. The game also allows players the flexibility to enable and disable various game features – customization. At the end of each month, players are evaluated and given new suggestions on how to reach their goals in the subsequent month – suggestion. Players also receive rewards and compare their performance with the performance of others – comparison. During the evaluation of NMEC, the researchers recorded high attrition rates and identified personally unsuitable tips and strategies as the major barrier that prevented people from making changes. Similarly, LunchTime is a slow-casual game for motivating healthy eating [145]. Squire’s Quest! is a 10-session computer game aimed at increasing children’s consumption of fruit, juice, and vegetables (FJVs), and thus prevent – or at least reduce – the incidence of diet-related disease [49]. Squire’s Quest! employs the personalization, simulation, reward, competition and comparison strategies. In the game, kids play as a squire who faces the challenge of helping the king and queen defeat invaders who are attempting to destroy their kingdom by destroying the fruit and vegetable crops. The challenges for the squire are to master the skills necessary to prepare fruit, juice, and vegetable (FJV) recipes to provide energy for the king and his court, with goals related to eating more nutritious FJVs. The game involves tailoring of decision making to reported FJV preferences of a player – personalization. The game also reinforces healthy eating behaviour by awarding points based on goal attainment – reward. The number of earned points determines the level of their knighthood – competition and comparison. The game also provides a simulation of the physical environment – simulation. Finally, RightWay Café is a role playing game that employs customization, competition, simulation, personalization, and suggestion to promote healthy eating and physical activity [149]. At the beginning of the game, the players create a representative avatar
using their own personal information, such as name, weight, height, age, gender, physical activity, and body frame – *customization*. Using the specified attributes of the avatar, the game provides *personalized* healthy eating and *suggestions* with regard to optimal weight and daily calorie consumption. A player is tasked with the role of managing the avatar’s daily calorie consumption and physical activity to enable it to reach optimal weight. The player who best managed the avatar’s daily diet in a healthy way wins the game – *competition*. At the end of each week, the game simulates the weight change based on the foods the player chooses – *simulation*.

The evaluated game-based interventions reported varying degrees of success at achieving health objectives and high attrition rates [97]. The mixed findings and high attrition rates may be due to possible individual differences in the effect of various strategies adopted in the game design [103], because most of the games employed the one-size-fits-all approach in their design. Almost all reviewed games employed a combination of strategies in their design, so it was not obvious which particular strategy led to the observed behaviour change or exerted the most effect on the target audience. There was no tailoring in the selection of strategies used for each individual player.

### 4.2.2 Game-Based Interventions for Disease Management and Strategies Employed

Similarly, games employing several strategies have also been used to help patients improve health-related self-management skills. These include teaching them how to manage certain illnesses, helping them comply with treatment directives by delivering health-related information, modeling and simulating health behaviour, and providing opportunities for players to rehearse health behaviours in relation to a specific health condition/illness [106]. Games in this category are targeted at those who consider themselves ill, with the intention of helping them manage their illness or get well. For example, *Packy and Marlon* is an adventure game that helps children and teenagers self-manage their type 1 diabetes. The player’s task is to keep their characters’ diabetes under control by monitoring blood sugar, providing insulin, and managing food and other related illnesses [31]. Packy and Marlon is modeled against diabetes challenges. To win, each of the two players – Packy and Marlon – have to successfully manage their insulin and food intakes; therefore they must support each other – *collaboration*. At the beginning of the game, players can set their desired insulin option, fix dose – *customization*, and monitor the fluctuation in blood glucose in response to their
behaviour choices in the game – self-monitoring and simulation. Similarly, Bronki the Bronchiasaurus is a role playing adventure game aimed at imparting asthma management skills on young children with asthma [127]. The game impacts skills for self-monitoring and simulates good and bad real-world asthma self-management skills. The game presents two animated characters (Bronkie and Trakie), and tasks players with helping the in-game characters to keep their asthma at bay by avoiding triggers such as dust and smoke while they go on their quest, measuring and monitoring breath strength – self-monitoring, taking medications as needed, and using the inhaler correctly. The character’s health outcome is dependent on the player’s health decisions in the game – simulation – and a good health outcome is needed to win the game – competition. Finally, SpiroGame is an interactive game for facilitating spirometry in children [189]. Spirometry is a measure of lung function and it is often used for patients with lung diseases, such as asthma. Spirometry is difficult to perform on young children; however, SpiroGame has been shown to improve a child’s cooperation during spirometry, and hence the successful measurement of lung functioning. It teaches children to differentiate between inhalation and exhalation and to control their breathing during testing by making them use their breath to control a simulated caterpillar that crawls to an apple – simulation. To reward their performance, a new picture is displayed – reward.

The examples discussed above show how game-based interventions can be strategically designed not only to motivate preventive health behaviours, but also to train and impact skills for disease management and treatment using various techniques. However, most of the existing game-based interventions adopt a one-size-fits-all approach in their design, even though research has shown that players differ in both behaviour and motivation [37,143,196]. Although some of the games tailored their recommendations based on the user’s characteristics (e.g., weight, height), none of the games considered tailoring the underlying strategies. Using an inappropriate strategy can constitute a major barrier to change [97].

4.3 Tailoring Persuasive Strategies to Users and User Groups

People differ in motivation and belief about health and what constitutes a healthy life [143]. Kaptein et al. [103] in their study of the effect of tailored, randomly-selected, and contra-tailored strategies
for motivating healthy snacking discovered that the contra-tailored strategies led to strong adverse reactions from the users, which could increase the unhealthy behaviour that the intervention intends to decrease. Following from this observation, they concluded “while persuasive text-messages can be effective in changing people's behaviour and attitude, these changes depend on the right choice of influence strategy for the right participant”. Finally, they proposed tailoring persuasive applications to individuals using their Susceptibility To Persuasion Scale (STPS). Their study suggests that the success of many PT applications depends on establishing a match between user or user group and the employed strategies. Their study also exemplified how PT applications can be tailored to individuals. Undoubtedly, tailoring to individuals maximizes the influence and the effectiveness of PT interventions; however, it may not be achievable in most cases because of the cost of developing sufficiently rich user models and possible spectrum of adaptations. As a result, researchers have begun to examine ways of tailoring PT interventions to various user groups and sub-groups based on some common user characteristics. Khaled et al. [53] investigated the hypothesis that cultural background is a significant characteristic for tailoring PT interventions in a game called Smoke?. To tailor the game to various cultural groups, the authors developed two versions of the game (one for a collectivist and one for an individualist culture) using strategies that are deemed appropriate for each group. The result of the evaluations showed that individualist players were persuaded more by the individualist version of the game than when playing the collectivist version. Halko and Kientz [81] conducted an exploratory study of the influence of some strategies, and identified that certain strategies were preferred more by users of particular personalities while others were not. Hence, they concluded that the Five Factor personality traits Model (FFM) [73] captured important characteristics for tailoring strategies to better fit the needs of the users [81]. Similarly, Hirsh et al. [88] examined if the effectiveness of persuasive messages could be increased by tailoring the message to the recipient’s personality. Their results suggested that tailoring persuasive messages to the FFM [73] was an effective way of increasing the impact of the message on the recipient. Along these lines, Arteaga et al. [11] employed the FFM to tailor persuasive mobile games to various users’ personalities. At the beginning of the game section, users responded to a questionnaire to determine their personality type. The personality information was then used to inform the choice of game recommended to the users and the motivational strategy used in the game. Arteaga’s study showed some interesting relationships between personality traits, games, and motivational strategy preference [10]. Although several persuasive researchers have adopted the FFM to tailor their
applications, the adequacy of FFM for tailoring persuasive games has been questioned [18]. Therefore, researchers have focused on alternative approaches for tailoring persuasive games. For example, Tan et al. [177] examined the effectiveness of tailoring feedback in a persuasive game to various personality types, ranging from introversion to extroversion and found that tailored feedback significantly improved player experience. Another example of tailored persuasive games can be seen in the design of a physical activity motivating game called \textit{PLAY, MATE!} [24]. To minimize the variability in the perceived enjoyment and amount of activities performed by novice and experienced players, \textit{PLAY MATE!} tailored the rewards and personalized the difficulty level by adjusting the reward times for novice and experienced players. The tailoring balanced the number of activities performed by novice and experienced players without affecting the perceived enjoyment. \textit{PLAY MATE!} tailored the strategies by varying the time required to complete a task between novice and experienced gamers; however, the same strategy – reward – still applied to every player.

As can be seen from the above discussion, most existing work has focused on tailoring PT using the FFM. This suggests that significant homogeneity exists among people that belong to the same personality type and the same or similar persuasive approach can be employed to target them.

In this dissertation, I focus on game-based persuasive interventions. According to Berkovsky et al. [25], tailoring strategies has a “huge untapped potential to maximize the impact of persuasive applications”; however, research into the various ways of tailoring strategies is only starting now. One of the ways persuasive games could be personalized is to tailor the strategies to various players’ personalities, often referred to as \textit{gamer types}. Although attempts have been made towards personalizing persuasive games, game player models have largely been ignored as a dimension for distinguishing different types of users. Yet, gamer type is a good choice for group-based personalization, because players belonging to one gamer type share common characteristics that cause them to approach games in a similar manner and enjoy similar types of games; there is a homogeneity within a group that is mainly different from players of other gamer types [19]. The work reported in Chapter 3 has shown that gamer type moderates the influence of various health determinants and, hence, is an important characteristic for tailoring persuasive games. Hence, there is a need for research on ways of tailoring the strategies to various gamer types.

In summary, the review of related work shows that persuasive games have gained popularity as an innovative approach for motivating change in health behaviour. However, most of these games adopt a one-size-fits-all approach in their intervention design. One way that persuasive games can be
tailored is to adapt the strategies to player personality, often referred to as their gamer type. The success of many persuasive interventions will depend on establishing a match between user or user group and the employed strategies. In this chapter, with the aim of developing guidelines for tailoring strategies to the seven gamer types (achiever, conqueror, daredevil, mastermind, seeker, socializer, and survivor) identified by BrianHex, I investigate and compare the persuasiveness of ten commonly employed strategies.

4.4 Study Design and Methods

The study was designed to investigate the perceived persuasiveness of the ten strategies (customization, simulation, self-monitoring, suggestion, personalization, simulation, praise, reward, comparison, competition, and cooperation) for motivating healthy behaviour (specifically, healthy eating) for the seven gamer types – Achiever, Conqueror, Daredevil, Mastermind, Seeker, Socializer, and Survivor. In this section, I first describe how I developed the research instrument; this is followed by discussion of the data collection methods and validation.

4.4.1 Measurement Instrument

To collect data for the model, I followed the approach described by Halko and Kientz [81]. Specifically, I represented each persuasive strategy in a storyboard about a persuasive game for motivating healthy eating. The storyboards show a character and his/her interactions with a persuasive game application for promoting healthy eating. Figure 4.1 shows examples of two of the ten used persuasive strategies, reward and personalization; the remaining storyboards are included in the appendix. The ten storyboards were drawn by an artist and were based on storyboard design guidelines by Truong et al. [185]. Although the individual strategies could be implemented and their suitability evaluated in applications, I chose to use storyboards for three main reasons. First, it is easier to elicit responses from diverse populations because storyboards provide a common visual language that individuals from diverse backgrounds can read and understand [123]. Second, it is easier to collect a large volume of data needed for building and validating my model of persuasiveness of the ten strategies for the seven gamer types. Third, storyboards have been shown to be effective at depicting strategies in previous research [81]. Finally, actual implementation may create additional noise, as it involves many other design decisions and the results can easily be biased.
by specific implementation decisions, while the storyboard allows one to show in an “ideal” form the essence of persuasive interaction.

To elicit feedback on the persuasiveness of the strategies, each storyboard is followed by a validated scale for measuring perceived persuasiveness. The scale was adapted from Drozd et al. [55]. The scale consists of four questions. A sample question includes: “The system would influence me”, “the system would be convincing, “the system would be personally relevant for me”, and “the system would make me reconsider my eating habits”. The questions were measured using participant agreement with a 7-point Likert scale ranging from “1 = Strongly disagree” to “7 = Strongly agree”. I also included an open-ended question allowing participants to provide comments about each strategy. Prior to assessing the persuasiveness of the various strategies, I ensured that the participants understood the strategy depicted in each storyboard by asking them two comprehension questions – first, to identify the illustrated strategy from a list of ten different strategies (“What strategy does this storyboard represent”), and, second, to describe what is happening in the storyboard in their own words (“In your own words, please describe what is happening in this storyboard”). Responses from participants who answered both comprehension questions incorrectly were discarded. Together with responses from participants who gave correct answers to the two comprehension questions, I also retained responses from participants who answered one of the comprehension questions correctly. I also included 28 BrainHex questions to classify the participants into various gamer types; questions for assessing the participants’ demographic information, and eating behaviour were also included. The detailed instrument used for the study is included in the appendix.
4.4.2 Data Collection and Filtering

I recruited participants for this study using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (AMT). I used AMT for two main reasons – first, AMT has become an accepted method of gathering users’ responses [32,81,85,88,125,131]; and second, I needed a large participant sample and diverse audience for the study. AMT allows access to a global audience at a relatively low cost, and ensures efficient survey distribution, and high quality results [32,131]. I followed the recommendations for performing effective studies on AMT by Mason and Suri [131], and used a similar approach to the one described by Halko and Kientz [81] to overcome potential problems associated with recruiting from AMT, such as the issue of mechanical bots completing a survey. Specifically, I used captcha to ensure that only human participants are retained in the survey. I ensured that participants could
respond to the study only once using a mechanism provided by AMT that allows collection of response from unique participants. I also examined the workers’ identifications provided by the AMT, which further ensured that no duplicate responses were received. In addition to the use of two comprehension questions (discussed previously), I also included time stamps to ensure that participants did not game the study by completing it without reading or understanding. I tracked the total time taken by participants to complete the survey. The study took an average of 30 minutes to complete. The responses from participants who completed before a threshold time – 20 minutes – were discarded. Furthermore, I employed attention questions to ensure that participants were actively considering their answers. Specifically, I injected some irrelevant questions – constructed to be closely related to other questions in the same section – and clearly indicated what participants should do if they were reading the questions. For example, having the question: “Fighting and quarrelling with everybody. If you are reading this question select I hate it” as one of the questions following an instruction “Rate each of the videogame experiences listed. Choose from a scale between 1 – ‘I love it!’ for experiences you enjoy through 3 – ‘It’s okay’ to 5 – ‘I hate it!’ for experiences you would rather avoid”. Responses from participants who got the attention questions incorrect were also discarded. I collected a total of 1384 responses and retained a total of 1108 valid responses, which were included in the analysis.

To eliminate possible bias due to the ordering of the storyboards in the survey, I used a Latin Square to balance the order of presentation of the strategies. I created ten surveys that varied the position of each strategy, and randomly assigned participants to one of the ten surveys.

Before the main study, I conducted two pilot studies. The first pilot study was conducted on 30 participants (15 participants from AMT and 15 participants recruited from the University of Saskatchewan) to test the validity of the study instruments and to compare the results. The preliminary evaluation shows similar results from the participants recruited from AMT and those from the university; however, it also revealed a need to restructure some of the study questions. I restructured the questions and conducted a second pilot study on another 5 participants using the think aloud approach. The second pilot confirmed the suitability and understandability of the study instrument by showing that participants understood the storyboards, react differently to the strategies, and was able to complete the study with ease.
4.4.3 Participants’ Demographic Information

A total of 1384 participants responded to the study and their demographic information is summarized in Table 4.1. The participants received $1 USD dollar compensation, which is within the range of the standard rates for other tasks recruited through AMT. In general, I have a relatively diverse population in terms of gender, age, education level attained, and gamer types. Half of the participants play games every day and over 60% of the participants are from the United States.

Table 4.1: Participants’ demographic information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total Participants = 1108</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Females (533, 48%), Males (575, 52%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>18-25 (418, 38%), 26-35 (406, 37%), 36-45 (168, 15%), Over 45 (116, 10%).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Less than High School (12, 1%), High School Graduate (387, 35%), College Diploma (147, 13%), Bachelor’s Degree (393, 35%), Master’s Degree (141, 13%).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Canada (40, 4%), India (148, 13%), Italy (23, 2%), United States (714, 64%), United Kingdom (38, 3%), Others (145, 13%).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamer Types</td>
<td>Achiever (176, 16%), Conqueror (131, 12%), Daredevil (114, 10%), Mastermind (331, 30%), Seeker (153, 14%), Socializer (101, 9%), Survivor (102, 9%).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of Game Play</td>
<td>Every day (549, 50%), Few Times Per Week (410, 37%), Once Per Week (53, 5%), Few Times Per Month (52, 5%), Once Per Month (16, 1%), Few Times Per Year (26, 2%), Once Per Year or Less (2, 0%).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4.4 Data Analysis

The main aim of this chapter is to examine whether significant differences exist across the gamer types with respect to their perception of various strategies and to develop guidelines for tailoring strategies to individual gamer types. This entails examining the relationship between the persuasiveness of various strategies and the seven gamer types identified by BrianHex. To achieve this, I used several well-known analytical tools and procedures. In this section, I summarize the various steps taken to analyse the data.
1. I validated that the storyboards correctly depicted the intended strategy using a chi-squared test [81].

2. I determined the suitability of the data for factor analysis using the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) sampling adequacies and the Bartlett Test of Sphericity [99]. Given these positive results, I determined that the data was suitable to conduct factor analysis [87,103].

3. Because the individual strategies have not been validated together before, I performed Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) to determine the number of factors available in the study [46].

4. After I established the number of factors available, I employed the Partial Least Square (PLS) Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) [157] to create models showing the relationships between the gamer types and the persuasiveness of various strategies.

5. To establish that gamer type is a reliable characteristic for tailoring persuasive games, I performed multi-group comparison using the pairwise approach recommended by Chin [39]. Specifically, I examined the models for significant differences across the seven groups.

6. I employed the Bonferroni-Holm adjustment to control any familywise Type 1 error due to multiple comparisons [91]. The result showed that the observed differences in the relationships between the gamer types and the persuasiveness of various strategies were statistically significant.

7. Finally, I describe how the participants were classified into discrete gamer types, using the dominant BrainHex class [201]. Detailed information on each of these steps in the analysis process is provided in the following subsections; this is followed by the results of the modeling process.

The details of the analysis process is similar to that used in Chapter 3, readers familiar with this process can skip ahead with the results of the modeling process and interpretation described in Section 4.5.

### 4.4.5 Storyboard Validation

To ensure that participants understood the intended strategy in each of the storyboards, I ran chi-squared tests on the participants’ responses to the multiple-choice questions that required them to identify the represented persuasive strategy for each of the storyboards. The results for all the
strategies were significant at \( p < 0.001 \), which indicates that the storyboards were understood by the participants and that the storyboards successfully depicted the intended strategies [81].

I discarded incorrect responses before running the chi-squared tests because I had more than one elimination criteria; however, it is worth noting that only 27 participants were eliminated due to incorrect identification of the strategies – the majority of the participants were eliminated due to an incorrect response to the attention questions or incomplete response. Having a \( p \)-value of 0.001 is good enough that even if I added the 27 responses discarded, the chi-squared result would still be significant (at 0.05 in the worst case scenario).

### 4.4.6 Measurement Validation

I determined the suitability of the data for factor analysis using the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) sampling adequacies and the Bartlett Test of Sphericity. The results showed that the KMO was 0.959, well above the recommended value of 0.6; that the Bartlett Test of Sphericity was statistically significant (\( \chi^2 (780) = 67805.9, p < 0.0001 \)); and that all of the communalities were well above 0.3. These results show that the data were suitable for factor analysis [39, 45].

To determine the appropriate number of factors in the data, I performed Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) – a statistical procedure that identifies the number of latent factors in a set of variables – using Principal Component Analysis (PCA). I first examined the eigenvalue against the component number and considered factors with an eigenvalue of at least 1 [98]. As shown in Figure 4.2 and Table 4.2, there are eight factors with an eigenvalue of at least 1, and the eight factors explained a total cumulative variance of 85%, which is very high for multidimensional constructs. I further examined the eight-factor solution using Oblimin rotation [30]. Table 4.3 gives an overview of the loadings of each of the items on the components. All 40 items (four questions for each of the ten strategies) were retained and included in the analysis because all the items have factor loading greater than 0.30 and cross loading less than 0.30. The 0.30 level is an accepted minimum loading because it indicates that the factor explained at least 10% of the variance in the corresponding variable [181]. The PCA shows that the ten strategies loaded into eight different factors. As expected, most of the final factors represent a single persuasive strategy; however, self-monitoring and suggestion loaded into the same factor (component 1), and, competition and comparison loaded to the same factor (component 2). This suggests that the participants perceived these strategies as being similar. I further discuss these two groupings in the results section. Consequently, I treat
competition and comparison as one factor and self-monitoring and suggestion as one factor. Hence, the total number of factors considered in this study was reduced from ten to eight. I present the description of each of the factors extracted from the PCA in Table 4.4.
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**Figure 4.2**: Scree plot showing eigenvalues (y-axis) of each of the extracted components (x-axis)

**Table 4.2**: Eigenvalue and total variance explained – factors with Eigenvalue less than 1 have been removed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Initial Eigenvalues ≥ 1</th>
<th>Rotation Sums of Squared Loadings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>% of Variance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>21.788</td>
<td>54.470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.252</td>
<td>8.129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.491</td>
<td>6.227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.640</td>
<td>4.099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.396</td>
<td>3.491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.334</td>
<td>3.335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.182</td>
<td>2.955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.082</td>
<td>2.704</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.3: Factor loadings based on principal component analysis with Oblimin rotation of the 40 Items measuring persuasiveness of the 10 strategies. Comp = Components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Comp.1</th>
<th>Comp.2</th>
<th>Comp.3</th>
<th>Comp.4</th>
<th>Comp.5</th>
<th>Comp.6</th>
<th>Comp.7</th>
<th>Comp.8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SEMT1</td>
<td>.823</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEMT2</td>
<td>.842</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEMT3</td>
<td>.817</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEMT4</td>
<td>.826</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUGG1</td>
<td>.431</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUGG2</td>
<td>.398</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUGG3</td>
<td>.380</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUGG4</td>
<td>.404</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMPR1</td>
<td></td>
<td>.868</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMPR2</td>
<td></td>
<td>.872</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMPR3</td>
<td></td>
<td>.866</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMPR4</td>
<td></td>
<td>.883</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMPT1</td>
<td></td>
<td>.765</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMPT2</td>
<td></td>
<td>.732</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMPT3</td>
<td></td>
<td>.759</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMPT4</td>
<td></td>
<td>.775</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUST1</td>
<td></td>
<td>.942</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUST2</td>
<td></td>
<td>.948</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUST3</td>
<td></td>
<td>.902</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUST4</td>
<td></td>
<td>.894</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REWD1</td>
<td></td>
<td>.877</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REWD2</td>
<td></td>
<td>.860</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REWD3</td>
<td></td>
<td>.883</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REWD4</td>
<td></td>
<td>.857</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERS1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.841</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERS2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.841</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERS3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.829</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERS4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.828</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COOP1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.940</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COOP2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.932</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COOP3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.872</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COOP4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.865</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIML1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.830</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIML2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.881</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIML3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.852</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIML4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.826</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRAS1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.701</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRAS2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.745</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRAS3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.766</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRAS4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.776</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CMPT = competition, CMPR = comparison, COOP = cooperation, CUST = customization, PERS = personalization, PRAS = praise, SEMT = self-monitoring, SUGG = suggestion, SIML = simulation, REWD = reward.
Table 4.4: Overview of the mean score, standard deviation, Cronbach’s alpha of each of the strategies scales.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th># of questions</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Cronbach’s α</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.41 (1.76)</td>
<td>.957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competition&amp;Comparison</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.40 (1.72)</td>
<td>.961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customization</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.35 (1.75)</td>
<td>.957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personalization</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.84 (1.64)</td>
<td>.958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Praise</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.21 (1.75)</td>
<td>.966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reward</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.91 (1.82)</td>
<td>.967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-monitoring&amp;Suggestion</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.31 (1.59)</td>
<td>.958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.62 (1.73)</td>
<td>.964</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4.7 The Measurement Model

After determining the number of factors in the data using PCA, I employed the Partial Least Square (PLS) Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) to develop models showing the persuasiveness of the ten strategies for various gamer types. SEM is a recommended approach for modeling of relationships between variables [120] and it has been successfully used in building models and estimating relationships between various personality types and several technological and behavioural factors (e.g., see [57,88,141]). PLS is a prediction-oriented approach to SEM that has less stringent requirements concerning data distribution assumptions [86]. It can accommodate small sample sizes, as opposed to covariance-based SEM. I chose PLS over a covariant-based approach (e.g., LISREL) because it is highly appropriate for complex predictive models [15]. Specifically, I used SmartPLS 2.0 (M3) [157] in estimating my models. I argue that PLS-SEM is the most appropriate statistical technique to utilize in this research, because the constructs in this research model have not been tested together.

As recommended by Anderson and Gerbing [7], I validated the measurement model before estimating the structural paths to test for the relationship between the variables using the criteria suggested by Chin [38]. PLS-SEM assesses the property of scales in terms of convergent validity, discriminate validity, and composite reliability. I report here the common set of indices recommended for model validity and reliability in PLS. Using criteria from Chin [38] and Fornell and Larcker [64], indicator reliability can be assumed because Cronbach’s α – see Table 4.4 – and the composite reliability that analyzes the strength of each indicator’s correlation with their variables
are all higher than a threshold value of 0.7. Convergent and discriminate validity can be assumed as all constructs have an Average Variance Extracted (AVE) (which represents the variance extracted by the variables from its indicator items) above the recommended threshold of 0.5 and greater than the variance shared with other variables [38,64]. The measurement models yielded an acceptable value of all indices for PLS model validity and reliability.

Prior to comparing my models, I tested for measurement invariance across the seven gamer types. This is important because the psychometric properties of the samples must be demonstrated to have the same structure to establish that the gamer types had similar interpretations of the instrument’s items. A failure to establish measurement invariance would suggest that I have measured different phenomena across the sub-groups, and therefore makes comparison between sub-groups using the data not worthwhile [164]. To assess measurement invariance, I used the Component-based Factor Analysis (CFA) in SmartPLS 2.0 (M3) [157] to conduct factor analysis for each sub-group of data and retained items that had factor loadings of at least 0.5 [80] in all the sub-groups (and dropped items with loadings less than .5 for all groups), thereby establishing configural invariance. After configural invariance was established, I also assessed and established metric (equivalent factor loadings) and scalar invariance (equivalent intercepts) by first running bootstrap analyses using a resample size of 1000, and generating the standard error (SE) for each item’s weight in each sub-group. Next, I ran the PLS algorithm for each sub-group and recorded the actual weight. I calculated t-statistics and the corresponding p-value to see if there were significant differences across the sub-group (at p<.05) using the weight, SE, and sample size in each sub-group. Items that were significantly different were dropped for all sub-groups. This process established measurement invariance and ensured that the data were suitable for multi-group comparison [164,169].

4.4.8 Gamer Type Reliable Characteristics for Tailoring

To examine the differences and similarity in the perception of the ten strategies by the seven gamer types, I separately modeled the efficacy of each strategy for each gamer type. Gamer type was chosen through the BrainHex method [201], which yields a score for each of the seven types for each individual. By choosing the dominant type, I classified the participants into one of the seven types. Although an individual can have an affinity with more than one gamer type, a single type generally emerged as the dominant type from the study.

To establish that gamer type is a reliable characteristic for tailoring persuasive games, I assessed
for significant structural differences between the models for each gamer types using the pairwise comparison approach recommended by Chin [39]. Specifically, I used the PLS algorithm in SmartPLS to separately estimate the path coefficient (β) for each group. Then, I used the bootstrap resampling technique to calculate standard error (SE) for each structural path. With the β, SE, and the sample size, I calculated t-statistics and their corresponding p-value used in testing for significant differences between path estimates of the gamer types. Again, following the pairwise comparison, I controlled for any possible familywise type I error (due to multiple comparisons) using the Bonferroni-Holm adjustment. I found significant differences across the gamer types; therefore, I establish that gamer type is a reliable characteristic for tailoring persuasive games.

4.5 Results and Interpretation

In this section, I present the results of the structural models and interpret the findings. As noted previously, I created seven models – one for each gamer type. Individual participants were included in only one model. For details on the modeling process, see the previous section. I further discuss the findings in the general discussion.

4.5.1 The Structural Model

The structural models determine the perception of various strategies by modeling the relationship between the gamer types and the strategies. An important criterion to measure the strength of the relationship between variables in structural models is to calculate the level of the path coefficient (β) and the significance of the path coefficient (p) [80]. Path coefficients measure the influence of a variable on another. The individual path coefficients (β) and their corresponding level of significance (p) obtained from the models are summarized in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5: Standardized path coefficients ($\beta$). All displayed coefficients are significant at $p<.05$, whereas ‘-’ represents non-significant coefficients. The negative coefficients are highlighted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gamer Type</th>
<th>CMPT/CMPR</th>
<th>COOP</th>
<th>CUST</th>
<th>PERS</th>
<th>PRAS</th>
<th>SEMT/SUGG</th>
<th>SIML</th>
<th>REWD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Achiever</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daredevil</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seeker</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socializer</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td></td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survivor</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.27</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CMPT/CMPR = competition and comparison, COOP = cooperation, CUST = customization, PERS = personalization, PRAS = praise, SEMT/SUGG = self-monitoring and suggestion, SIML = simulation, REWD = reward.

4.5.2 Persuasiveness of the Strategies for the Seven Gamer Types

The results from the models show that the seven gamer types – achiever, conqueror, daredevil, mastermind, seeker, socializer, and survivor – differ with regards to the persuasiveness of the strategies (competition and comparison, cooperation, customization, personalization, praise, self-monitoring and suggestion, simulation, and reward), see Table 4.5. In this section, I discuss and compare the perceptions of strategies by the gamer types.

4.5.2.1 Competition and Comparison

Competition and comparison are among the commonly used strategies in PT intervention design in general and in persuasive games design specifically (for e.g., see [20,67,126,145]). The Persuasive System Design (PSD) framework enlisted competition and comparison as two separate PT design strategies; however, the result from the PCA shows in fact that they belong together. This is understandable, since in most real life situations, competition is often a by-product of comparison. In most PT interventions, competition and comparison is often an explicit design goal or a consequence of how the system is used [78]. In any case, the increasing use of competition and comparison is based on the assumption that humans are competitive beings and have the natural drive to acquire higher status in a group [139]. Therefore, users will be motivated to perform better
if given an opportunity to compare and compete with others; especially when the others are similar to them (e.g., peers) [62]. In line with the general assumptions, the results from the models show that competition and comparison is perceived positively by all gamer types except achiever and daredevil. As shown in Table 4.5, conqueror, mastermind, seeker, socializer, and survivor are significantly positively associated with competition and comparison ($\beta = .25$), ($\beta = .12$), ($\beta = .11$), ($\beta = .10$), and ($\beta = .17$), respectively. In line with this finding, many participants in the study endorsed this strategy and expressed how it would motivate them if properly included as part of a game. For example, a participant commented that, “*Competition is the best motivation, there would need to be system so that people couldn’t cheat…*” “*With this competition, I see this game becoming addictive, I hate to be beaten and will do anything to win*”.

Competition and comparison showed no significant relationship with the achiever gamer type, while daredevil is the only type that perceives competition and comparison as negative ($\beta = -.10$). The explanation to these results can be found in the characteristics of the gamer types. Achievers are goal oriented and positively incentivized by reward [201] or recognition that demonstrates their success in the game; this is confirmed by their significant positive association with reward in the study. However, an achiever who is obsessed with achievement in a game may not be motivated to compete and compare with other players because there is a chance that she may be defeated. Similarly, a daredevil is inclined to thrill seeking, while at the same time maintaining control. Similar to the achiever, competition and comparison has the tendency of not only making one lose control, but also confining people to their comfort zone and avoiding exploration and thrill seeking. This explains why daredevils perceive competition and comparison as negative and might try to avoid any game based on this strategy. Again, once competition is introduced, people tend to avoid trying new things for fear of losing. On this note, a participant with a high daredevil score gave this comment “*Competition is not the way to go, it makes me stick to one thing. I counted calorie and lost my balance diet! ….I will not use this app!*”. A participant with a high achiever score gave this comment “*Comparing and competing with your friends is extremely dangerous. I’ve a personal experience with calorie counting app that almost cost me my relationship with my friend because she was wining and I felt terrible*”. These results imply that employing competition and comparison in persuasive games to motivate behaviour performance may in fact have no impact on achievers and can actually deter daredevils from playing the game and hence performing the

---

1 Quotes from participants are included verbatim throughout this chapter, including spelling and grammatical mistakes.
intended behaviour. The result is in line with previous research that found that users were uncomfortable with using competition to motivate behaviour in a health application [78,183], and may even become demotivated if they lose [20]. For example, during an evaluation of persuasive technology intended to encourage family reflection, participants worried that comparing the health behaviours and measures of different family members could lead to negative comparison and competitiveness [78]. The tendency of competition and comparison to demotivate behaviour for some people is summarized in a statement by Kohn [117], which says “to say that an activity is structurally competitive is to say that it is characterized by what I will call mutually exclusive goal attainment. This means, very simply, that my success requires your failure.”

4.5.2.2 Cooperation

According to the PSD framework, “a system can motivate users to adopt a target attitude or behaviour by leveraging human beings’ natural drive to co-operate.”[139]. This is different from competition and comparison because achievement depends on group effort. Although not as frequently used as competition and comparison, it has been employed by a number of persuasive game applications for health, see for example, [20]. The major assumption is that group members will encourage each other to perform better for mutual benefits like recognition and winning, which in turn leads to target behaviour performance.

The results from the study show, however, that cooperation is only a significant motivator of behaviour change for achievers and socializers, with (β=.15) and (β=.17) respectively. This is in line with the gaming style of socializers, who enjoy helping others. Achievers would also prefer to cooperate because they are inherently more altruistic. According to Bartle [16] “achievers do often co-operate with one another, usually to perform some difficult collective goal, and from these shared experiences can grow deep, enduring friendships which may surpass in intensity those commonly found among individuals other groups.” This is further confirmed by comments from participants with high achiever and socializer tendencies: “This is the best of the systems in my opinion because the more people with the same goal, the more power there is available in achieving that goal in many ways including support and moral boosting for one another”. “I really like this idea of cooperation rather than competition. This is a good way for motivating others to lose weight and help them along the way while at the same time building and maintaining relationship”. These results are also in line with previous research that found that playing in teams increased members’
motivation and behaviour performance as members shared vital information on how to reach their goals [20].

On the other hand, introducing cooperation demotivates survivors \( (\beta = -0.20) \). This could be explained by the fact that in cooperative games, rewards are often based on collective performance – a player can succeed only if the others also succeed. As a result, survivors – who enjoy the thrill of escaping from scary situations – may be frustrated if they get pulled down after putting effort into the activity. According to some participants: “This may lead to strained relationships. If I put much effort and feel that the other person does not always make full effort to reach the daily goal, things could get tensed”; “…even worse than competition, I’d barely even use it. I don’t like to play game and feel obliged to play it (otherwise the other players won’t get their points)”; “Not good, if your partner stops caring, you stop caring, now there’re two fat people”. This explains why survivors, who enjoy the excitement of escaping from terrifying situations, are not inclined to cooperation, which assumes that we primarily want to help others or need help from others [117].

4.5.2.3 Customization and Personalization

Customization and personalization represent two separate strategies in the model, however, I decided to discuss them together to compare and contrast the two strategies that represent two different ways of tailoring interventions.

Tailoring health interventions has been found to have significant positive effects on health behaviour change in general [138]. As a result, researchers have been investigating various ways that applications could be tailored to users, and they identified two different methods of tailoring applications: user-initiated or user tailoring, also referred to as customization, and system-initiated tailoring also referred to as personalization [175]. It has been argued that tailoring/customization will be more effective when the user is allowed to do it for him/herself, because it imbues users with a strong sense of personal agency, by allowing them to individualise their preference or request [175]. According to Sundar et al. [174], “while system-tailoring results in content that is relevant to the user, customization produces content that is not only relevant, but also of utility to the user, thereby boosting users’ agency and self-determination”. Several studies found that, irrespective of what aspect of the system is customisable, customization makes the user feel like a relevant actor in the technological interaction and builds a sense of identity, autonomy, and control compared to when users are provided with system-tailoring [175]. Based on these findings, I separated the two
types of tailoring – customization and personalization – and studied their persuasiveness. The results from the analysis seem to support the fact that these two strategies are perceived differently by users, as they loaded into two different factors and impacted participants differently. Masterminds and seekers perceive both customization and personalization as positive strategies that could motivate them to use the persuasive game to change their behaviours. Conquerors are positively and significantly persuaded by personalization, but not customization. Interestingly, socializers and survivors show negative associations with customization, but show no significant relationship with personalization.

A possible explanation can be found in the distinction between these two strategies – user tailored (customization) versus system tailored (personalization). People who feel threatened by losing control and those who are conscious about privacy tend to be more influenced by the affordance of agency in customization and tend to explore all customizable features provided by a system. On the other hand, other users who are more persuaded by the relevance (and care less about control) of the resulting content tend to use only the default features [175]. From the result, conquerors belong to the latter group, in that they may be significantly motivated by the relevance of content provided by personalization ($\beta=.12$) and care less about control. Similarly, masterminds and seekers are incentivized by both customization ($\beta=.10; \beta=.19$) and personalization ($\beta=.12; \beta=.11$). This suggests they could be motivated to use a system by tailoring its content using any of the approaches – whether user-tailored or system-tailored may not be important. On the other hand, socializers and survivors seem not to care about tailoring content; in fact, they are both demotivated by customization ($\beta=-.12; \beta=-.13$). A possible explanation is that socializers and survivors may not like to use applications that require a lot of input from them, as in the case of customizable applications. This is in line with [175], which suggests that some users are more comfortable with the default setting, and do not like systems that really get them involved.

4.5.2.4 Praise

Using praise to motivate system usage and behaviour change looks trivial, however, it has been elegantly employed by some PT applications to motivate healthy behaviour change (for example, see [14,183]). The underlying assumption is that a system will establish a sense of personal relationship with the users and make users more open to persuasion if it praises users for behaviour performance via words, images, symbols, and sounds [139]. The results from the study show that praise is not as
important as one might think. It is significantly associated with only two gamer types: seeker and socializer. Praise is perceived as a positive motivator by seekers ($\beta = .10$), while socializers are negatively associated with praise ($\beta = -.12$). The negative relationship of socializers with praise is somewhat surprising, considering that socializers are characterized by their love for interacting with and getting endorsed by other players. One possible explanation is that socializers might not value praise from system or non-player characters (as they value praise from real players), and may get angered by it. This is supported by a comment from a participant with high socializer tendency: “of what use is this avatars’ praise! I rather get no praise than having this thing deceive me.” Another participant said “I like getting praised for meeting my goals, automated praise is just not the same thing as real praise from someone I know”. Some other participants view praise as shallow, trivial and not contributing directly to their goal. For example, some participants gave this comment “…while this is like a virtual reward, getting feedback is more useful than this”, “It’s kind of cheesy but, when a game keeps saying that I’m going well, I start to feel better about myself – my mood is improved and I think good thoughts about myself, but how will that help me eat healthy!”. This explains why praise is not really perceived as important by achievers, conquerors, daredevils, masterminds, and survivors.

4.5.2.5 Self-monitoring and Suggestion

In literature, self-monitoring and suggestion has been considered as two different strategies [139], but in practice, they are often used together, as they seem to complement and enhance each other. An effective suggestion strategy requires context-awareness [8] or monitoring of both the behaviour and the opportune moment for suggestion. The analysis of the data reveals that self-monitoring and suggestion are viewed similarly by users – they loaded into the same factor. Therefore, I have grouped them together as one variable in the analysis.

Self-monitoring and suggestion are the dominant strategy used in health promoting applications targeted at motivating healthy eating and physical activity (for example see [20,43,67,183,186]). This strategy builds on the human needs for awareness and self-understanding. Our results show that self-monitoring is associated with all gamer types except seeker, although to different degrees and direction. For seekers, it may be that because one of the in-game activities that seekers find rewarding is exploration and discovery, a system that makes suggestion will remove this aspect of exploration and discovery. Self-monitoring is significantly and positively related to achiever,
conqueror, mastermind, and survivor, with ($\beta=.10$), ($\beta=.12$), ($\beta=.14$), and ($\beta=.27$), respectively, while it is perceived as negative by socializer and daredevil, ($\beta=-.14$) and ($\beta=-.13$), respectively. The negative perception of self-monitoring and suggestion by socializer and daredevil is in line with other research that recorded some negative reactions and low compliance to applications that employed the self-monitoring strategy because of the labour-intensive nature of the current monitoring tools, especially diet monitoring tools [29]. Although some recent developments in technology have enabled some automatic diet monitoring, there are still some limitations on what types of food that can be monitored automatically. In most cases, users have to be involved either by entering some of their diets or editing and correcting erroneous data. Some of the participants expressed similar concerns about self-monitoring and suggestion along with the need to carry some additional tools, which may not be convenient. Some participants gave these comments “Any system where you track every meal can be tedious and I may not want to put in that much effort” and with regard to suggestion, a participant made this comment “I personally don’t like advice, getting advice from a system feels terrible. That means the system knows more than me!”. Another possible explanation why socializer is negatively associated with self-monitoring may be because people who have high socializer tendencies tend to strive for self-esteem and might likely avoid anything that might reveal a self that is contrary to the image they hold of themselves. Similarly, daredevil – who enjoys taking risks and playing on the edge – may not care about self-awareness or self-understanding and suggestions on how to improve.

4.5.2.6 Simulation

According to Fogg [62] an application can persuade people to change their attitude or behaviour if it provides a way for people to observe the immediate cause and effect linkage of their behaviours. Simulation is not among the commonly employed strategies in intervention design for health promotion. Interestingly, from the models, simulation emerged as one of the strategies that is not negatively associated with any gamer type. Specifically, simulation shows some significant positive relationship with the conquerors, daredevil, and mastermind ($\beta=.14$), ($\beta=.11$), and ($\beta=.12$), respectively. This suggests that a persuasive game that is designed to show users the (future) outcome of their behaviours could motivate them to change. This is particularly necessary for PT interventions aimed at motivating healthy behaviour. Adopting healthy behaviour is a lifestyle that spans over a lifetime, and it does not have immediately visible consequences. Therefore, people tend
to be demotivated from adopting a healthy behaviour that has no observable immediate benefit or consequences. Simulating behaviour can close this gap, as it allows users to visualize and compare outcomes of alternative behaviours over a specified period of time. In line with this, some participants gave these comments about simulation “I would use this application everyday. I like the fact that it shows how my overall body will look at the end of the desired time. Seeing the result is very motivating to me”. “This is really awesome app, I like the way it shows the future and tells you how long it will take to reach your goal if you keep eating a certain amount of calories” and “I think it would be helpful in aiding the user to imagine his/her future body image. When one can get a clear picture of a goal in one’s head I think it is easier to achieve”.

All of this suggests the need for applications designed to motivate health behaviour to find ways of projecting and making observable the benefits and consequences of a user’s behaviour, thus reducing the abstraction that is often associated with the outcome of health behaviours.

4.5.2.7 Reward

The PSD model states that rewarding target behaviour reinforces the behaviour and may increase the persuasiveness of a system. Therefore, persuasive systems should offer virtual rewards to the user as a credit for performing the target behaviour [139]. As a result, reward is one of the commonly used strategies in applications that motivate health behaviour (for example see, [20,67,126,145,151]). However, from the model, reward emerged as the least significant of the eight strategies. Reward is positively associated with only achiever (β=.10). This is in line with the playing style of achievers. Achievers are interested in completing tasks and collecting all possible rewards (e.g., points). On the other hand, introducing rewards could deter survivors, who perceive rewards as negative (β=-.14). This is not surprising, considering that reward has been a controversial strategy because of its focus on extrinsic motivation. It has been argued that using reward as an incentive to change behaviour has the potential of redirecting the intention of a particular activity [41]. Similarly, Gneezy and Rustichini [72], in their study of the effect of small and large rewards on people’s motivation, showed that the introduction of monetary compensation did undermine performance, especially if the reward is considered small. This suggests that rewarding may change the way people perceive the targeted behaviour, and the benefit they attribute to it. This is further confirmed by comments from the participants “if the rewards were for giftcards and such, it will worth it and may convince me to eat better and exercise”; “A lot of this would depend on what the points
could be used for, earning points that could be used for online purchases would be really great!”. This shows that the motivation to adopt healthy behaviour – for any application that employs reward – for this group of users will depend mostly on the kind and size of reward, what it can be used for, thereby trivializing the main purpose of healthy behaviour. Therefore, PT designers should apply some caution when employing any form of reward to motivate health behaviour.

However, it is worth noting, that some studies demonstrated positive effects of incentive mechanisms and showed that change in behaviour can persist after the reinforcement is removed [34]. My findings emphasize the need to tailor the rewards based on the user’s susceptibility to and perception of reward.

4.5.3 Results Discussion

In this section, I present heuristics that serve as a guideline for deciding on the appropriate strategies to employ in persuasive game design. Specifically, I present the best strategies and the worst strategies for designing persuasive games for each gamer type, and the generally most and least efficacious strategies based on their overall persuasiveness. Next, I present two approaches for applying the model results to persuasive game design, and map strategies to game design mechanics.

4.5.4 Deciding on the Strategies to Employ for Each Gamer Type

The results summarized in Table 4.5 show some variability in the perception of various strategies by the gamer types. Some gamer types are positively and significantly associated with many strategies, while others are only associated with few. The positive and significant associations suggest that the gamer types are receptive to the strategies, and can therefore be motivated to adopt healthy behaviour using the strategies. Based on the results, I present the best strategies to influence health behaviour change and the worst strategies to avoid when designing for each gamer type in Tables 4.6 and 4.7, respectively.

Masterminds are the most easily persuadable of all the gamer types – they are receptive to five strategies (competition and comparison, customization, personalization, self-monitoring and suggestion, and simulation) and are not significantly negatively influenced by any strategy. Masterminds are closely followed by seekers and conquerors, who are both receptive to four out of
the eight PT strategies. Seekers are receptive to competition and comparison, customization, personalization, and praise, while conquerors are receptive to competition and comparison, personalization, self-monitoring and suggestion, and simulation. Similarly, seekers and conquerors do not perceive any strategy as significantly negative. Achievers are receptive to three out of the eight strategies – cooperation, reward, self-monitoring and suggestion, and are not negatively associated with any strategy. The least persuadable is daredevil. Daredevils are receptive to only one strategy – simulation – and could be demotivated by games that employ self-monitoring and suggestion or competition and comparison. In the ranking of least persuadable gamer types, daredevil is closely followed by socializer and survivor, who are each receptive to only two strategies and perceive three of the eight strategies as negative. Socializers are receptive to cooperation, competition and comparison and could be demotivated by persuasive games that employ customization, praise, and self-monitoring and suggestion. Similarly, survivors are receptive to self-monitoring & suggestion, competition & comparison. However, employing cooperation, customization, and reward could deter survivors from performing the behaviour.

These results suggest the need for persuasive game designers to take special care not only in deciding on which strategies to employ to motivate behaviour performance for each gamer type, but also which strategies to avoid in order not to deter users from performing the target behaviour. The results from the model can serve as a guide for persuasive game designers to decide on the appropriate strategy to employ for each gamer type. The results are inline with Kaptein et al. [103], who found that a one-size-fits-all approach could be detrimental in health promotion applications. Using inappropriate strategies for a particular user could lead to an increase in unhealthy behaviour, which the intervention in fact aims to discourage.
Table 4.6: Best strategy to achieve high persuasive effect for each gamer type – persuasive profile. Strategies presented in descending order of persuasive strength (underlined is the highest).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gamer Type</th>
<th>Best Strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gamers with high Daredevil tendency</td>
<td>‘Simulation’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamers with high Socializer tendency</td>
<td>‘Cooperation’, ‘Competition and Comparison’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamers with high Survivor tendency</td>
<td>‘Self-monitoring and Suggestion’, ‘Competition and Comparison’.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.7: Worst strategy for motivating health behaviour for each gamer type – Contra-persuasive profile. Strategies presented in descending order of negative influence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gamer Type</th>
<th>Worst Strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gamers with high Achiever tendency</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamers with high Conqueror tendency</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamers with high Daredevil tendency</td>
<td>‘Self-monitoring and Suggestion’, ‘Competition and Comparison’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamers with high Mastermind tendency</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamers with high Seeker tendency</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamers with high Socializer tendency</td>
<td>‘Self-monitoring and Suggestion’, ‘Praise’, ‘Customization’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamers with high Survivor tendency</td>
<td>‘Cooperation’, ‘Reward’, ‘Customization’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.5.5 Best General Strategies

The results show that some strategies are perceived as persuasive by the majority of the study participants. As can be seen in Table 4.5, competition & comparison, and self-monitoring & suggestion emerged as persuasive strategies to which most gamer types are receptive. Competition and comparison is significantly and positively associated with all the gamer types except daredevil and
achiever. Similarly, self-monitoring and suggestion is associated with four out of the seven gamer types. This implies that employing competition and comparison or self-monitoring and suggestion will likely motivate a positive change in health behaviour for the majority of the gamer types while influencing only few gamer types negatively – daredevil and socializer. Therefore, persuasive game designers who are interested in strategies with an overall good average effect across the gamer types – as opposed to strategies that maximize the persuasive effect on individual gamers – can employ competition and comparison and self-monitoring and suggestion. As shown in Table 4.5, these strategies are not optimal for each gamer type; however, they present a compromise between the cost of maximizing the effectiveness of the strategies by tailoring them to the gamer types and using a uniform strategy that will be effective for the majority of gamer types. Interestingly, competition and comparison and self-monitoring are some of the most commonly employed strategies in persuasive games for motivating healthy eating and physical activities, based on the analysis of the literature.

It is worth noting that simulation and personalization are not considered among the best general strategies because, although they influence none of the gamer types negatively, they are positively associated with only three out of the seven gamer types each.

4.5.6 Least Efficacious Strategies

The results show that some strategies are not capable of producing the desired results of motivating positive behaviour change in many users. Based on the results, but perhaps contrary to popular assumption, reward and praise are positively associated with only one gamer type each. Interestingly, they are both also perceived as negative by some gamer types. This implies that manipulating reward or praise in persuasive games that target the general population may in fact not promote behaviour change. Using extrinsic rewards to motivate behaviour performance has been debated in literature [34, 72], because the rewards can redirect the intention of a particular activity from being intrinsically to extrinsically motivated [41], and might not produce a long-term behaviour change. However, almost all persuasive games employ rewards to motivate behaviour [20, 77, 145, 151]. Our results showed that reward is not as important as assumed in practical persuasive games, as it can only motivate behaviour change for achievers, who have a flair for collecting things in the game (e.g., points). The main reason that the rewards may not work as a persuasive game strategy is that people tend to view the rewards and the values they get from them as the only benefit of adopting a healthy
behaviour. This implies that persuasive game designers should not use reward and praise as key strategies to influence behaviour change. In fact, reward and praise can actually be excluded from persuasive games without significantly decreasing their effectiveness. It is also worth noting that customization is negatively associated with two gamer types and positively associated with only two gamer types and therefore can be listed among the least efficacious strategies.

4.6 Mapping Game Mechanics to Persuasive Strategies

Based on an analysis of related work on game mechanics [26,202,203], I identify a number of ways that strategies can be integrated into games by mapping the eight strategies (competition, comparison, cooperation, customization, personalization, praise, self-monitoring, suggestion, simulation, and praise) to common game design mechanics. I present two approaches for applying the results from the models to persuasive game design – a one-size-fits-all and a personalized approach. To bridge the gap between game designers and persuasive game designers, I mapped the strategies to game mechanics that best matched them. I adapted a list of common game mechanics from Chapter 3, Section 3.6. The list grouped the common game mechanics into seven categories, as shown in Error! Reference source not found. For example, for the strategy cooperation, I chose communal discovery and viral game mechanics within the social category in Error! Reference source not found. Communal discovery is a game mechanic wherein an entire community has to work together (cooperate) to overcome a common challenge or obstacle. Viral game mechanics are game elements that are more enjoyable or only accessible when multiple people play. Table 4.8 presents the mapping of PT strategy to appropriate game mechanic. The mapping was produced via affinity mapping. Three experts reviewed the definition and applications of various game mechanics and strategies in game design, and together mapped them to the selected candidate game mechanics from Error! Reference source not found. that could be used in representing the eight strategies.

4.6.1 “One Size Fits All” Persuasive Game Design

Although the results from the models show that it is necessary to tailor persuasive games to various gamer types (using appropriate strategies that are positively associated with behaviour change for each gamer type), it also shows that some strategies are perceived as positive by majority the gamer types. Therefore, the results from the models can guide the design of persuasive games using both a
one-size-fits-all approach and a personalized approach. I discuss how the findings can be applied to the design of persuasive health games for the broadest audience, to appeal to the majority of players.

The results show that *simulation* is perceived as positive by conquerors, daredevils, and masterminds and does not negatively impact other gamer types. Therefore, to appeal to a broad group of players, persuasive games **should be designed to show the cause-and-effect linkage and projected outcome of an individual’s health behaviour.** Game elements such as status, appointments, leaderboards, achievements, epic meaning, behaviour momentum, blissful productivity, and urgent optimism that structure play and give players an idea of how their behaviour will impact their lives could be used to create a simulated experience of the real-world behaviour within the context of playing the game.

Similarly, *personalization* is perceived as positive by conquerors, masterminds, and seekers and does not negatively impact other gamer types. To appeal to a broad audience, persuasive games **should tailor their contents (using system tailoring, as opposed to user customization) to an individual gamer’s preference.** Game elements such as cascading information theory, epic meaning, and privacy could be used to create a sense of personalized contents and personal relevance. It is somewhat ironic that personalization appears as a general-purpose strategy, when the goal of personalization is to have systems automatically adapt to specific users or user groups; however, there are ways of deploying personalization as a general strategy. For example, including the participant’s name in system messages, or considering general colour preferences with respect to cultural or age groups.

Our results also show that the *comparison and competition* strategy has a negative relationship with only one gamer type – daredevil. Assuming an evenly distribution of gamer types, employing competition and comparison in persuasive games design for broad audiences would only have potential negative effects on a small group of players while being beneficial for the majority of users. Therefore, game designers **could employ mechanics that support competition and comparison to appeal to the majority of the population.** For example, game mechanics such as status, envy, countdown, and leaderboard can be used to give players an idea of what and how others are doing, to motivate them to improve and perform better than others in line with the competition and comparison strategy.

It is important to emphasize again that even the model-driven one-size-fits all approach (although better than the design-by-intuition one-size fits all approach that is based on guesswork) is
not an optimal approach. However, it presents a compromise between the cost of maximizing the effectiveness of persuasive games by tailoring them to the gamer types and employing a uniform strategy that will be effective for the majority of gamer types. As shown in Table 4.5, even the best one-size-fits all simulation and personalization are only positively and significantly associated with three out of the seven gamer types – not significant for four gamer types. This again reinforces the need to tailor persuasive games.

### 4.6.2 Personalized Persuasive Game Design

Although designing for the broadest possible audience is a common practice, tailoring persuasive experiences to individual users or user groups has been advocated [24,25,103]. The results reveal opportunities where personalizing game experience by tailoring strategies for a particular user or user groups is highly desirable. Here, I illustrate with examples how the results from the models can be used for personalizing persuasive games.

For example, consider a designer tasked with building a voluntarily-played Massively Multiplayer Online Role-playing Game (MMORPG) to motivate healthy behaviour change. MMORPG games are mostly enjoyed by the achiever and socializer types [201] and less by the remaining types. Achievers and socializers are both receptive to the cooperation strategy. Because we can assume that a large proportion of MMORPG players will fall into one of these two types, it is appropriate to use mechanics related to the cooperation strategy when designing persuasive MMORPGs for health behaviour change. Thus, mechanics such as communal discovery, social fabric of games, viral game mechanics, and companion gaming could be applied to create a sense of community and make the players work together for better health behaviour. For example, an MMORPG about healthy eating could involve guilds of players who learn to grow and cook their own produce, and through communal discovery could learn about the nutritional value of different root vegetables (e.g., parsnips versus yams) that transfer into their real-life eating habits.

Consider also masterminds and seekers, who enjoy solving puzzles, devising new strategies, and discovering new things. There are specific types of games that are based on strategic problem solving. Masterminds and seekers are the only gamer types that perceive customization as positive. Therefore, games tailored for masterminds and seekers, such as puzzle-based games, can effectively use mechanics that suggest customization. For example, the game mechanics shell
games, discovery, and epic meaning could work well with these gamer types because they can be used to create an illusion of choice and control, which customization provides. For example, a narrative-based strategy game related to choosing foods that balance the character’s health and satisfaction could give players choices that appear to control the outcome of the story (i.e., shell game).

Finally, consider the socializer, who enjoys playing games with others [171,201] – there are specific types of games that include vast spaces and levels of detail, that players can take hours to explore. Socializers perceive cooperation as positive, which suggests that cooperative internet-based play (i.e., social games) would appeal to socializers. Mechanics such as social fabric of games and viral game mechanics could be used in this context to offer praise. For example, consider a social media-based game (e.g., Farmville) that instead requires players to trade recipes and tips for healthy eating options to make progress in the game.

The last example demonstrates how persuasive games can be tailored for a particular gamer type by using the results of the model and affinity mapping exercise; personalizing design for a specific gamer type is achieved by following Table 4.5, which presents a guideline for choosing appropriate strategies for each gamer type, and Table 4.8, which maps the strategies to game mechanics. The first example with the MMORPG shows how persuasive games could be tailored for a particular game genre, by using the results alongside the established links between the kinds of games enjoyed by each gamer type [171,201]. There are many ways in which persuasive games for health could be tailored based on the results from this study, either by using the strategies or the corresponding game mechanics, as given in Table 4.8. I have included three examples here to demonstrate the relationship between the findings and corresponding game mechanics.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategies</th>
<th>Game Mechanics</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Praise</td>
<td>Level</td>
<td>Level as a sign of good job can serve as praise for actions. Players can level up, gain new abilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pride</td>
<td>Feeling of joy and ownership after accomplishment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>Communal</td>
<td>Community has to work together to overcome obstacle, individual effort is undermined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>discovery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social fabric of games</td>
<td>People grow closer after playing together; people will play together to make friends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Viral game mechanics</td>
<td>Game elements that are more enjoyable or only accessible with others will make people want to cooperate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Companion gaming</td>
<td>Cross-platform gaming can be used to increase the opportunity for many players to play together</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competition &amp; Comparison</td>
<td>Status</td>
<td>Rank player to force them to compare and therefore compete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Envy</td>
<td>Striving for what other players have will increase competition and comparison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Countdown</td>
<td>Players only get limited amount of time to complete challenge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leaderboard</td>
<td>Displaying highscores in leaderboards will introduce competition and comparison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reward</td>
<td>Physical goods</td>
<td>Distributing physical goods to reward players might lead to increased performance especially if the physical good appeals to players but it might also divert the intention of performing the behaviour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Virtual items</td>
<td>Distributing virtual items to reward players. This may be counterproductive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reward schedules</td>
<td>Variable and fixed intervals reward to encourage performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lottery</td>
<td>Give players opportunity of winning stuff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Free lunch</td>
<td>Give players free gifts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Points</td>
<td>Measurement of success of in-game actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bonuses</td>
<td>In-game reward for overcoming challenges to reinforce desired behaviour, e.g. combos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation</td>
<td>Appointments</td>
<td>Fixed in-game appointments to make players return at certain times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leaderboards</td>
<td>Leaderboards to display and project highscores over time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Achievements</td>
<td>Virtual / physical representation of accomplishment; achievements can be broken and tied to tasks, it can also be projected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Status</td>
<td>Rank or level of player to show and project link between behaviour and outcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Epic meaning</td>
<td>Having something great as background story to give meaning to in-game actions. The story could link behavioural outcomes to player’s actions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Behaviour momentum</td>
<td>Players keep going because they feel what they are doing is valuable. Projecting behaviour outcome over a longer period will increase value and reinforce behaviour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Urgent optimism</td>
<td>High self-motivation, players want to work on issues instantly with the belief that they will succeed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blissful productivity</td>
<td>Players work hard within game if actions are meaningful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personalization</td>
<td>Cascading information theory</td>
<td>Gradually introducing players to game will create a sense of personal relevance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Epic meaning</td>
<td>Having something great as background story to give meaning to in-game actions. The story can be tailored to each player using various characteristics e.g., gender.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customization</td>
<td>Privacy</td>
<td>Certain information is shared, certain information is kept private for the user alone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shell game</td>
<td>Illusion of choice to guide player to desired outcome will create a sense of customization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discovery</td>
<td>Giving players opportunity to explore and find new things makes players fill sense of control and autonomy associated with customization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epic meaning</td>
<td>Having something great as background story to give meaning to in-game actions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Self-monitoring &amp; Suggestion</th>
<th>Quest</th>
<th>Displaying tasks that players have to complete help the player monitor performance and progress</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Achievement</td>
<td>Virtual / physical representation of accomplishment enables players monitor progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level</td>
<td>Players receive points for actions to show performance and progress, can level up, gain new abilities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss Aversion</td>
<td>Not punishing player as long as the desired behaviour is shown (but not rewarding either)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeat simple action</td>
<td>Players enjoy repeating simple in-game actions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.6.3 Summary: Recommended Design Steps

I have demonstrated the need to make specific considerations when designing persuasive games to motivate health behaviour. Specifically, I have revealed the need to tailor strategies to individual gamer types. I now highlight 3 main steps that could be followed to tailor persuasive games to gamer type with respect to the appropriate strategies.

**Step 1: Determine the Gamer Groups**

The first step should be to determine the group under consideration. Researchers can either choose a gamer type to target based on knowledge of their intended population (e.g., a group comprised mainly of *achievers*), or by choosing a game genre and then using the BrainHex model [39] to determine the majority classes that enjoy that genre.

**Stage 2: Decide on the Design Approach**

After identifying the gamer group in step 1, game designers can adopt a personalized approach or a one-size-fits-all approach, depending on whether the targeted gamer groups (step 1) can be positively incentivized using similar strategies – using Table 4.6.
Step3: Map strategies to Game Mechanics

The mapping of strategies and game mechanics bridges the gap between the game designers and the PT designers. Game designers can use the mapping to choose appropriate game mechanics (corresponding to the appropriate strategy for each gamer type) that can be used to tailor the persuasive game to the specific gamer type – this is achieved using Table 4.8. The mapping can also help the PT designer interpret the effectiveness of persuasion with respect to the PT strategy manipulated versus the game mechanics employed. It would also make it possible to imitate successful interventions.

The three steps above summarize the steps that game designers can follow to tailor persuasive games strategies to gamer types, thereby fostering the development of efficacious persuasive games.

4.7 Limitations

There are limitations of applying the results of the model to game design mechanics. First, although I adapted the list of game design mechanics from Chapter 3, the list is by no means exhaustive or definitive. Second, I mapped the strategies to game mechanics using an affinity mapping exercise by three judges. These categories are helpful for bridging the gap between PT designers and game designers; however, the process is subject to interpretation. Third, I apply the results of the models at the level of a population (gamer type). As with all population-based personalization, the results will apply to the majority of the population; however, there may be outliers who do not respond in the predicted manner. Fourth, I make the findings actionable by providing examples of how the model results can be incorporated into persuasive game design. This process is not prescriptive of good game design – although the results can provide an advantage in choosing the best persuasive strategy to apply in a persuasive game, applying the findings may not ensure that a game is engaging or fun to play. Fifth, the study reports the perceived persuasiveness of various strategies, however, the actual persuasiveness of the strategies may differ when implemented in a specific game. Therefore, research presented later in this dissertation focused on examining the persuasiveness of the recommended strategies deployed in persuasive games. Sixth, the instantiation of the strategies in the storyboards may have influenced the results, therefore, a study with a real intervention (a game implementing some of these strategies) will be used later in this dissertation to validate the results of this study. Finally, this work inherited some of the limitations of player typologies: the first is partial
membership –although membership is in a single type, a player could be, for example, mostly achiever, but also highly mastermind. It is important to note that this is a limitation of all player typologies. As a solution of this problem, with a very large dataset, future research could establish a difference of at least 3 between the maximum type score and the sub types for each participant. Again, although the player topology as developed by BrainHex has been shown to be reliable[136], it is possible that, just like other subjective measures, player typology may have low test-retest reliability.

This work has benefited from the large-scale study of persuasiveness of the strategies with respect to eating behaviour, and I can claim applicability in other health behaviour domains (due to the high level nature of the storyboard depicting the strategies). However, the model results should be applied with caution to other health behaviour domains (such as, for example, encouraging physical activity or discouraging smoking). While the underlying principle of mapping strategies to game mechanics and tailoring to gamer types can be applied in any health behaviour domain, and gamer type has been proven as a reliable characteristic for tailoring persuasive game interventions, other characteristics, such as sex, age, and culture (not considered in the study) might moderate the impact of the strategies studied in this work.

4.8 Summary

Recent years have witnessed an increasing number of games designed for the purpose of changing human behaviour or attitude using various Persuasive Technology strategies, i.e., persuasive games. Several decades of research on persuasion have resulted in a number of strategies that can be employed in developing various persuasive games. However, there has been little research on how to tailor these strategies to achieve a desirable outcome in game players. This has resulted in an increasing adoption of a designed-by-intuition one-size-fits-all approach to persuasive game design. This work is the first study to provide practical ways of applying and tailoring strategies in persuasive game design using the players’ personalities, as described by gamer types. I conducted a cross validation of perceived persuasiveness of various strategies, and developed models showing the receptivity of gamer types to various strategies. The models revealed some differences in receptivity to various strategies between the seven gamer types, and I discussed these differences from the perspective of health behaviour, gamers’ personalities, and persuasive game design. Through this
study, I exposed the limitations of the current approaches to persuasive game design, and presented design opportunities for both a model-driven one-size-fits-all and a personalized approach to persuasive game design that is grounded in data. The study highlighted the list of strategies that should be reinforced to increase the persuasive effect of games for each gamer type – the best strategies – and the worst strategies that should be avoided for each gamer type. I highlighted the strategies that could influence the majority of players positively – best general strategies – and the ineffective strategies that incentivize few players. I also highlighted the highly persuadable gamer types that are receptive to the most strategies and the low persuadable gamer types that are receptive to only a few strategies. Finally, I suggest a mapping of strategies to common game design mechanics to bridge the gap between PT designers and game designers.

This work is the first study to link research on the psychology of player typologies (as identified by BrainHex) with the strategies, to find patterns in gamers’ motivation that can inform the choice of strategies and game mechanics for designing games that will motivate behaviour change. I argue that having a persuasive profile of various strategies that motivate different gamer types provides a crucial methodological bridge between game researchers and persuasive technology researchers and also between personalization researchers and persuasive technology researchers. My data-driven approach for tailoring persuasive games benefits from the best practices of both game designers, who identified various gamer types, and PT designers, who identified various strategies for motivating behaviour change.

4.9 Contributions of the Work Presented in this Chapter

The four main contributions are as follows: First, I conducted a cross validation of the persuasiveness of ten commonly employed persuasive strategies and developed models showing the receptiveness of the seven gamer types to the PT strategies. Second, I examined both the inter-group differences (differences between the gamer types with respect to their receptiveness to the strategies) and intra-group differences (the differences in the persuasiveness of each strategy relative to other strategies on the same gamer type) and discussed these differences from several perspectives: PT strategies, health behaviour, gamer types, and persuasive game design. Third, I highlighted the best overall strategies that were perceived as positive by most gamer types and the
least efficacious strategies that were not perceived as persuasive by most gamer types. Fourth, I proposed model-driven design approaches for persuasive games for health that is based on developing persuasive profiles (comprising a list of suitable PT strategies) for each gamer type identified by BrainHex. Finally, to bridge the gap between PT designers and designers of games, I proposed a mapping of strategies to appropriate game design mechanics.

To the best of my knowledge, this is the first research to perform a large-scale validation of the persuasiveness of various strategies. I argue that having a persuasive profile of various strategies that motivate different gamer types provides a crucial methodological bridge between game researchers and persuasive technology researchers and also between personalization researchers and persuasive technology researchers. The model-driven approach for tailoring persuasive games benefits from the best practices of both game designers, who identified various gamer types, and PT designers, who identified various strategies for motivating behaviour change.

In the next chapters, I apply the findings from this study to persuasive game design and evaluate whether a game design that is tailored to the individual gamer type following the model results and generated guidelines will be effective at motivating behaviour change than games designed using the design-by-intuition one-size-fits-all.
CHAPTER 5
MODEL-DRIVEN PERSUASIVE GAME DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

In the previous chapter, I developed models for tailoring persuasive games to various gamer types. The main aim of this chapter is to describe the design and implementation of a model-driven persuasive game informed by design guidelines from the previous chapter. To achieve this objective, I developed a casual game similar to Space Invaders [47] – a popular fixed-shooter game – called JunkFood ALIENS, a game designed to promote healthy eating attitude and/or behaviour in young adults. I chose to clone the Space Invader game for two reasons. First, the game draws much of its appeal from demonstrating the classic struggle between good and evil using a clear symbolic language. Therefore, it is suitable for portraying the difference of the effects of healthy and unhealthy food and studying the impact of this portrayal on the player’s attitude towards healthy eating. Second, a large-scale study would be necessary to effectively evaluate any model-driven persuasive game. As a result, I have a large-scale deployment of the model-driven persuasive game in an unconstrained environment. Space Invader’s simple play style makes it appealing to a broader audience and is thereby suitable for conducting a large-scale study. I developed two versions of JunkFood ALIENS, one tailored to the Achiever gamer type and the other tailored to the Conqueror gamer type. Although the content, design, and implementation of the two versions of JunkFood ALIENS differ in the persuasive strategies employed, they both have identical game mechanics. Thus, the play experience of the game is the same – only the persuasive intervention changes. In this chapter, I present the design of JunkFood ALIENS, and present the two versions of the persuasive game intervention that were informed by the design guidelines for tailoring persuasive games to gamer types. This is followed by the discussion of the rationale underlying the game design process: the target gamer types and the persuasive strategies employed, the common features of both versions of the game, and present an overview of key game components and their underlying implications with respect to eating behaviour. I use screenshots from the final versions of the games when appropriate to illustrate some points.
5.1 Design Rationale

Considering the need to test the persuasive games in a large participant sample and diverse audience, my first design decision concerned the choice of platform for the game. The games need to be available to the largest possible audience and accessible across several platforms, including mobile phones and tablets. Consequently, I decided to develop a web-based game that could be accessible anywhere and that would not require users to install additional software other than the browser in order to access the games.

Following the decision to make a web-based game, the first option was to use Adobe Flash as a development platform. Adobe’s Flash is a commonly used tool for developing highly interactive web-applications. However, it suffers from two main limitations. First applications developed using Adobe Flash require users to install a Flash player plug-in in their web-browser to be able to run the applications[47]. Second, currently, Adobe Flash does not fully support cross platform application, since it does not run on iOS (e.g., iPad)[47]. Therefore, a better choice was to use HTML5 – Hypertext Mark-up Language, JavaScript, and Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) as the development platform. HTML5 in the latest iteration of HTML addressing the needs and expectations of modern websites. Applications developed in HTML5 have some obvious advantages apart from requiring no additional installations, such as fast loading time, geo-location, local storage, and enhances audio and video capabilities, and device-independent – compatibility with a variety of devices including Smartphones, tablets, notebooks [47]. However, developing applications that would run on a variety of devices poses some challenges with scalability – ability to handle a variety of screen resolutions. HTML5 has an inbuilt Canvas element, which allows for easy rendering of 2D bitmap images, game graphics, and shapes using JavaScript. It is supported by most recent browsers [47,190]. As shown in Figure 5.1, the Canvas-based 2D graphics are easy to implement and could be widely accessible. However, canvas-based applications are resolution-dependent and therefore do not scale well to various screen sizes without additional programming. This is because the canvas element is based on bitmaps – .gif, .png, JPG formats which are the most popular form of computer graphics on the web [47]. Bitmap images suffer from image deterioration when the size of the image is increased. The Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) present an effective way of implementing scalable 2D graphics for various device sizes [47,190]. SVG is an XML language for creating vector graphics
developed and maintained by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) [190]. The HTML5 specifications provide for an ability to use SVG directly in HTML markup.

Figure 5.2 shows an SVG implementation of the Canvas graphics presented in Figure 5.1. SVG graphics and images automatically adjust to various screen sizes and application layouts without pixelating/degrading. **Error! Reference source not found.** demonstrates and compares the effect of resizing on bitmap and vector images.

Apart from producing graphics that do not pixelate, SVG has some other advantages over the Canvas-based bitmap graphics including the fact that one can write SVG directly into an HTML document without referencing to a file [47].

One constraint of using SVG is that although all modern browsers can open SVG files, currently, most of its features are not supported by all the browsers [47]. However, because games require high quality graphics which is one of the major strengths of SVG, I decided to use SVG in developing JunkFood ALIENS. As a result, the current implementation of JunkFood ALIEN is fully functional on Google Chrome only.

![Canvas-based 2D Graphics Implementation and Sample Graphics](image)

Figure 5.1: Canvas-based 2D Graphics Implementation and Sample Graphics
5.2 JunkFood ALIENS Game Description

In this subsection, I present a detailed description of JunkFood ALIENS including the game features and user interactions. I conclude the subsection with a deconstruction of JunkFood ALIENS components.

JunkFood ALIENS is a game with play style similar to Space Invaders. It is a web-based game that runs and scales well in any internet-enabled device. Figures 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5 show screenshots of JunkFood ALIENS running on Tablets, Mobiles, and PC. Players interact with the game using either the mouse or the keyboard or by tapping the screen with the finger for those using touch screen devices.
Figure 5.3: JunkFood ALIENS running on iOS (left) and Android Tablet (right)

Figure 5.4: The UI of JunkFood ALIENS rendered on mobile phones, iOS (left) and Android (right)
## 5.2.1 JunkFood ALIENS Game Play

JunkFood ALIENS was designed to portray the conflicting impact of healthy and unhealthy eating and the struggle that individuals go through in their daily lives in order to choose between healthy and unhealthy food. Healthy foods were represented with fruits and vegetables while unhealthy foods were represented using foods that are colloquially referred to as “junk” foods (e.g. cupcakes, donuts, pizza, ice-cream, etc.). The players assume the role of a healthy eating hero on a mission to search for fruits and vegetables and to save the earth from invasion by junk food. Specifically, the player’s task is to consume as many healthy foods as possible by shooting them using the player’s avatar. However, for the players to survive and for them to successfully gain access to the healthy foods, they may need to eliminate unhealthy foods that are continuously shooting at them, blocking them from getting access to the healthy food, and trying to invade the earth as fast as possible. I chose this approach to demonstrate that healthy eating is not always easy in real life, however, it is beneficial. Individuals often encounter difficulties and barriers when trying to make healthy eating choices in real life. Previous research suggests that one way to overcome the barriers and difficulties associated with healthy eating is not to pretend that healthy eating is easy but to place the barriers
side by side with the potential benefit of healthy eating. Individuals are likely to make a healthy eating choice if benefits outweigh barriers [143,144,158].

Specifically, JunkFood ALIENS begins by providing a general description of the game and instructions on how to play it on the welcome page. After players have read the instructions, they are prompted to enter their names and click the “Ok” button to navigate to the game page or the “Cancel” button to remain on the welcome page. Players must enter their usernames that are used in referencing them in the game before they are allowed access to the game page. The welcome page also contains a summary of the game rules as shown in Figure 5.5.

A typical game play consists of a player piloting a shooting avatar to battle a never-ending arrays (5 rows and 11 columns) of descending food aliens – a combination of healthy and unhealthy foods – that are randomly displayed as shown in Error! Reference source not found. As a design alternative, I thought of using a sequential algorithm for displaying the food aliens or fixed positioning them, however, after brainstorming and consultations, I concluded that a random display is better as it eliminates the problem of mastering the game display pattern or the different combination of the food aliens.

The healthy food releases nutrients, vitamins and minerals (represented as drops of heart-shaped goodies) while the unhealthy food releases cholesterol and transfats (represented as drops of brown poisonous bullets). Also, after every thirty seconds (30 seconds) interval, the game releases a Superfood space ship — represented as a salad tray with a collection of fruits and vegetables high in nutrients. The game also provides players with four protective shields to hide from the poisonous bullets that are being fired by the unhealthy foods. At the beginning of the game each player has 6 lives and a life is lost each time a player is hit by the brown poisonous bullet. The game restarts if the player has no lives remaining or if the food aliens get to the ground before the player is able to kill all of them. The game is comprised of several levels and players’ movement from a lower level to a higher level is determined by their ability to defeat the food aliens in the lower level. The speed at which the food aliens approach the ground increases as the game progresses and as players move from lower level to a higher level, increasing the challenge. Error! Reference source not found. presents a screenshot of the game panel. The game panel also displays the summary of the game rule shown in Figure 5.5.

The game was designed using the tutorial provided by Crowther et al. [47] as a template. I retained the basic game elements from the tutorial but changes were made to lots of the mechanics.
to suit the purposes of the MPG. Specifically, I added the intervention pages – the competition (global leaderboard) and reward (badges). I also changed the graphics, the speed of the food aliens, the number of lives, the game logic, added the levels, the gaining and losing of points, the random generation of food arrays, the separation of arrays into healthy and unhealthy food, the poisonous bullet, the heart-shaped goodies from the healthy food and their effect on the shields, the sound effects associated with various game-play actions, the game rule and its display in the game panel, username tracking, and made the game to play continuously – user-controlled ending time.

Figure 5.6: A Screenshot of the JunkFood ALIENS game panel. Food images drawn by a graphic designer.
5.2.2 Deconstructing the Underlying Features of JunkFood ALIENS

In this subsection, I describe the underlying stories behind the features – game components – of JunkFood ALIENS – mixture of healthy food and unhealthy food, unhealthy cholesterol and transfat, vitamins and minerals, the SuperFood, the protective shields, and losing and gaining lives as shown in Figure 5.7.

The Mixture of Randomly Displayed Junk foods and Fruits and Vegetable: Randomly displaying a mixture of healthy and unhealthy foods in the game is meant to depict the co-existence of healthy and unhealthy food in the real world. In our daily lives, we often need to choose between unhealthy and healthy food and most times, eating healthy meals entails eliminating or bypassing readily available unhealthy options. To represent this in the game, both healthy foods and unhealthy foods are randomly displayed. Shooting a healthy food attracts a point (+1) and shooting an unhealthy food attracts no point (+0). However, players need to eliminate the unhealthy foods because they shoot cholesterol and transfat at them, and block their access to the healthy foods.

The Poisonous Bullets and Vitamins&Minerals: The unhealthy foods release cholesterol and transfat (poisonous bullets) while the healthy foods release vitamins and minerals (heart). If the heart falls on the player, the player earns 5 points (+5) and if a poisonous bullet falls on the player, they lose 5 points (-5) and a life. The nutrients strengthen the player’s avatar and the protective shields when it falls on them while the poisonous bullets destroy the protective shields and the player’s lives. These features were added to demonstrate the positive and the negative effects of eating healthy and unhealthy foods respectively.

The Superfood: After every 30 second intervals, the game releases superfood – a collection of fruits and vegetables that are assumed to be equivalent to daily recommended serving of fruits and vegetable for adults [75]. The superfood is worth 30 points (+30) when consumed (by shooting it). The superfood, apart from portraying the positive effect of eating healthy food, highlights the subtle difference between consuming either a piece of fruit or vegetable and consuming a healthy amount of each as recommended by food and nutritionists [75].
**The Protective Shields:** At the beginning of the game, players are provided with four protective shields to protect against destruction by the poisonous bullets that are being fired by the unhealthy foods. The shields represent the human immune system which protects us against diseases attack. The poisonous bullets gradually destroy the shields as they fall on them while the nutrients strengthen the shields. This depicts the influence of healthy and unhealthy eating on the individual’s immune system. The gradual destruction of the shields shows how our immune system is degenerated/weakened by unhealthy eating while the strengthening by the nutrients shows how healthy eating can help us build and maintain a good immune system.

**The Losing and Gaining of Lives:** A player is assigned a total of six lives at the beginning of the game. A life is lost each time a player’s avatar is hit by the poisonous bullet and the game restarts if the player has no life remaining. Players also gain a life each time they accumulate up to a hundred points (+100). Similar to the protective shield, the losing and gaining of lives is meant to show how unhealthy eating can gradually destroy an individual’s life and how healthy eating could lead to longer life in good health [204].

Finally, JunkFood ALIENS made effective use of sounds to make the game fun and to further differentiate players’ in-game actions. Releasing of bullets by the player is associated with shooting sound; hitting a healthy food and the superfood is associated with cheerful eating sound; and hitting an unhealthy food produces a bomb sound. Similarly, if a poisonous bullet falls on the player’s avatar, it produces a prolonged destructive bomb sound – different from the sound of shooting the unhealthy food – and the nutrients falling on the player’s avatar produces a cooling water sound.
5.3 Tailoring JunkFood ALIENS to Gamer Types

Tailored persuasive games is a term used to describe persuasive games that are tailored to individual gamer types using their best strategies while contra-tailored persuasive games is used to describe
persuasive games that are developed using strategies that have no significant effect on the player or strategies that are perceived as negative by the gamer type. To enable studying the influence of tailored persuasive games on players attitude, I designed two model-driven persuasive game adaptations of JunkFood ALIENS: The competition&comparison-based JunkFood ALIENS (JunkFood ALIENS-C) and reward-based JunkFood ALIENS (JunkFood ALIENS-R) tailored to achievers and conquerors respectively (See Chapter 4). In this subsection, I briefly describe the rationale for choosing these gamer types and the strategies employed in the persuasive game design. This is followed by detailed descriptions of the two versions of JunkFood ALIENS.

### 5.3.1 Rationale for Choosing Gamer Types and Persuasive Strategies for Tailoring

Considering that it is not feasible to design tailored persuasive games for all the seven gamer types using all the strategies highlighted by the model, I decided to design for two out of the seven gamer types – achievers and conquerors – using two distinct strategies. I chose to design for achievers and conquerors for two main reasons. First, these two are among the most common gamer types. They are identified in both of the main existing player typologies – Bartle’s and BrainHex (BrainHex’s conqueror type corresponds to the Bartle’s killer type [201]). Second, achievers and conquerors show distinct perceptions of most of the strategies in the model; they perceive 5 out of the 8 strategies differently (as shown in Table 5.1) – thereby making it interesting to study and compare the influence of both tailored and contra-tailored persuasive games on their attitudes.

Table 5.1: Standardized path coefficients (β) for achievers and conquerors. Distinct coefficients are highlighted with red oval shapes. All displayed coefficients are significant at p<.05, whereas ‘-’ represents non-significant coefficients – Taken from the model displayed in Chapter 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategies</th>
<th>CMPT/CMPR</th>
<th>COOP</th>
<th>CUST</th>
<th>PERS</th>
<th>PRAS</th>
<th>SEMT/SUGG</th>
<th>SIML</th>
<th>REWD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Achiever</td>
<td>- .15</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conqueror</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The choice of persuasive strategies was guided by the following considerations. First, the chosen strategies should have opposite effects on the two gamer types – achievers and conquerors – with
respect to their perceived persuasiveness. This enables a comparison between the influence of persuasive games designed using the best strategy (tailored) versus the worst strategies or the strategies that have no significant influence on the gamer types (contra-tailored). Second, one of the strategies should be among the strategies classified as the ‘best general strategy’ from the model, while the other should belong to the group classified as ‘least efficacious strategies’. This allows to examine and compare the overall performance of the persuasive games designed using both a best general strategy and a least efficacious strategy for the general gamer group. As a result, I decided to tailor the persuasive game using the competition&comparison and the reward strategies. From the model, competition&comparison emerged as the best strategy for conquerors and it is also one of the best general strategies that influences most of the gamer types positively. On the other hand, reward is the second best strategy (after cooperation) for achievers but it is among the least efficacious strategies that may not have significant influence on most other gamer types. I chose reward instead of cooperation because although cooperation is the best strategy for achievers, it is neither among the best general strategies nor the least efficacious strategies. In addition, it is not easy to demonstrate cooperation in the prototype implementation of the JunkFood ALIENS. Finally, the reward strategy is an interesting choice as it has been commonly applied in persuasive games and gamification systems without broad consideration of its efficacy. Consequently, for the model-driven persuasive games, I designed competition&comparison-based JunkFood ALIENS (JunkFood ALIENS-C) – tailored for conquerors – and reward-based JunkFood ALIENS (JunkFood ALIENS-R) – tailored for achievers.

5.3.2 Reward-based version of JunkFood ALIENS

To incorporate reward into the JunkFood ALIENS, the game awarded players badges in recognition of their in-game achievements. There are a total of five badges that could be earned in the game – Fruit&Vegetable FAN, Fruit&Vegetable CAPTAIN, Fruit&Vegetable LEGEND, Fruit&Vegetable KING, and Fruit&Vegetable HERO. The badges are tied to both the player’s game score and the game levels. Similar to most games, I used a logarithmic reward structure in setting up requirements for earning the badges. This means that initially, the badges were easy to earn but required more work as players advance in the game as shown in Figure 5.8. To give players a sense of direction, enable them to set goals, and also stay motivated, players were made aware of achievable badges in the game and the requirements to earn each of them. Specifically, at the beginning of the game the
badges were locked, however, the names of the badges, the total score (points) and level required to unlock each badge, the total number of badges earnable, and the highest badge that could be achieved in the game were made visible to the player in the intervention page as shown in Figure 5.8. They were able to visualize and aim at getting any of the badges. Again, before a player achieves the points and the level required to earn a badge, the game displays the phrase “No badge has been earned” both in the game panel and in the intervention page.

Once the player earn a badge, the badge appear in the left hand side of the game panel. The badges accumulated by the player during the game, the badges yet to be unlocked, and the player’s total gamer score are also displayed in the intervention page (as shown in Figure 5.9) which automatically appears after every minute. Figure 5.10 shows a successful game play scenario where all the badges were unlocked.

Again, although the game restarts every time a player loses, players do not lose already earned badge(s) but must restart from level 1 to attain the desired level and scores to unlock new badges.

![Figure 5.8: Screenshot of the intervention page showing the locked badges, the points, and levels required to unlock the badges.](image-url)
Figure 5.9: Screenshot of the intervention page showing the Badges earned and the badges yet to be unlocked

Figure 5.10: Screenshot of a successful game play scenario showing all badges unlocked
5.3.3 Competition&Cooperation-based Version of JunkFood ALIENS

To incorporate competition&comparison into JunkFood ALIENS, I added a leaderboard that displays and compares players’ performance – their names, scores, and rank as shown in Figure 5.11. Specifically, as in multiplayer games, the leaderboard simulates competition&comparsion between five players. The decision to limit the number of players in the competition to five was to keep the players motivated by making it easy for them to visualize and compare themselves with other players.

The competition&comparison strategy requires a multiplayer game, however, JunkFood ALIENS by its design is not a multiplayer game. Therefore, to create the feel of competition&comparison, I added a global leaderboard that tracks and displays global high scores list of players to encourage competition. To achieve this, I hard coded some selection of names (a total of fifty unique names) representing registered and active players in the game. After players have successfully entered a username and before they start playing the game, they are automatically assigned to compete with four other randomly generated players from the list of the players in the database as their opponents in the JunkFood ALIENS-C. Because the competition&comparison is simulated, the leaderboard appears after the player has played the game for one minute displaying the five players’ names, their scores, and ranks relative to each other. As shown in Figure 5.11, the real player’s position is highlighted in the leaderboard for easy visibility and also to mitigate any confusion that may result from having identical names in the leaderboard. The leaderboard also displays the player’s current game level.

To determine the scores and ranks of the players in the leaderboard, I used a rank generation and score calculation algorithm. Specifically, the game randomly generates and assign players to ranks ranging from 1 to 5. Using the individual player’s ranks and the real player’s score, the scores for the hypothetical players are calculated. The details of the algorithm used in determining the players’ ranks and scores is given in Figure 5.12.
Figure 5.11: Leaderboards showing a player’s position at level 2 (a) and level 3 (b) and another player’s position at level 1 (c) and level 4 (d).
1. At the beginning of the game, randomly retrieve 4 names from the array containing fifty names and position them in the leaderboard according to the order generated. The real player occupies the fifth position.

   /* This initial ranking is not visible to the player because the leaderboard does not appear until after the player has played the game for a minute.*/
   /*The next steps show how the scores and ranks of players are generated */

2. Randomly generate a rank for the real player from number 1 to 5.
3. Swap the real player’s current place with any player occupying the position corresponding to the rank generated in 2.
4. Get the real player’s score.
5. Calculate a unit/ratio of score differences for the players as an absolute value of the real player’s score divided by the rank. Unit Score = |score/rank|.
6. For players at higher ranks relative to the real players:
   Calculate their scores as real player’s score + unit score - (a random number ≤ unit score) + offset. /*Offset represents the position of the particular player relative to the real player. For example, the player immediately at the next higher rank before the real player's position is at offset 1. */
7. For players at lower ranks relative to the real players:
   Calculate their scores as real player’s score - unit score + (a random number ≤ unit score) - offset. /*Offset represent the position of the particular player relative to the real player. For example, the player immediately at the next lower rank (after the real player) is at offset 1. */
8. Finally, sort the leaderboard in descending order of players’ score.

Figure 5.12: Algorithm for determining players’ ranks and scores

This algorithm used the real players score and rank to determine the hypothetical players score thereby ensuring that the hypothetical players’ scores do not appear obviously unreal. As a design alternative, I tried using an ordinary random number generation algorithm to assign scores to the hypothetical players – without taking into consideration the real player’s score. However, it generated scores that looked quite different from each other and unreal. I also considered assigning
ranks to the real players based on their game performance in each minute, however, this appeared rather problematic because individual players have different gaming capability. Using this approach keeps less efficient/experienced gamers almost always at the lower ranks in the leaderboard. As a result I used the algorithm given above which closely simulates a real leaderboard and ensures that all players of JunkFood ALIENS-C get the same feel of where they are in the leaderboard, regardless of their score.

5.4 Integrating the Interventions into the Game

Note in this section how the intervention page – depicting the appropriate persuasive strategies (competition or reward) – popped up each minute displaying the appropriate persuasive strategies to the users. It is also important to reiterate that the two versions of JunkFood ALIENS are identical without the intervention pages. They involve identical game play and are identical from the perspective of a rhetoric-based intervention. The only difference between the two versions of JunkFood ALIENS is the persuasive strategies employed – whereas the JunkFood ALIENS-C employed competition, the JunkFood ALIENS-R employed the reward. As a result, it is expected that users will have the same experience playing the two versions of JunkFood ALIENS if we remove the intervention.
CHAPTER 6

MODEL-DRIVEN PERSUASIVE GAME EVALUATION RESULTS

The previous chapter describes the design and implementation of the two versions of a model-driven persuasive game: Competition&Comparison-based JunkFood ALIENS (JunkFood ALIENS-C for brevity) and Reward-based JunkFood ALIENS (JunkFood ALIENS-R for brevity), which were informed by the model described in Chapter 4. This chapter describes the evaluation and results from the two versions of JunkFood ALIENS. The evaluation is aimed at investigating whether the persuasive games will promote a positive healthy eating attitude, self-efficacy, and intention. In addition, it also investigates whether players who played the tailored persuasive game will show more positive changes in attitude, self-efficacy, and intention than those who played either the contra-tailored or randomly assigned persuasive game. More specifically, I am interested in examining whether achievers would find the JunkFood ALIENS-R more persuasive than the JunkFood ALIENS-C and whether conquerors would find JunkFood ALIENS-C more persuasive than JunkFood ALIEN-R. In this chapter, I present my final research contribution: an evaluation of model-driven persuasive games. I present the findings from a large-scale quantitative evaluation involving 802 gamers and a small scale follow-up evaluation performed with 6 participants – 3 achievers and 3 conquerors. The chapter begins with the description of the quantitative study design method, measurement instruments, data collection and filtering process. This is followed by a description of the study participants, the data analysis process, and results. The chapter concludes with a presentation of the follow-up study and an in-depth discussion of specific insights from the studies.

6.1 The Quantitative Study

It is desirable to measure the effectiveness of JunkFood ALIENS with respect to its ability to promote actual healthy eating behaviour; however, this is not feasible within the scope of this research for two major reasons: First, it is difficult to measure eating behaviour “in the wild”. The most common method of measuring eating behaviour is self-monitoring, which is still a subjective measure and labour intensive. More importantly, there are a number of external and environmental
factors beyond the control of an individual (e.g., lack of access to full-service grocery stores, high costs of healthy foods) that can affect an individual’s eating behaviour. Therefore, to successfully measure the effectiveness of any healthy eating intervention with respect to behavioural change, these factors ought to be controlled. Second, the cost of conducting a controlled or semi-controlled large-scale study, is very high. As a result, it is a common practice for healthy eating intervention designers to evaluate the effectiveness of their intervention by measuring its effect on individual’s attitude towards healthy eating as opposed to their influence on overt behaviour [77,145,148,149,188].

Therefore, I evaluate the efficacy of JunkFood ALIENS with respect to its ability to influence a positive change in healthy eating attitude, self-efficacy, and intention.

6.1.1 Method

This section presents the detail of the quantitative study method, data analysis, and the results.

6.1.1.1 Measuring Change

The first step in any behaviour change is to address the factors (determinants) that mediate behaviour change. According to several behavioural studies and theories, attitude, self-efficacy, and intention are the main predictors of behaviour [4,158]. For example, in a meta-analysis of 26,987 samples, Kim and Hunter [115] found a strong attitude-behaviour relationship with an overall average correlation of 0.79 and behavioural intention-behaviour correlation of 0.82. According to Ajzen & Fishbein [3], behavioural intentions when properly measured account for an appreciable proportion of variance in actual behaviour. This implies that one can predict specific behaviour from intention to engage in that particular behaviour with considerable accuracy.

Although a number of theories posit that behaviour intention (as opposed to attitude) is the closest antecedent of actual behaviour– for example, see the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) [4]. Research has shown that a specific attitude towards a behaviour in question can predict specific behaviours quite well. For instance, a meta-analysis of 88 attitude-behaviour studies by Kraus [118] shows that attitude significantly predicts future behaviour. Similarly, Verplanken and Faes [188] found an equal and significant correlation of 0.29 between healthy eating attitude and healthy eating behaviour and the same correlation between healthy eating intention and healthy eating behaviour.
These results show that although the attitude-behaviour relationship has often been thought of as mediated by behavioural intention, attitude does in fact have a direct relationship with behaviour.

According to Ajzen, one of the problems with the past attitude-behaviour research is that the researchers measured a general attitude and then concluded that attitude is a poor predictor of specific behaviour Ajzen and Fishbein [3]. To predict specific behaviour, a specific attitude about the behaviour should be measured. For example, if one is interested in predicting healthy eating behaviour in the next two weeks, he/she should also measure attitude towards healthy eating at the same time and place (if applicable – if he/she is interested in predicting healthy eating behaviour at a particular location e.g., restaurant or grocery store).

Similarly, self-efficacy, which describes an individual’s belief about his/her ability to perform the behaviour in question [13], has repeatedly been found to be a good predictor of actual behaviour in a range of healthy behaviour domains, explaining more than 50% of variability in behaviour in some cases [1]. As a result, self-efficacy belief is at the center of most models of health behaviour that have found it to be a consistent predictor of behaviour (for example see [4,13,158]). In the area of smoking cessation, Kok et al. (1992) found that self-efficacy could cross-sectionally explain 64% of the variance of intention as well as behaviour. Specifically, in the area of healthy eating, Schwarzer and Fuchs [162] found that self-efficacy is the best predictor of healthy eating behaviour for females. Similarly, Orji et al. [144] also found self-efficacy as the best predictor of healthy eating. For a detailed review of self-efficacy and healthy behaviour, see [1,162].

It may appear that explaining 60%, 50%, or less of unaccounted for variance in health behaviour is not good enough. However, as Hunter and Schmidt [93] pointed out:

“The ‘percent variance accounted for’ is statistically correct but substantively erroneous. It leads to severe underestimates of the practical and theoretical significance of relationships between variables. This is because $R^2$ (and all other indexes of percentage of variance accounted for) are related only in a very nonlinear way to the magnitudes of effect sizes that determine their impact in the real world. (p, 190).”

Similarly, Sutton [176] pointed out that the explained percentage of variance is a pessimistic measure of effect size. To illustrate this, they used a smoking cessation intervention with 100 participants for both intervention and control group. The success rate of giving up smoking was 70% and 30% for intervention and control group respectively. The difference in success rate for the two groups was 40%, The relative success rate shows that the intervention more than doubled the
participants’ chances of quitting. All these measures suggest that the intervention was very successful at helping people quit smoking. However, when these findings are expressed in terms of percentage variance accounted for, the result is only $R^2 = 0.16$ (16%), which appears much less impressive [176].

Following from this, attitude, self-efficacy, and intention are good predictors of behaviour and could be used to evaluate the effectiveness of interventions aimed at promoting healthy attitudes and/or behaviour.

In persuasive and behaviour change literatures, pre and post-test measured following exposure to an intervention is the predominant method of assessing attitude, self-efficacy, and intention to change. I adopted this approach to evaluate the effectiveness of the JunkFood ALIENS. Participants were presented with pre-(baseline) and post-(exit) surveys before and after playing their randomly allocated version of JunkFood ALIEN once. Considering the research objective, the study used a 3 (achievers, conquerors, and general – all other gamer types apart from achievers and conquerors combined) by 2 (JunkFood ALIENS-C vs. JunkFood ALIEN-R) factorial design.

### 6.1.1.2 Study Design

The study was conducted online and it took an average of an hour for each participant to complete. To evaluate the effectiveness and impact of the two versions of JunkFood ALIENS, I hosted the games on a University of Saskatchewan server and recruited participants to play the game online. At the beginning of the study, participants completed a pre-survey containing questions for assessing (1) participants’ demographics; (2) 28 BrainHex questions for classifying participants to gamer types [201]; (3) Seven questions for assessing baseline attitude towards healthy eating; (4) Seven questions for assessing healthy eating intention; and (5) Five questions for assessing self-efficacy towards healthy eating. Depending on the participants’ gamer type – as obtained using the 28 BrainHex questions – participants were categorized into 3 major experimental groups: Achievers, Conquerors, and the General group. The Achiever group consisted of players whose BrainHex gamer type is Achiever; the Conqueror group consisted of players whose BrainHex gamer type is Conqueror; and the General group consisted of the remaining five gamer types: Daredevil, Mastermind, Seeker, Socializer, and Survivor.

To evaluate and compare the effectiveness of the tailored and contra-tailored persuasive game, and the persuasive game designed using a random strategy, I used a between subject study. In this
regard, I developed three experimental conditions: *The Tailored Condition*, *Contra-Tailored Condition*, and *Random Assignment Condition*.

**The Tailored Condition (TC):** Participants in this experimental condition are either achievers or conquerors. Participants with these gamer types were randomly assigned to this condition and played a tailored version of the persuasive game, i.e. a game that was implemented using a strategy that the model suggested would be persuasive, depending on their gamer type as highlighted in Chapter 5. Specifically, these participants played either the JunkFood ALIENS-C (Competition) or JunkFood ALIENS-R (Reward) depending on whether they were a Conqueror or an Achiever, respectively.

**Contra-Tailored Condition (CTC):** Participants in this experimental condition are either achievers or conquerors. Participants with these gamer types were randomly assigned to this condition and played a contra-tailored version of the persuasive game depending on their gamer type, i.e. a game that was implemented using a strategy that the model suggested would not be persuasive. Specifically, these participants played either the JunkFood ALIENS-C or JunkFood ALIENS-R depending on whether they are achiever or conqueror respectively.

**Random Assignment Condition (RAC):** Participants in this experimental condition were all from the general group. Participants in this condition were randomly assigned to play either the JunkFood ALIENS-C or the JunkFood ALIENS-R without considering their gamer type or strategy preference, see Figure 6.1.

The participants were randomly assigned to one of the three experimental conditions depending on their gamer type. Half of all the participants belonging to the achiever type and the conqueror type were randomly assigned to play the tailored condition and the remaining half played the contra-tailored condition. To achieve this, each of the three gamer groups (achiever, conqueror, and general) was associated with two surveys: The first survey was linked to the JunkFood ALIENS-C and the second one was linked to the JunkFood ALIENS-R. Hence, in total, I created a total of six separate surveys – two for each gamer group. The six surveys contained the same set of questions, however, within the survey each participant was directed to play the appropriate game version as determined by their randomly assigned experimental condition.
To determine each participant’s gamer type in order to assign them to the appropriate experimental condition, I automated the BrainHex questions for classifying players to various types [201] using a custom script written in the online survey software Survey Gizmo. Each participant began the survey with reading and consenting to the survey terms as written in the U of S consent form. This was followed by the BrainHex questions for classifying participants to various gamer types. After the participants successfully responded to the BrainHex questions, they were randomly assigned to one of the two surveys associated with their gamer type. The participants began the actual study by completing the baseline survey, after which they were directed to the game page where they played the appropriate game version. After they completed playing the game, they were directed back to the survey page to complete the exit survey. Figure 6.1 presents a diagrammatic summary of the evaluation steps.

On the game page, participants were provided with a detailed description of the game, the game rules, and instructions on how to play the game as described in Section 5.2. Participants were required to enter a username, after which they played the game for at least 20 minutes and recorded their game performance. Specifically, participants were required to record their scores, ranks, and game level or the score, level, and highest badge earned depending on whether the participant played the competition or the reward version respectively. Participants were instructed that to complete the game section, they had to record at least twenty (20) different scores, ranks, levels, and badges displayed on 20 different appearances of the intervention page which appeared every minute as described in Section 5.2. Participants were required to keep a record of their own game performance for two main reasons: First, it ensured that participants paid attention to the intervention page – which contained the PT strategies – and the information contained therein. Second, it helped ensure that participants actually completed the game. The diagrammatic summary of the participants’ activities in the game page is presented in Figure 6.2.

Participants were required to submit their recorded performance indices back in the exit survey. To ensure that they keep accurate records of their performances, they were also instructed that for their response to be accepted, the submitted performance indices must correspond to their tracked record in our database. In addition, participants in the JunkFood ALIENS-R (reward) version were required to earn at least two badges before they were counted as having successfully completed this game. This meant that they had to continue playing the game (even after they have played the game for 20 minutes) until they have been able to earn at least two badges.
The game plays continuously – participants decide when to exit from the game – but restarts from level one each time a participant loses the game. This allowed participants to play the game as long as was required. After participants completed playing the game and recording the required performance indices, they were redirected back to the survey page where they completed the exit survey. The exit survey contained questions for assessing post-intervention attitude, self-efficacy, and healthy eating intention. It also contained the Intrinsic Motivation Inventory (IMI) scale for assessing the players’ experience from playing the game. I also included an open-ended question that allowed participants to provide additional qualitative comments about the games and the features they enjoyed. The questions used in assessing healthy eating attitude, self-efficacy, and intention were the same for both the baseline and exit survey.

After successful completion and submission of the survey, each participant was given a unique code to indicate that they successfully completed the study and to receive their compensation.
Figure 6.1: The Flow of the Evaluation Study Design
Figure 6.2: Detailed Flow Chart of the Game Play Evaluation Design
6.1.1.3 Measurement Instrument evaluation

Attitude Towards Healthy Eating: According to Ajzen, attitude towards a behaviour is defined as “a person’s overall evaluation of performing the behaviour in question.” [5]. This means a person’s overall feeling, belief, or opinion of approval or disapproval towards performing the behaviour in question. The baseline and exit surveys measured attitude towards healthy eating using a semantic differential scale, which consisted of seven items. An example of a question in the attitude towards healthy eating scale is “Eating healthy food in the next two weeks would be?” All of the questions were measured using participants’ rating of a 7-point Likert scale with anchoring adjectives as good – bad, pleasant – unpleasant, beneficial – harmful, enjoyable – unenjoyable, valuable – worthless, useful – useless, and important – unimportant. The questions used in assessing participants’ attitudes towards healthy eating was adapted from [5] and has been validated on healthy eating by [129,145,188]. For each participant, I obtained two mean values related to their attitude towards healthy eating: one representing their baseline attitude towards healthy eating (obtained from the baseline survey), and the other from the exit survey representing their post-intervention attitude towards healthy eating (obtained from the post-test survey).

Healthy Eating Intention: The baseline and exit survey contained seven questions for assessing healthy eating intention adapted from [5,129]. All of the items were measured using participants’ rating of a 7-point Likert scale ranging from “1 = Extremely Unlikely” to “7 = Extremely Likely”. An example of a question in the healthy eating intention scale is “I plan to eat healthily during the next two weeks”. From the surveys, for each participant, I obtained two mean values related to healthy eating intention: One representing their baseline healthy eating intention – obtained from the baseline survey – and the other from the exit survey represents their post-intervention healthy eating intention.

Self-efficacy Towards Healthy Eating: Self-efficacy is a term that is used to describe an individual’s belief about his/her ability to perform the behaviour in question [13]. The baseline and exit surveys contained five questions for assessing self-efficacy towards healthy eating adapted from [51,129,149]. All the questions were measured using participant agreement with a 7-point Likert scale ranging from “1 = Strongly disagree” to “7 = Strongly agree”. An example of a question in the self-efficacy towards healthy eating scale is “I am confident that I could eat healthily within the
next two weeks if I want”. For each participant, I obtained two mean values related to self-efficacy towards healthy eating: one representing their baseline self-efficacy towards healthy eating (obtained from the baseline survey), and the other from the post-test survey represents their post-intervention self-efficacy towards healthy eating.

**Play Experience Measure:** I collected player experience measures immediately following the game play using standardized scales commonly used for assessing player experience. Specifically, I used the *interest-enjoyment, perceived competence, and effort* subscales of the Intrinsic Motivation Inventory (IMI) [132,159], which was included in the exit survey. IMI is a multidimensional scale used in measuring participants’ subjective experiences with performing a target task. The IMI subscales were assessed using 14 questions adapted from [132], which has been used in evaluating experience playing video games (e.g., [160]). Participants responded by showing their agreement to the questions in a 5-point Likert scale ranging from “1 = Strongly disagree” to “5 = Strongly agree”. An example of a question in the IMI scale is “I enjoyed the JunkFood Alien game very much” and “I think I am pretty good at playing JunkFood Alien game.” Detailed questions used in measuring the various scales is included in the appendix.

**6.1.1.4 Data Collection and Filtering**

I recruited participants for this study using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (AMT). AMT was used for two main reasons – first, AMT has become an accepted method of gathering users’ responses [32,81,85,88,125,131]; and second, I needed a large participant sample and diverse audience for the study. As stated in Chapter 4, AMT allows access to a global audience at a relatively low cost, and ensures efficient survey distribution, and high quality results [32,131]. I followed the recommendations for performing effective studies on AMT by Mason and Suri [131] to overcome potential problems associated with recruiting from AMT, such as the issue of mechanical bots completing a survey. Specifically, I used captcha and some open-ended questions that require some degree of intelligence and typing to ensure that only human participants are retained in the survey. I ensured that participants could respond to the study only once using a mechanism provided by AMT that allows for collection of responses from unique participants. I also examined the workers’ identifications provided by the AMT, which further ensured that no duplicate responses were received. I included time stamps to ensure that participants did not complete the study without
reading or understanding it. I tracked the total time taken by participants to complete the survey. The study took an average of 1 hour to complete. Furthermore, I employed attention questions to ensure that participants were actively considering their answers. Specifically, I injected some irrelevant questions – constructed to be closely related to other questions in the same section – and clearly indicated what participants should do if they were reading and understanding the questions. For example, having the question: “Eating monster in two weeks time would be: Choose undesirable if you are reading this text” in between the questions for measuring participants’ attitudes towards healthy eating. Responses from participants who got the attention questions incorrect were discarded. I collected a total of 901 responses and retained a total of 802 valid responses, which were included in the analysis.

Before the main study, I conducted two pilot studies. The first pilot study was conducted on 40 participants (30 participants from AMT and 10 participants recruited from U of S) to test the validity of our study instruments. The preliminary evaluation showed similar reactions from the participants recruited from AMT and those from the university; however, it also revealed a need to restructure some of the study questions and design. I restructured as necessary and conducted a second pilot study on another 4 participants – the participants played the game and completed the survey using a think aloud approach [124]. The second pilot study shows that participants understood the study instruments, experimental set-up, and are therefore able to complete the study without guidance.

6.1.1.5 Participants’ Demographic Information

A total of 901 participants from 32 different countries and five continents (see Figure 6.3) participated in the study out of which 802 valid responses were retained: their demographic information is summarized in Table 6.1. Each participant received $2 USD dollar compensation, which is within the range of the standard rates for other tasks recruited through AMT. In general, In general, a relatively diverse population was recruited in terms of gender, age, education level attained, and gamer types. On average, our participants played games a few times per week. Participants were at least 18 years old at the time of data collection. This is in compliance with the study ethics approval and to ensure that the participants were of legal age to make decisions independently (including decisions on what to eat). Participants were all computer or video game players, which ensured accurate classification and mapping to the gamer types.
For the remaining part of the thesis, I use the following phrases to represent the mapping of gamer types and intervention types used in the study:

**Achiever Competition** – Achievers that played the (competition version) JunkFood ALIENS-C  
**Achiever Reward** – Achievers that played the (reward version) JunkFood ALIENS-R  
**Conqueror Competition** – Conquerors that played the (competition version) JunkFood ALIENS-C  
**Conqueror Reward** – Conquerors that played the (reward version) JunkFood ALIENS-R  
**General Competition** – Participants in the general group that played the (competition version) JunkFood ALIENS-C  
**General Reward** – Participants in the general group that played the (reward version) JunkFood ALIENS-R

Figure 6.3: Participants Classification by Continent
Table 6.1: Participants’ demographic information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Achiever Competition</th>
<th>Achiever Reward</th>
<th>Conqueror Competition</th>
<th>Conqueror Reward</th>
<th>General Competition</th>
<th>General Reward</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td>Females (43, 46%), Males (51, 54%)</td>
<td>Females (53, 53%), Males (47, 47%)</td>
<td>Females (18, 26%), Males (51, 74%)</td>
<td>Females (31, 43%), Males (41, 57%)</td>
<td>Females (95, 42%), Males (133, 58%)</td>
<td>Females (110, 46%), Males (129, 54%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Achiever</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reward</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Conqueror</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reward</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>General</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Competition</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reward</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
<td>18-24 (25, 27%), 25-34 (41, 44%), 35-44 (15, 16%), Above45 (13, 14%)</td>
<td>18-24 (24, 24%), 25-34 (46, 46%), 35-44 (18, 18%), Above45 (12, 12%)</td>
<td>18-24 (16, 23%), 25-34 (36, 52%), 35-44 (10, 14%), Above45 (7, 10%)</td>
<td>18-24 (20, 28%), 25-34 (35, 49%), 35-44 (14, 19%), Above45 (3, 4%)</td>
<td>18-24 (59, 26%), 25-34 (116, 59%), 35-44 (33, 14%), Above45 (20, 9%)</td>
<td>18-24 (68, 28%), 25-34 (113, 47%), 35-44 (38, 16%), Above45 (20, 8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education</strong></td>
<td>Less than High School (2, 2%), High School Graduate (16, 17%), College Diploma (4, 4%), Bachelor’s Degree (49, 52%), Master’s Degree (14, 15%), Doctorate (7, 7%), Others (2, 2%)</td>
<td>Less than High School (1, 1%), High School Graduate (27, 27%), College Diploma (10, 10%), Bachelor’s Degree (41, 41%), Master’s Degree (19, 19%), Doctorate (1, 1%), Others (1, 1%)</td>
<td>Less than High School (2, 3%), High School Graduate (14, 20%), College Diploma (10, 14%), Bachelor’s Degree (28, 41%), Master’s Degree (14, 20%), Others (1, 1%)</td>
<td>High School Graduate (18, 25%), College Diploma (9, 13%), Bachelor’s Degree (30, 42%), Master’s Degree (13, 18%), Doctorate (2, 3%)</td>
<td>Less than High School (1, 0%), High School Graduate (59, 26%), College Diploma (29, 13%), Bachelor’s Degree (89, 39%), Master’s Degree (43, 19%), Doctorate (3, 1%), Others (4, 2%)</td>
<td>Less than High School (2, 1%), High School Graduate (63, 26%), College Diploma (34, 14%), Bachelor’s Degree (95, 40%), Master’s Degree (42, 18%), Doctorate (1, 0%), Others (2, 1%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.1.2 Data Analysis

The main aim of this evaluation is to examine and compare the efficacy of the tailored persuasive game, the contra-tailored persuasive game, and the randomly assigned persuasive game conditions with respect to their ability to effect change in healthy eating attitude, self-efficacy, and intention. This entails examining and comparing the pre and post-intervention attitude, self-efficacy, and intention to eat healthily. To achieve this, I used several well-known analytical tools and procedures. In this section, I summarize the various steps taken to analyze the data.

- Because one of the reasons people play games is because games are fun, I started the analysis by examining the participants’ overall experience playing the game and their experience playing the individual versions of JunkFood ALIENS.
- First, I compared the experience measures to a neutral rating using a one-sample t-test.
- Next, to compare the play experiences, I employed the Two-Way (Univariate) ANOVA with Gamer Type (achiever, conqueror, and general) and Intervention type (competition and reward) as between-subject factors and play experience (interest-enjoyment, perceived competence, and effort) as dependent measures.
- Following findings of significant effects, I employed the planned pairwise-comparison, using Bonferroni test for adjusting the degrees of freedom for multiple comparison, to determine the groups that significantly differ from each other with respect to the play experience subscales.
- After I examined the play experience, the next step was to examine whether playing the game actually led to a positive change in attitude, self-efficacy, and intention overall and whether the tailored persuasive game conditions are more effective than the contra-tailored and the random assigned persuasive game. To achieve this, I performed the following analysis.
- Before examining the influence of the games on attitude, self-efficacy, and intention, I examined the scales for internal consistency using reliability analysis [147]. Given the positive results, the data is suitable to proceed with analysis.
- Prior to performing an in-depth analysis on the data, I graphically examined the data using SPSS GGraph to have a general view of the trends and patterns in the data.
• Next, I employed the Repeated-Measure ANOVA with time as within-subject (pre and post), and gamer type (achiever, conqueror, and general) and intervention type (competition and reward) as between-subjects factors on the dependent measures of attitude, intention, and self-efficacy to examine whether there were significant effects of time, gamer type, and intervention on attitude, self-efficacy, and intention to eat healthily.

• Following findings of significant effects I performed a planned pairwise comparison, using Bonferroni for adjusting the degrees of freedom for multiple comparison, to determine the groups that significantly differ from each other.

• Finally, to test whether the magnitude of change in attitude, intention, and self-efficacy varied between the groups, I conducted a Univariate ANOVA with gamer type (achiever, conqueror, general) and intervention type (competition, reward) as between-subjects factors on the dependent measures of attitude change, intention change, and self-efficacy change (i.e., post-intervention – baseline).

All ANOVA were performed after validating the data for the assumptions of ANOVA.

6.1.3 Results

First, I present the results of the play experience as measured using the IMI subscales – interest-enjoyment, perceived competence, and effort (we will use “enjoyment”, “competence” and “effort” for brevity) I then explore the effectiveness of the individual game versions with respect to the effect of time, gamer type, and intervention type. Finally, I compare the effectiveness of the tailored, contra-tailored, and the randomly assigned persuasive game condition.

6.1.3.1 Player Experience

The first question that comes to mind when evaluating any game is the play experience. In this subsection I present the results from the analyses of play experience data – interest-enjoyment, perceived competence, and effort.

6.1.3.2 Overall Experience Playing JunkFood ALIENS

Alongside examining the differences in play experience, investigating the participants’ overall experience playing JunkFood ALIENS is of interest. To achieve this, I performed one-sample t-tests separately on the data from playing the different versions of the game (JunkFood ALIEN-C and
JunkFood ALIEN-R) and on the combined data to obtain an overall experience playing JunkFood ALIENS. I compared this data against an optimistic-neutral rating for IMI subscales data of 3. Figure 6.4 and Table 6.2 present the details of the overall experience playing JunkFood ALIENS.

In general, participants experienced quite high satisfaction with respect to enjoyment, competence and effort. As shown in Table 6.2 and Figure 6.4, the t-values and the corresponding mean of the individual subscales are well above the optimistic neutral rating of 3. Therefore, JunkFood ALIENS was successful at inspiring positive play experience overall.

![Figure 6.4: A bar graph of the mean of individual IMI subscales for the overall game play experience. Error bars represent a 95% confidence interval.](image)

Table 6.2: Means and Standard Deviations (SD), Mean Difference (MD), t-values (t), and Significant levels (p) for Enjoyment, Competence, and Effort on a scale from 1 (low) to 5 (high) for overall play experience.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>MD</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enjoyment</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>19.55</td>
<td>&lt;0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competence</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>25.35</td>
<td>&lt;0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effort</td>
<td>4.12</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>33.50</td>
<td>&lt;0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Similarly, participants expressed positive experience from playing the individual versions of JunkFood ALIENS with respect to the enjoyment, competence, and effort. As shown in Table 6.3, the t-values and the corresponding mean of the individual subscales resulting from playing each version are all above the optimistic neutral rating of 3 – Figure 6.5. Participants therefore had positive experience playing the two versions of JunkFood ALIENS. Since the player had positive experiences from playing both versions of JunkFood ALIENS, I next investigate whether there is any difference in play experience depending on the gamer type and the intervention type using the univariate ANOVA.

Table 6.3: Means and Standard Deviations (SD), Mean Difference (MD), t-values (t), and Significant levels (p) for Enjoyment, Competence, Effort, on a scale from 1 (low) to 5 (high) for gamers’ experience playing the two game versions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Competition</th>
<th>Reward</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N = 391</td>
<td>N = 411</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enjoyment</td>
<td>3.80 1.28 0.80 17.06</td>
<td>3.95 1.26 0.95 15.32</td>
<td>&lt;0.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competence</td>
<td>3.93 1.07 0.93 19.27</td>
<td>4.03 1.11 1.03 18.76</td>
<td>&lt;0.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effort</td>
<td>3.95 0.98 0.95 18.42</td>
<td>4.29 0.90 1.29 29.16</td>
<td>&lt;0.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.1.3.3 Examining Play Experience by Gamer Types and Intervention Type

I conducted a two-way (univariate) ANOVA with gamer type (achiever, conqueror, and general) and intervention type (competition and reward) as between-subject factors and play experience (interest-enjoyment, perceived competence, and effort) as dependent measures.

**Enjoyment:** The results show no significant main effects of gamer type or intervention type on interest-enjoyment ($F_{2,796}=2.211$, $p\approx.110$, $\eta^2=.006$) and ($F_{1,796}=2.211$, $p\approx.425$, $\eta^2=.001$) respectively when considered separately, suggesting that there were no overall group differences in how gamer
types enjoyed the games or the interventions. However, there was a significant interaction between gamer type and intervention type ($F_{2,796} = 3.742, p \approx .024, \eta^2 = .006$). Pairwise comparison shows that achievers playing the JunkFood ALIENS-R led to higher enjoyment than playing JunkFood ALIENS-C ($F_{1,796} = 4.654, p \approx .031, \eta^2 = .006$); whereas, conquerors playing the JunkFood ALIENS-C led to higher enjoyment than playing JunkFood ALIENS-R ($F_{1,796} = 2.708, p \approx .100, \eta^2 = .003$); and for the general group, there was no significant difference in enjoyment between participants who played the JunkFood ALIENS-C and those who played the JunkFood ALIENS-R ($F_{1,796} = 2.951, p \approx .086, \eta^2 = .003$). This result is in line with my expectations as JunkFood ALIENS-R was designed to appeal to acheivers, whereas JunkFood ALIENS-C was designed to appeal to conquerors.

**Competence:** Similar to enjoyment, the results show no significant main effects of gamer type or intervention type on competence ($F_{2,796} = .900, p \approx .407, \eta^2 = .002$) and ($F_{1,796} = .494, p \approx .425, \eta^2 = .001$) respectively when considered separately. However, there was a significant interaction between gamer type and intervention type ($F_{2,796} = 3.978, p \approx .019, \eta^2 = .010$). Pairwise comparison shows that for achievers, playing JunkFood ALIENS-R led to higher feelings of competence than playing JunkFood ALIENS-C ($F_{1,796} = 5.860, p \approx .016, \eta^2 = .007$). For conquerors, playing JunkFood ALIENS-C led to higher perceived competence than playing JunkFood ALIENS-R ($F_{1,796} = 2.693, p \approx .101, \eta^2 = .003$); and for the general group, there was no significant difference in competence between participants who played JunkFood ALIENS-C and those who played JunkFood ALIENS-R ($F_{1,796} = 1.104, p \approx .294, \eta^2 = .001$). Again, these results confirm our expectations about the game design.

**Effort:** In this case, the results show significant main effects of gamer type and intervention type on effort ($F_{2,796} = 7.520, p \approx .001, \eta^2 = .019$) and ($F_{1,796} = 27.447, p \approx .000, \eta^2 = .033$) respectively when considered separately. However, there was no significant interaction between gamer type and intervention type ($F_{2,796} = 1.282, p \approx .278, \eta^2 = .003$). The pairwise comparison for the main effects shows that achievers reported investing the highest levels of effort, followed by the general group, and then conquerors. Similarly, gamers who played JunkFood ALIENS-R reported investing greater levels of effort than those who played Junk Food ALIENS-C—Figure 6.6. The descriptive statistics is as presented in Table 6.4.
Figure 6.6: Paired mean of individual IMI subscale by intervention type. Error bars represent a 95% confidence interval.

Table 6.4: Means and Standard Deviations (SD) for Enjoyment, Competence, Effort on a scale from 1 (low) to 5 (high) by gamer type and intervention type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Achiever</th>
<th>Conqueror</th>
<th>General</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compt</td>
<td>Reward</td>
<td>Compt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Enjoyment</strong></td>
<td>mean(SD)</td>
<td>mean(SD)</td>
<td>mean(SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JunkFood ALIENS-R</td>
<td>3.82(1.18)</td>
<td>4.21(1.13)</td>
<td>4.11(1.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Competence</strong></td>
<td>3.80(1.10)</td>
<td>4.18(1.10)</td>
<td>4.23(0.92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Effort</strong></td>
<td>4.11(0.83)</td>
<td>4.45(0.75)</td>
<td>3.61(0.59)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.1.3.4 Summary of Play Experience Results

In general, JunkFood ALIENS inspired a positive play experience, showing that participants enjoyed playing the game overall. With respect to the intervention type, JunkFood ALIENS-R stimulated
more effort overall than JunkFood ALIENS-C. However, this did not translate to significantly heightened feeling of competence or enjoyment of the game. Therefore, players are likely not investing effort because they enjoy the JunkFood ALIENS-R more or feel more competent playing it. One possible explanation may be the algorithmic reward design mechanism employed in JunkFood ALIENS-R that increases the work required to unlock the badges as the game progresses. The earnable badges and the requirement for earning them were made visible to the players, therefore increasing players’ desire to earn them. As a result, players were constantly striving to attain the required level and point to unlock the badges. This is supported by comments from participants such as “I played longer because I really wanted to accumulate more badges and gain the highest title of a hero. I’m happy that I’m able to attain my goal of earning the highest badges possible.”

With respect to the gamer types (without considering intervention type), achievers reported the highest level of effort overall, however, similar to the intervention type, this did not translate to different ratings of perceived competence and enjoyment. This follows directly from one of the characteristics of achievers, who are known for doing everything they can to get the satisfaction of completing a task. The lack of significant effect of both intervention type and gamer type on enjoyment and perceived competence stresses the need for tailoring persuasive games.

With respect to intervention type and gamer type interactions, playing the tailored JunkFood ALIENS led to higher enjoyment and higher ratings of perceived competence than playing the contra-tailored version. Specifically, for achievers, playing JunkFood ALIENS-R led to higher enjoyment and higher ratings of perceived competence than playing JunkFood ALIENS-C. On the other hand, for conquerors, playing JunkFood ALIENS-C led to higher enjoyment and higher rating of perceived competence than playing JunkFood ALIENS-R. This shows the efficacy of tailored persuasive games to inspire better play experiences and hence more intrinsic motivation. Following from this, I investigate whether playing tailored persuasive games promoted more positive changes in attitude, self-efficacy, and healthy eating intention than contra-tailored or randomly assigned persuasive games.

**6.1.3.5 Efficacy of The Persuasive Games Interventions**

In this subsection, I investigate the efficacy of JunkFood ALIENS for promoting healthy eating by inspiring positive change in healthy eating attitude, self-efficacy, and intention. To achieve this, I
employed RM-ANOVA with time as a within-subjects (pre and post) factor, and gamer type (achiever, conqueror, and general) and intervention type (competition and reward) as between-subjects factors on attitude, intention, and self-efficacy.

### 6.1.3.6 Overall effects of JunkFood ALIENS hence

Before investigating for possible differences in players’ attitude, self-efficacy, and intention with respect to the gamer types and intervention types, it is necessary to establish the internal consistency of the measurement scales. The consistency of a scale is determined using Cronbach’s alpha (α). As shown in Table 6.5, Cronbach’s alphas are all higher than 0.70 showing that the scales have good internal consistency, therefore, I proceed with the analysis.

#### Table 6.5: Cronbach alpha (α) for pre and post attitude, self-efficacy, and intention for each dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gamer Type</th>
<th>Attitude Pre</th>
<th>Attitude Post</th>
<th>Self-efficacy Pre</th>
<th>Self-efficacy Post</th>
<th>Intention Pre</th>
<th>Intention Post</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Achiever</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achiever</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reward</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conqueror</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conqueror</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>.72</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reward</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Gamer Type:** The results of the RM-ANOVA show no significant difference between groups – achiever, conquerors, and general – overall on any measure. Gamer type has no significant main effect on overall ratings of attitude ($F_{2,796}=0.842$, $p\approx.431$, $\eta^2=.002$), self-efficacy ($F_{2,796}=0.420$, $p\approx.657$, $\eta^2=.001$), or intention ($F_{2,796}=2.192$, $p\approx.112$, $\eta^2=.005$). This means that the gamer groups did not rate their attitude, self-efficacy, and intention differently overall, establishing that there were no group-level differences in the ratings.

**Intervention Type:** Similar to gamer type, the results show no significant difference between the interventions – JunkFood ALIENS-C and JunkFood ALIENS-R – on any measure. Intervention type has no significant main effect on overall ratings of attitude ($F_{1,796}=0.001$, $p\approx.980$, $\eta^2=.000$), self-
efficacy \( (F_{1,796}=0.006, p\approx 0.936, \eta^2=0.000) \), and intention \( (F_{1,796}=0.556, p\approx 0.456, \eta^2=0.001) \). This means that random participant assignment to the game versions did not yield groups who fundamentally rated their attitude, self-efficacy, or intention differently if all other variables are ignored. This results establishes that the random assignment to the experimental conditions was effective and did not produce bias.

**Time:** The results show significant main effect of time on attitude \( (F_{1,796}=123.790, p\approx 0.000, \eta^2=0.135) \), self-efficacy \( (F_{1,796}=97.480, p\approx 0.000, \eta^2=0.109) \), and intention \( (F_{1,796}=256.377, p\approx 0.000, \eta^2=0.224) \) overall. This means that there is a significant difference between the pre and post tests when all groups – gamer types and intervention type – are considered together. Attitude, self-efficacy, and intention measured immediately following game play were significantly improved from that taken before the play as shown in Figure 6.7. This means that after playing JunkFood ALIENS, participants reported an increased attitude, self-efficacy, and intention to eat healthily. The game was therefore generally successful in promoting a positive attitude, self-efficacy, and intention over all groups and intervention types. Next, I consider the interactions between intervention type and time.

![Figure 6.7: A bar graph showing the paired means of attitude, self-efficacy, and intention ratings over time—baseline and post. Error bars represent a 95% confidence interval.](image)
6.1.3.7 Interactions between Gamer Type and Time

The results show significant interactions between gamer type and time for all the three measures – attitude (F2,796=21.396, p≈.000, η²=.051), self-efficacy (F2,796=14.977, p≈.000, η²=.036), and intention (F1,796=43.957, p≈.000, η²=.099). Pairwise comparison shows that playing JunkFood ALIENS promoted more positive change in all measures for conquerors and achievers than the general group, see Figure 6.8. All differences were significant at p<.005. These results are further explained in the 3-way interaction between gamer type, intervention type, and time.

6.1.3.8 Interactions between Intervention Type and Time

Considering the efficacy of JunkFood ALIENS for promoting positive changes in all the three measures overall, I next investigated for differences between the two versions of JunkFood ALIENS with respect to their ability to influence change in attitude, self-efficacy, and intention overtime – pre and post test.

The results showed no significant interaction between intervention type and time for all three of the measures – attitude (F1,796=0.224, p≈.636, η²=.000), self-efficacy (F1,796=0.200, p≈.655, η²=.000), or intention (F1,796=2.755 p≈.097, η²=.003). This suggests that there is no difference between the competition and reward strategies in terms of their effectiveness (overall) when gamer type is ignored. Without considering gamer type, these results would suggest that the reward and competition strategies are not different in their efficacy; however, considering the 3-way interaction with gamer type shows otherwise.
6.1.3.9 3-way Interaction between Gamer Type, Intervention Type, and Time

Thus far, we have seen results suggesting that there is no difference in the efficacy of employing a reward strategy or a competition strategy in a persuasive healthy eating game; however, the significant 3-way interaction shows the beneficial results of tailoring the persuasive game. The results show that there are significant interactions between gamer type, intervention type, and time for all the three measures – attitude ($F_{2,796}=51.049, p\approx.000, \eta^2=.114$), self-efficacy ($F_{2,796}=37.283, p\approx.000, \eta^2=.086$), and intention ($F_{1,796}=62.497, p\approx.000, \eta^2=.136$). Pairwise comparison shows that for:

**Achievers:** Reward was more effective than competition for all measures for achievers. Specifically, playing JunkFood ALIEN-R motivated an increase in attitude ($p\approx.000$) and self-efficacy ($p\approx.000$) towards healthy eating while playing JunkFood ALIEN-C led to no significant change in either attitude ($p=.641$) or self-efficacy ($p=.978$) for achievers, see Figures 6.9 and 6.10. For intention,
although both the reward (p≈.000) and competition (p=.018) strategies were significant, the magnitude of the differences suggests that reward may have been more effective (see Figure 6.11).

**Conquerors:** Competition was more effective than reward for all measures for conquerors. Specifically, playing JunkFood ALIENS-C promoted positive changes in attitude (p≈.000) and self-efficacy (p≈.000) towards healthy eating while playing JunkFood ALIEN-R led to no significant change in either attitude (p=.089) or self-efficacy (p=.349) for conquerors, see Figures 6.9 and 6.10. For intention, although both the reward (p=.034) and competition (p≈.000) strategies were significant, the magnitude of the differences suggests that competition may have been more effective (see Figure 6.11).

**General:** For the general group, competition was more effective than reward overall. Specifically, playing JunkFood ALIEN-C promoted positive changes in attitude (p=.001) and self-efficacy (p=.034) towards healthy eating while playing JunkFood ALIEN-R led to no significant change in either attitude (p=.529) or self-efficacy (p=.057) for the general group, see Figures 6.9 and 6.10. The significant level of the changes over time for each measure by intervention type and gamer type is as summarized in Table 6.6. For intention, both the reward (p=.002) and competition (p=.002) strategies were significant, and the magnitude of the differences suggests that neither strategy was more effective (see Figure 6.11).
Figure 6.9: Paired means of pre and post attitude by gamer type and intervention type. Error bars represent a 95% confidence interval.

Figure 6.10: Paired means of pre and post self-efficacy by gamer type and intervention type. Error bars represent a 95% confidence interval.
Table 6.6: Significant levels of the changes over time for attitude, efficacy, and intention by gamer type and intervention type. Significant level p<0.05.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Achiever</th>
<th></th>
<th>Conqueror</th>
<th></th>
<th>General</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compt</td>
<td>Reward</td>
<td>Compt</td>
<td>Reward</td>
<td>Compt</td>
<td>Reward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude</td>
<td>.641</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.089</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficacy</td>
<td>.978</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.349</td>
<td>.034</td>
<td>.057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intention</td>
<td>.018</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.034</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Table 6.6, playing both JunkFood ALIENS-C and JunkFood ALIENS-R led to significant changes in intention for all the gamer groups, but the p-values and means suggests that, perhaps, the magnitude of the effectiveness was different – see Figure 6.11. To explore this effect, and to test the magnitude of differences for attitude and self-efficacy, I performed a Univariate ANOVA on the difference (post-intervention – baseline) in attitude, self-efficacy, and intention with gamer type and intervention type as between-subjects factors.

Figure 6.11: Paired means of pre and post intention by gamer type and intervention type. Error bars represent a 95% confidence interval.
6.1.3.10 Univariate ANOVA with Gamer Type and Intervention Type as between-subjects factors on Behaviour Change Measures.

To test the magnitude of differences for attitude, self-efficacy, and intention, I performed a Univariate ANOVA with Gamer Type (Achiever, Conqueror, General) and Intervention Type (Competition, Reward) as between-subjects factors on Attitude Change, Intention Change and Efficacy Change.

**Attitude Change:** The results of the univariate ANOVA show a significant main effect of gamer type on attitude change ($F_{2, 796} = 21.396, p \approx .000, \eta^2 = .051$). Confirming prior results, the pairwise comparisons show that the general group is less affected by the intervention than Achievers or Conquerors (see Figure 6.12). There was no significant intervention type effect on attitude ($F_{1, 796} = 224, p \approx .636, \eta^2 = .000$), suggesting that there was no difference between the competition and reward strategies; however, the significant interaction between gamer type and intervention type ($F_{2, 796} = 51.049, p \approx .000, \eta^2 = .114$) reinforces the need to tailor persuasive games. Pairwise comparisons show that Achievers playing JunkFood ALIENS-R experienced greater attitude change than those playing JunkFood ALIENS-C ($F_{1, 796} = 69.587, p \approx .000, \eta^2 = .080$); for Conquerors, playing JunkFood ALIENS-C motivated a positive change in attitude, whereas playing JunkFood ALIENS-R did not ($F_{1, 796} = 28.896, p \approx .000, \eta^2 = .035$); and for the General group, there was no significant difference between the participants that played JunkFood ALIENS-C and those that played JunkFood ALIENS-R with respect to attitude change ($F_{1, 796} = 3.751, p \approx .053, \eta^2 = .005$), see Figure 6.12.
Figure 6.12: Attitude Change over time – pre to post – by intervention type and gamer type. Error bars represent a 95% confidence interval.

**Self-efficacy Change:** The results show a significant main effect of gamer type on self-efficacy change ($F_{2,796}=14.977$, $p \approx 0.000$, $\eta^2=0.036$). Pairwise comparisons show that similar to the results for attitude, the general group is less affected by the intervention than achievers or conquerors with respect to self-efficacy change (See Figure 6.13). There was no significant intervention type effect on self-efficacy ($F_{1,796}=0.200$, $p \approx 0.655$, $\eta^2=0.000$). This again reinforces the need to tailor persuasive games because there was a significant interaction between gamer type and intervention type ($F_{2,796}=37.283$, $p \approx 0.000$, $\eta^2=0.86$). Pairwise comparisons show that achievers playing JunkFood ALIENS-R experienced greater self-efficacy change ($F_{1,796}=48.645$, $p \approx 0.000$, $\eta^2=0.058$) than those playing JunkFood ALIENS-C; on the other hand, for conquerors, playing JunkFood ALIENS-C motivated higher positive change in self-efficacy ($F_{1,796}=28.896$, $p \approx 0.000$, $\eta^2=0.035$) than playing JunkFood ALIENS-R; and for the general group the difference between the participants that played JunkFood
ALIENS-C and those that played JunkFood ALIENS-R was not significant with respect to self-efficacy change ($F_{1,796} = 0.036, p \approx .850, \eta^2 = .000$), see Figure 6.14.

Figure 6.13: Self-efficacy Change over time – pre to post – by intervention type and by gamer type. Error bars represent a 95% confidence interval.

**Intention Change**: Similar to attitude and self-efficacy, the results show a significant main effect of gamer type on intention to change ($F_{2,796} = 43.957, p \approx .000, \eta^2 = .099$). Pairwise comparisons show that again the general group is less affected by the intervention than achievers or conquerors with respect to intention change (See Figure 6.14). There was no significant intervention type effect on intention ($F_{1,796} = 2.755, p \approx .097, \eta^2 = .003$), again reinforcing the need to tailor persuasive games because of the significant interaction between gamer type and intervention type ($F_{2,796} = 64.497, p \approx .000, \eta^2 = .136$). Pairwise comparisons show that for achievers, playing JunkFood ALIENS-R led to higher intention change ($F_{1,796} = 54.004, p \approx .000, \eta^2 = .064$) than playing JunkFood ALIENS-C; on the other hand, for conquerors, playing JunkFood ALIENS-C motivated a heightened change in intention.
than playing JunkFood ALIENS-R; and for the general group, the difference between participants that played JunkFood ALIENS-C and those that played JunkFood ALIENS-R was not significant with respect to intention change ($F_{1,796}=.148$, $p=.701$, $\eta^2=.000$), see Figure 6.15. So, although both achievers and conquerors experienced intention to change as a result of playing either JunkFood ALIENS-R or JunkFood ALIENS-C, the magnitude of that intention change was greater when the intervention type was chosen according to the results from the model (described in Section 4.5).

![Intention Change over time – pre to post – by intervention type and gamer type](image)

Figure 6.14: Intention Change over time – pre to post – by intervention type and gamer type. Error bars represent a 95% confidence interval.

Table 6.7 summarizes the mean and standard deviation of the changes in attitude, self-efficacy, and intention. It is worth noting that for achievers, playing JunkFood ALIENS-C led to a negative mean change in attitude over time (of -0.33) and no change in self-efficacy over time (of 0.00). This suggests a possible detrimental effect of contra-tailored persuasive game intervention.
Table 6.7: Means and SD for attitude change, self-efficacy change (efficacy change), and intention change over time – pre to post.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Achiever</th>
<th>Conqueror</th>
<th>General</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compt</td>
<td>Reward</td>
<td>Compt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean(SD)</td>
<td>mean(SD)</td>
<td>mean(SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude Change</td>
<td>-0.33(0.77)</td>
<td>0.80(1.12)</td>
<td>0.77(1.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficacy Change</td>
<td>0.00(0.86)</td>
<td>0.76(1.25)</td>
<td>0.75(1.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intention Change</td>
<td>0.18(0.51)</td>
<td>0.97(1.09)</td>
<td>1.24(1.23)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6.1.4 Summary of the Quantitative Results

In general, JunkFood ALIENS inspired a positive play experience, showing that participants enjoyed playing the game overall. However, playing the tailored JunkFood ALIENS led to higher enjoyment and higher ratings of perceived competence than playing both the randomly assigned version and the contra-tailored version of JunkFood ALIENS. This shows the efficacy of tailored persuasive games to inspire better play experience.

Similarly, considering the efficacy of JunkFood ALIENS to motivate behaviour change, playing JunkFood ALIENS improved attitude, self-efficacy, and intention overall. This shows the efficacy of persuasive game as a tool for motivating healthy behaviour change in general. However, a detailed analysis of the 3-way interactions between gamer type, intervention type, and time reveal that the tailored persuasive games are more effective than both the randomly assigned persuasive game and the contra-tailored persuasive games, which had the least positive effect on the participants – this is in line with the models’ prediction (see Chapter 4, Section 4.5), which informed the game design.

Also according to the models presented in Chapter 4, achievers are receptive to reward ($\beta = .10$) while competition and comparison showed no significant relationship with achievers. This means that games designed using reward (tailored version for achievers) are expected to be more effective for motivating behaviour change for achievers than games designed using competition and comparison (contra-tailored). Just as predicted by the models, the results from the evaluation of the two versions of JunkFood ALIENS show that for achievers, playing JunkFood ALIENS-R (tailored version) led to significant changes in attitude and self-efficacy, whereas playing JunkFood ALIENS-C (contra-tailored version) did not. This is exactly as predicted by the models, see Chapter 4, Section 4.5. In addition JunkFood ALIENS-R (tailored version) led to a greater change in intention than
playing JunkFood ALIENS-C (contra-tailored version) for achievers – this is still in line with the models’ prediction. Similarly, for conquerors, my models predicted that they are receptive to competition and comparison ($\beta = .25$) while reward showed no significant relationship with the conquerors, see Chapter 4, Section 4.5. This means that games designed using competition and comparison (tailored to conquerors) are expected to be more effective for motivating behaviour change for conquerors than games designed using reward (contra-tailored). Again, just as predicted by the models, playing JunkFood ALIENS-C (tailored version) led to a heightened increase in attitude and self-efficacy for conquerors, whereas playing JunkFood ALIENS-R (contra-tailored version) did not. Also, intention to change was greater after playing the tailored version than the contra-tailored version – this is still in line with the models’ prediction. Finally, the models predicted that competition and comparison strategy is perceived as more persuasive than reward by the majority of gamer types. Specifically, competition and comparison is significantly and positively associated with five out of the seven gamer types while reward is significantly and positively associated with one out of the seven gamer types, see Chapter 4, Section 4.5. This means that games designed using competition and comparison is expected to be more effective at motivating behaviour change than that designed using reward in a general group according to the models. Please, note that without considering gamer type, both JunkFood ALIENS-C and JunkFood ALIENS-R looked equally effective (there was no difference) – that is because the differences seen in each gamer type were being averaged out. Therefore, in line with the models’ predictions, when considering gamer type, it became clear that there are differences between competition and comparison and reward for different types of gamers.

### 6.2 The Follow-up Study

The quantitative outcomes motivated follow-up research to look for explanatory results and to gain deeper insights of the dynamics of the gamer types’ in-game behaviours that may have led to differential effectiveness and enjoyment of the different game versions. In this section, I report the result of a follow-up study.
6.2.1 Study Method

To understand and compare the in-game behaviour of the gamer types and their perception of the individual strategies incorporated into the JunkFood ALIENS, I conducted a follow-up study with 6 participants – 3 Achievers and 3 Conquerors. I also examined the qualitative comments about the games provided by the participants in the post survey completed immediately following game play to gain further insights. I included the qualitative comments to tease out further subtleties of the participants’ preference with regards to the game features. I was especially interested in obtaining some insight about people’s opinion of the PT strategies, which is the only differentiator between the two versions.

Specifically, I ran a supplementary follow-up study on both versions of Junk Food ALIENS using the think-aloud approach. The think aloud approach is a common method for usability testing used to obtain insight into user experience [124]. The method entails having users verbalize their thoughts, actions, and expectations as they use an application to perform certain tasks. By unobstructively observing the user, the test administrator can monitor, identify, and analyze the user’s in-task behaviours and deviations in the user’s task flow from the ideal task flow [112]. The study involved six players, half of which were achiever type and I assigned the following identifications to them A1, A2, and A3. The other half were conquerors with the following identifications C1, C2, and C3. The participants in the follow-up study were all university students between the ages of 18 to 35 and played games at least once in a month. Three of the participants were assigned to play the JunkFood ALIENS-C (A3, C1, and C2) and the other three were assigned to play the JunkFood ALIENS-R (A1, A2, and C3).

Before beginning the study, each participant was given a brief summary of the think aloud approach and asked to play the game for at least 10 minutes after they have completed the pre-test. The administrators observed and recorded each think aloud session. Below, I discuss the findings from the think-aloud sessions. Specifically, I discuss the differences in players' behaviours, perceptions and reactions in the game under three main headings: Engagement and excitement, Time commitment and enjoyment, and Educational and motivational.

6.2.1.1 Results from the Follow-up Study

In general, participants who played the tailored persuasive game showed more excitement and commitment while playing the game. They paid specific attention to the strategies. Playing the
tailored version seems to focus players attention on the message of the game. Below, I expand these themes:

**Engaged and Excited about the Game Strategies:** Participants who played their tailored game version showed more excitement while playing the game. For example, C2 who played the tailored game believed that one of the contestants in the competition was his friend and took a snapshot of his rankings in the leaderboard each time it appeared. He continuously screamed and sometimes jumped up from his seat in excitement each time he was ranked as the top player in the leaderboard. Similarly, A2 who also played the tailored game version spent the most time playing the game because of her desire to earn the highest number of badges and become a hero. She took a snapshot of her achievements—badges and title—and shared the snapshot of her achievements with some of her friends with the caption “I’m Damn Too Good”. The sharing of snapshots tends to support Wang’s finding that “game players rarely play alone. Even users of single player games tend to share their experiences and compare achievements with others.” [191]. However, there is a difference between the sharing of an individual achievement and explicitly being involved in a competitive game that is characterized by mutually exclusive winning. A2 also related that the most captivating aspects of the game was its ability to provide her with the knowledge of all possible rewards and what is required to unlock them. “I was able to visualize and anticipate the rewards and that made the game really fun and exciting” ². This supports Wang’s assertion that reward mechanisms that give players knowledge of what is specifically required to earn them can be used to enhance feelings of fun in video games long before rewards are actually earned [191].

A1 who also played the tailored game shared similar opinions about the excitement and curiosity raised by the visible details of achievable rewards. The excitement and enjoyment of the competition and the reward strategy in the tailored condition was also confirmed by comments from participants who played the tailored game condition. Many of the participants that played the tailored condition highlighted the strategies as one of the features they enjoyed most in the game. Below are some of the comments from achievers in the tailored condition:

- “The badges for sure is the best feature. Just tried to accumulate more points and earn the hero.”

---

² Quotes from participants are included verbatim throughout this chapter, including spelling and grammatical mistakes.
• “The added benefit of collecting hearts falling from healthy food for points was an interesting spin on the game. It actually added a level of difficulty by forcing me to quickly decide whether it was a heart being dropped or the cholesterol and take appropriate action. I enjoyed that very much!”
• “I enjoyed shooting the 30 points cluster of healthy food, I also enjoyed getting the nutritious heart for +5 points and earning the achievement badges.”
• “It was a fun game but having to get the junk food out of the way of good food was kind of a bummer there was a lot of junk food, so lost a lot of points trying to shoot them out of the way of the good food”

The last comment suggests that achievers may not only care about activities that give them points within the game, but are also irritated by features that make them lose their achievements points.

Below are some of the comments from the conquerors who played the tailored condition:

• “This is awesome, the struggle between the junks and good foods was interesting. The competition in the Leaderboard was definitely the best though, was up for winning all the time”
• “I enjoyed the leaderboard, comparing my performance with that of other players. Really wished I was good enough to beat other folks!!! Meanwhile, the bullet from the junk food had no mercy on me, bitch!!!”
• “Displaying ranks and scores after every round was great! I played and waited for the end of each round with excitement. It made me feel competent and I looked for every opportunity to increase my score and hence my rank”
• “The competition was cool, I had good fighters!”
• “The score and the competition were awesome. I performed really well, the assholes were good though, but I trusted myself to beat the hell out of them”

The contra-tailored condition participant – C3 – was somehow indifferent about the reward mechanism. However, he expressed his likeness for the game especially with regards to some competition-like features: “The positive reinforcement of the healthy food sending heart as
nutrient, and the unhealthy food sending the graphic image that looks like cholesterol that took away points and functions as negative reinforce was a good concept. It’s like a competition between healthy and unhealthy food”. To further stress his inclination for competitive games, C3 gave this comment after completing the game “The game needs to be improved so that it engages player better, I wanna compete with others!!! I’m damn good at this...” Similarly, A3 (who also played the contra-tailored condition) did not make any reference to the competition strategy when asked about the features of the game he enjoyed rather, he pointed out reward and achievements related features. “I just like the hearts from those healthy foods and the superfood that gives 30 points. The junk foods were so brutal, scattering my defense wall and squeezing the life out of me. Got killed a couple of times, really felt sick of the junk, they’re just so many in number. I just want to kill all of them and eliminate them from the earth. My family eats lots of it, I’m not happy!” These comments from the contra-tailored condition participants is particularly interesting, it shows that this player was able to link the game activity to real world junk food eating behaviour which is a necessary step towards transferring experience from games (in-game learning) to real word behaviour change. Therefore, it reinforces that persuasive games can be strategically designed to influence behaviour in real world. It also supports the hypothesis that achievers are more inclined to rewards while conquerors are more inclined to competition.

Time Commitment and Enjoyment: The participants A1, A2, C1, and C2 who played their tailored versions of the JunkFood ALIENS were more captivated by the game and therefore, spent more time than required by the study. A2 spent over 20 minutes playing the game – double of the time required by the study – while A1, C1, and C2 spent 16, 16, and 18 minutes respectively in the game. On the other hand, the participants who played the contra-tailored version spent just about the time required by the study in playing the game – C3 spent 12 minutes and A3 spent exactly 10 minutes (less than the time spent by the participants who played the tailored version). For the participants who played the tailored versions, the major motivation was their interest in earning badges or wining the competitions for achievers and conquerors respectively. For example, according to A2 “I played longer because I really wanted to accumulate more badges and gain the highest title of a hero. I’m happy that I’m able to attain my goal of earning the highest badges possible.” A1 shared similar opinions “I was just curious of what the Hero honor looks like and hoped to achieve it, unfortunately, level 3 was very difficult that I couldn’t unlock the
Hero at this time. This game is addictive but I had to stop”. C2 and C1 who played the tailored competition version also shared similar opinions. According to C2 “I saw one of my buddy who was also playing. “Name” was pretty good! He gave me a tough time, so I played longer to redeem myself... I was on top of it finally – really had fun.” On the contrary, participants who played the contra-tailored version do not seem to be captivated by the game strategies and some appeared to be irritated by the strategies. For example, A3 who played the JunkFood ALIENS-C became annoyed with the competition strategy especially when it appeared that she was being outperformed by other players. She related after the game how she was particularly upset by the fact that she had to compete with others. For her, “there is no need for the competition because eating is more of an individual decision and I don’t care how others are doing...I would prefer the game without the leaderboard.” Contrary to A3’s comment, C3 who played the JunkFood ALIENS-R said “The game is good but I would have loved to see other players’ performances...making it a multiplayer and competitive game will be an interesting spin on the game.” The various reactions show that there is a relationship between tailoring persuasive strategies and persuasive game enjoyment and commitment. Hence, the idea that games are captivating could be mediated by the ability to tailor the strategies employed in the game to the appropriate audience.

Educational, Motivational, and Fun: Playing the tailored persuasive games helped focus players’ attention on the messages of the game. Because of their interest in acquiring more points to either increase their ranks in the leaderboard or to unlock the badges, participants paid more attention to the messages of the game. For example, A1 and C2, who played the tailored condition, paused a number of times while playing the game and took a closer look at the arrays of foods and the game rules to differentiate between junk and healthy food. C2 found it really hard to believe that chocolate was shooting cholesterol instead of nutrients. After shouting out to the chocolate to stop shooting the poisonous bullets, he turned to the administrator and told her that the design is wrong, that chocolate is a healthy food and should release the heart. His curiosity led him to pause the game for some seconds to research on the nutritional contents of chocolate before he finally agreed that it should be classified as an unhealthy food. At the end of the game, most of the participants agreed that the game was fun and educational with comments such as “Fun game and at the same time educational”. “It was a fun take on space invader classic. I did not realize right away that the fruits/veggies were giving hearts which was a cool add on.” However, C3 – who played the
contra-tailored condition – saw the game as a good tool for educating kids (as opposed to adults) about unhealthy foods and the adverse effect of consuming them – “It made for a fun hit and is probably a great way to teach kids about unhealthy food and the dangers of consuming them”.

In summary, participants who played their tailored persuasive game version, enjoyed it, accepted the strategies, and felt excited about their game version, whereas the participants in the contra-tailored condition were sometimes indifferent or annoyed by some of the game features. Although, the prototype persuasive game is targeted at eating behaviour, the persuasive strategies and gamers’ preferences for them were not specific to the study domain as participants reacted mostly to the specific strategies themselves as opposed to the domain specific contents of the game.

6.3 Discussion

The results from the evaluations demonstrate that the JunkFood ALIENS game is an effective tool for influencing positive attitude, self-efficacy, and intention to change, which are variables that mediate actual behaviour change. Compared to the random assignment condition and the contra-tailored condition, participants who played their tailored versions of the games had greater positive attitude change, self-efficacy change, and intention change. Specifically the contra-tailored group shows no significant changes in attitude and self-efficacy and in some cases a zero or negative mean change over time. These results suggest that for persuasive games to achieve their intended objective of promoting behaviour change, it is necessary to tailor the games to various gamer types using their persuasive profile presented in Chapter 4. In fact, without appropriate tailoring, persuasive games may just be another tool that might not be useful to the target audience – have no positive impact – or, in the worst case scenario, might be detrimental to the user by demotivating behaviour performance (as shown by negative mean change in attitude in Table 6.7). Here I highlight some specific insights from the evaluations that could serve as a guide for designing effective persuasive health games.
6.4 Insights for Designing Persuasive Games

Although the games were designed to test the effectiveness of tailoring interventions, deploying and evaluating this persuasive health game with so many individuals highlighted some important lessons for the design of persuasive health games in general.

**Tailor persuasive games to increase their effectiveness:** The results from the evaluations have effectively demonstrated that tailoring can increase the effectiveness of persuasive games at motivating healthy attitude, self-efficacy, and intention to change. One of the drawbacks of tailoring persuasive game intervention is the cost – the level of work involved in designing/adapting persuasive games for each gamer type. There are two different ways that persuasive games can be tailored using appropriate persuasive strategies. The first way is to design each game version from scratch (but this would involve a lot of work) and the second is to incorporate the persuasive strategies on top of existing games to make them appropriate for the target gamer type(s). The results from the design and evaluation of the two versions of JunkFood ALIENS shows that game designers do not have to design each game version from scratch to adapt it to the target audience. Tailoring can easily be achieved by incorporating appropriate PT strategies into existing games. For example, there is a big difference between designing a competitive game from scratch and adding competition features (e.g., global leaderboard) to existing persuasive games (just as illustrated in the design of JunkFood ALIENS-C in Chapter 5). The success of tailored JunkFood ALIENS shows a great promise and future for using tailored persuasive games as a tool for promoting healthy behaviour. As described in Chapter 5, the only difference between the two versions of JunkFood ALIENS is the use of reward – badges – in one, and the competition – global leaderboard – in the other. This implies that existing persuasive games can easily be adapted to suit the target audience by incorporating appropriate persuasive strategies following the persuasive profiles presented in see Chapter 4, Section 4.5.

**Interval versus continuous display of strategies and player-control mechanism for pausing of games:** From the literature, it is common for persuasive game intervention designers to display the PT strategies (e.g., leaderboard) continuously on the game panel as the game progresses. However, due to the make-and-feel/simulated competition in the JunkFood ALIENS-C, I designed
a separate intervention page which appears after every interval (specifically one minute) with the appropriate player’s performance measure – either the leaderboard or a collection of badges earned depending on the game version. Initially, I was not sure how players would react to this design decision; however, the result of the evaluations suggests that players enjoyed the interval performance display because it added some level of curiosity and allowed them some time to review, reflect on their performance, and restrategize. This is supported by comments such as “Displaying ranks and scores after every round was great! I played and waited for the end of each round with excitement. It made me feel competent and I looked for every opportunity to increase my score and hence my rank.”

The interval display mechanism helped eliminate the problem with managing players’ attention that is usually an issue in persuasive games [110]. Persuasive game designers often battle with how to design persuasive games to manage players’ attention and direct them to certain game features which often contains important persuasive information. Players tend to focus their attention solely on playing the games, therefore ignoring the motivational strategies. The results from the evaluation of JunkFood ALIENS suggest that one way of managing players’ attention is to employ a strategy of displaying PT content in intervals. This automatically focuses players’ attention to the desired features and allows them to review the strategies as required. This is supported by the comments such as “I really like that the game pauses and display my earned badges after every interval. It gives me time to rest and refresh after facing the unending firing and killing by the brutal unhealthy foods.” This comment also suggested that providing player-controlled mechanisms that allow players to pause the game and resume whenever they want – without restarting from the beginning – may be a desirable feature of persuasive games. It is important to highlight that this type of optional player-control mechanism may not be effective for focusing players’ attention to certain game features because players can choose to ignore it. The automatic display that comes after an interval is more appropriate for this. However, automatically displaying the strategies may not completely ensure that players will pay attention to the information presented. One way of ensuring that players will pay attention to the presented information is to request that players perform certain tasks that will require them to pay closer attention to the information each time the strategy is presented. For example, JunkFood ALIENS required the participants to record their ranks, levels, and scores, or the scores, the highest badge earned, and their levels – which required the participants to take a closer look at the information presented – depending on whether they played in the
competition or the reward version. However, it is important to note that some players did not like being asked to record or perform other tasks while playing the game and that leads to the next recommendation.

**Avoid using too many pop-ups in persuasive games:** As described above, JunkFood ALIENS paused and automatically displayed the intervention page after every interval. The display of the intervention page appeared like a pop-up block on the game panel, which annoyed some players as shown by comments such as:

- “Was kind of annoying, actively playing and enjoying the game, only to have the scoreboard suddenly pop up”;  
- “The game seemed to pop up leaderboard quite often”; and  
- “The game stopping every minute and having to record the scores was kind of irritating.”

Some game players are used to conventional game – non-persuasive games – with the main aim of enhancing the feeling of fun. Therefore, they did not appreciate a deviation from their experience in conventional games. However, persuasive games need to include mechanisms to consciously draw players’ attention to the motivational contents of the games, which is their major distinguishing feature. One way of balancing the tension between focusing players’ attention on certain features and overwhelming them with frequent pop-ups and demands to perform additional tasks is to employ a *hybrid approach*. The hybrid approach would combine both the interval and continuous display of important features. However, as opposed to displaying the features at a fixed short interval (e.g., each minute as in the case of JunkFood ALIENS), they could be displayed less frequently (e.g., every 3 or 4 minutes) or displayed at times that make sense in the content of the game play (e.g., after clearing a level). The combination would ensure that every player has the opportunity of capturing the important information contained in the game without feeling overwhelmed or interrupted.

**For persuasive games for health, the simpler the better:** Because of the nature with which persuasive game designers decide on the appropriate strategies to employ in persuasive game design (guess work), it is a common practice for persuasive game designers to employ many PT strategies in
their game design. This is often done with the hope that at least one of the strategies will appeal to the target audience. The direct result of this is a complex persuasive game, with potentially overwhelming features and messages. The results from the evaluation of JunkFood ALIENS, suggests that simplicity is a desirable feature that may differentiate effective persuasive games from ineffective ones. All the participants in the follow-up evaluation explicitly highlighted the simple nature of the game as one of the things they enjoyed most. Similarly, comments relating to the games being simple are among the common desirable qualities listed by the participants in the quantitative evaluation:

- “It is easy to learn how to play”;
- “It had that old style game feel! Most games now can get too animated and overwhelmed with special effects”;
- “The game is very interesting and easy”
- “The game is very addictive and easy to control”
- “I like it because it was very similar to Space Invader. It was very easy to control with the mouse”

These reactions support the finding by Khaled et al. [110], that having too many features in a persuasive game screen overwhelmed participants and led to cognitive overload. This suggests the need for designers to resist the temptation of using excessive animations and too many strategies in a single persuasive game design and to keep persuasive games simple. This would not only attract broader audiences [77] but would eliminate the tendency of overwhelming players [110] and focus players’ attention to the important contents of the game.

**Be mindful of using action game that involves killing as a persuasive game for health:**

JunkFood ALIENS as described in Chapter 5 is a fixed-shooter game that involves players shooting and destroying junk foods. However, the junk foods attack players back by releases cholesterol and transfats as poisonous bullets which destroys the player’s avatar and make it lose a life each time they are hit. This is one of the ways that JunkFood ALIENS demonstrates the adverse effect of unhealthy eating. However, some players felt really uncomfortable with this as can be seen from comments such as:
• “Wish I would have had a moment of invulnerability after dying because I got killed 3 times in a row very quickly by the same enemies. I finished the game feeling really weak and sick!”
• “The “death” sequence needs to be changed so that I don’t have to “insta-die” again with another collision upon respawn”
• “The premise was nice, but shields should be stronger to withstand the fire from the junk food and the rate at which I can fire increased”
• “The junk foods were so brutal, scattering my defense wall and squeezing the life out of me. Got killed a couple of times, really felt sick of the junk, they’re just so many in number. I just want to kill all of them and eliminate them from the earth…”
• “I just like the healthy food”

These reactions suggest that people perceive persuasive game for health differently from conventional action games that often involve battling with enemies. It also suggests that participants actually felt connected with their avatar – which is a good thing – as a result tend to link any action of the avatar to their own life. It shows that this player was able to link the game activity to real world junk activities which is a necessary step towards transferring experience from games (in-game learning) to real world behaviour change. This may be a desirable attribute to harness for developing effective persuasive health games. However, it is necessary to apply caution in deciding on the frequency at which players can be destroyed in the game to avoid scaring them from playing the game.

**Increase the motivational appeal of rewards by exposing details about them:** It is a common practice for game designers to withhold details about the rewards to arouse curiosity and trigger a sense of fun associated with taking chances. According to Wang [191]:

> “Interest in rewards can be increased by withholding details about them. Players who are not completely certain about what needs to be done to gain a reward may exert considerable energy trying to figure that out; many players consider this learning process enjoyable.”

However, the results from the evaluation of JunkFood ALIENS show that reward mechanism that allows players access to specific details of what is required to earn them can increase anticipation
that prolongs and enhance the fun associated with the reward. This is supported by comments such as:

- “I was able to visualize and anticipate the rewards and that made the game really fun and exciting”.

This may be due to a sense of hope created by players’ ability to visualize the rewards and what is required to unlock each of them. This helps them to pace themselves accordingly, which is not applicable to games where details of what is required to earn the rewards are withheld. This implies that designers of persuasive games for health should employ reward mechanisms that withheld details of the requirements with caution as it could possibly discourage players especially if the rewards are infrequently earned.

**Increase the motivational appeal of persuasive game by allowing players to compete with familiar or similar others:** Several persuasive games that employ the competition strategy often involve competing with similar others (for example see [78,183]). This is based on the belief that users will be motivated to perform better if given an opportunity to compare and compete with others; especially when the others are similar to them (e.g., peers) [62]. However, research has shown that some people are uncomfortable competing with familiar others (e.g., family and friends) because the competition may create some tension in their relationship [78,183]. The results from the evaluation of JunkFood ALIENS show that competition does not necessarily have to be between similar or familiar others for persuasive games for health to be effective. Therefore, competing with unknown others or hypothetical opponents may be a better alternative (to competing with familiar others) especially for people that are uncomfortable competing with familiar others. However, it is important to note that just as suggested by Fogg [62], some of our participants preferred to compete with familiar others. For example, participant C1 in our study requested to be given the opportunity to compete with a friend or to select known people that he can compete with. This is further supported by the excitement shown by a participant who felt that one of the players he competed with was a friend: “I saw one of my buddy who was also playing. “Name” was pretty good! He gave me a tough time, so I played longer to redeem myself... I was on top of it finally – really had fun.”
6.5 Limitations

The results from the evaluation of JunkFood ALIENS show that the tailored persuasive game was more effective than the random or contra-tailored conditions. However, the study has a number of limitations that are worth acknowledging.

The first is the relatively short time between playing the game and administering the post-test. Since the intervention effect was only measured immediately following the persuasive game play, the findings from this study may not account for the long-term influence or effectiveness of persuasive games.

JunkFood ALIENS was designed to be played multiple times, however, due to the experimental situation, participants played the game only once, therefore, the evaluation can only claim the effectiveness of JunkFood ALIENS for one time – short time – change. Additionally, although, the results from our evaluation showed the efficacy of JunkFood ALIENS at motivating healthy change in attitude, self-efficacy, and intention, which are the three main predictors of behaviour, the efficacy of Junk Food ALIENS to promote actual behavioural change will not be established without further studies.

JunkFood ALIENS is based on eating behaviour, therefore, the results from the studies may not be applicable to other domains (e.g., physical activities). However, because the persuasive strategies and the gamers’ preferences for them were not specific to the study domain, I believe that the effect of the study domain on the result (if any) will be very small. Nevertheless, further studies are needed to establish this. Finally, the use of subjective measures presents a limitation to this study. Although self-report is the most common measure of attitude change, the quality of obtained results could be affected by some factors including participants’ moods. Therefore, it is necessary to replicate the presented study on another population or on the same population over a period of time.

The result of the evaluation of JunkFood ALIENS shows that the tailored version inspired better play experience – enjoyment and competence – and also more persuasive (promoted more positive changes in attitude, self-efficacy, and healthy eating intention) than the contra-tailored version. Hence, it is possible that the persuasiveness is mediated by game enjoyment and the efficacy is driven by the enjoyment and competence. Therefore, it will be interesting for future work to investigate the relationship between system persuasiveness and perceived system enjoyment and competence to establish any mediating effect. Finally, the present study did not account for the
distribution of the participants in the one-size-fits-all condition with respect to their gamer type (apart from the fact that they are neither achievers nor conquerors). Therefore, it is possible that this group is dominated by participants of particular gamer type.

6.6 Summary

The Model-driven Persuasive Game evaluation, which was an attempt to test the validity of the model for tailoring persuasive games to various gamer types described in Chapter 4 shows that while a persuasive game can be effective for changing attitude to, self-efficacy of, and intention towards healthy eating behaviours, the effectiveness depends on using appropriate persuasive strategy for each gamer type. Using the contra-tailored persuasive game – the game designed using the strategy that a particular gamer type would not be receptive to – did not increase either attitude towards healthy eating or self-efficacy and led to a decreased game enjoyment and play experience for that particular gamer type. Conversely, the tailored persuasive game – the game adapted to fit with the receptive strategies for a particular gamer type, led to an increase in attitude, self-efficacy, and healthy eating intention and increased game enjoyment and play experience. Not surprisingly, the random assignment condition had an intermediate effect and was generally less effective than the tailored condition. The result that is consistent for all the behaviour change measures – attitude, self-efficacy, and intention – and the play experience measures, shows that persuasive game interventions are likely to be more effective if they are tailored to the gamer types under consideration. Gamer types have proved to be a useful and effective variable for tailoring persuasive games. In summary, assuming that game players will respond in a similar manner to popular strategies employed in persuasive games (as in the one-size-fits-all approach) is not a good approach for persuasive game designers to take. Rather, my work shows that by employing popular strategies with the wrong type of gamer (as predicted by the model), designers will provoke a negative reaction (that will likely demotivate behaviour change, as shown by the negative mean change in attitude) and therefore, not succeed in their persuasive purpose. On the other hand tailoring the strategies according to the model will most likely create a positive and compelling persuasive experience that will promote positive changes in behaviour. Perhaps the most important use of our model is to avoid using the wrong strategies, which may be counterproductive [103].
CHAPTER 7

DISCUSSION

This dissertation exposed the limitations of the current one-size-fits approach to persuasive game design and proposed the Model-driven Persuasive Game (MPG) design approach for tailoring persuasive games to the seven gamer types identified by the BrainHex model. The MPG was based on two large-scale studies of determinants influencing gamers’ (eating) behaviour and the persuasiveness of various persuasive game design strategies. To establish the feasibility of the proposed MPG, I designed and evaluated two versions of a MPG designed to encourage healthy eating attitude in players. The evaluation of the two versions, presented in the Chapter 6, shows that the tailored persuasive game version is more effective at motivating healthy attitude, self-efficacy, and intention change than the randomly assigned persuasive game and the contra-tailored persuasive game, which was actually shown to demotivate behaviour change (as shown by a negative mean change in attitude). In this chapter, I first present a summary of the findings of this dissertation by highlighting the key benefits of using the MPG as opposed to the design by intuition approach (which assumes the one-size-fits all approach). Finally, I discuss some key issues and implications of the findings in this dissertation for PT designers in general.

7.1 Summary of Findings

The evaluation of the Model-driven approach to persuasive game design highlights some advantages of the MPG. In this section, I highlight the key benefits.

- A tailored persuasive game is more effective than both the contra-tailored and the one-size-fits-all persuasive game for motivating healthy attitude, self-efficacy, and intention.
- A tailored persuasive game inspires better play experience than both the contra-tailored and the one-size-fits-all persuasive game.
- Not considering the gamer type of the participants, it appears as though neither of the game intervention types were more successful (this was shown in the non-significant intervention
type by time interaction) – this is what several designers do when evaluating their system. However, considering gamer type in the 3-way interaction made the benefit of personalization clear.

- Persuasive game designers do not have to combine multiple strategies in a single game to make it effective. Persuasive games designed using a single appropriate strategy (just as in the design of JunkFood ALIENS) could be effective.
- The strategies and determinants vary in their effectiveness depending on the user or user group under consideration.
- The reward strategy that is often employed in persuasive game design is not effective for the bulk of people. This means that persuasive games employing reward may not be effective for promoting desired behaviour change for the majority of players.
- Persuasive game designers do not have to design each game version from scratch to adapt it to the target audience. Tailoring can easily be achieved by incorporating appropriate persuasive strategies into existing games.
- The MPG design approach provides an effective guideline for tailoring persuasive games to the seven gamer types to increase the efficacy of the game (by using appropriate strategies and by manipulating the right determinants).
  - The MPG design approach highlights strategies and determinants that are perceived as positive by each gamer type and therefore, should be reinforced for gamers of this type.
  - The MPG design approach highlights strategies and determinants that are perceived as negative by each gamer type and therefore, should be avoided for gamers of this type.
  - The MPG design approach highlights strategies and determinants that are not significantly associated with each gamer type and may not lead to a significant behaviour change and therefore could be ignored.
7.2 The Implications of the Findings in Advancing the Design of Persuasive Technology

The findings presented above raise some issues which have implications for PT design in general and I discuss them below.

7.2.1 The Effectiveness of Using single or Multiple Strategies in PT Design

Because decisions on strategies to employ in PT designs are often based on intuition – guess work – it is a common practice for PT designers to incorporate multiple strategies in a single PT. This is done with the hope that at least one of the strategies will be suitable for motivating behaviour change in the target audience or will appeal to different type of persons who may be present in a one-size-fits-all approach. According to Harjumaa et al. [83], persuasive strategies are often applied in combinations when incorporated as actual software functionalities. The direct result of this is an overly complex persuasive system that may overwhelm the users and lead to cognitive overload. This is supported by the finding by Khaled et al. [110] that having too many features in a persuasive game overwhelmed participants and led to cognitive overload. Another problem of using multiple strategies in a single persuasive system is that it makes it difficult to evaluate what strategy worked (for which audience) and why they work, thereby making it difficult to use results from a successful PT in another PT implementation.

The results from the evaluation of the two JunkFood ALIENS versions, which were designed using single strategies (reward or competition&comparison), show that using a single appropriate strategy in PT design is effective at motivating attitude, self-efficacy, and intention change – which are the direct predictors of behaviour. However, whether or not using multiple strategies in PT design will lead to more effective PTs is still unclear. Research has shown that combining multiple distinct strategies in PT design does not necessarily result in PTs that are more effective than PTs designed using a single strategy [104]. According to the findings by Kaptein [104], combining multiple strategies can lead to an overall reduced persuasive effect, especially when one strategy used is less effective than the other strategy – “in some situations using multiple strategies can be detrimental as compared to the presentation of a single, correct, strategy”. This is probably
because without using the model-driven approach and corresponding persuasive profiles – such as those presented in Chapters 3 and 4 – for selecting appropriate strategies for tailoring PT to the target user group, there is a greater probability of using a combination of appropriate and inappropriate strategies or a combination of inappropriate strategies that could demotivate behaviour change. However, this does not mean that using a combination of appropriate strategies in PT design will result in PTs that are significantly more effective than a PT designed using single appropriate strategy. Kaptein [104] found that even in situations where two or more strategies are equally effective, “the persuasion does not always add up”. This suggests that combining multiple preferred strategies in PT design do not produce an additive effect with respect to promoting desired behaviour change. As a result, designers should be cautious when using multiple strategies in PTs design to promote a single action [104]. Tailoring PTs using a single appropriate strategy as identified in the persuasive profiles should lead to a simple and effective PT.

7.2.2 Tailoring to Individual Versus Group-based Tailoring

Research on personalized persuasion has advocated for individual level tailoring with the argument that significant differences may exist at the individual level [104]. Undoubtedly, tailoring to individuals maximizes the influence and the effectiveness of PT interventions; however, it may not be achievable in most cases for two main reasons: One, the cost of developing sufficiently rich user models and possible spectrum of adaptations may be beyond the scope of many persuasive game projects. Two, even if individuals differ significantly, there are finite ways in which people can be uniquely classified with respect to the persuasive approach that can be employed to motivate them. Therefore, group-based tailoring is inevitable. As a result, researchers have begun to examine ways of tailoring PT interventions to various user groups and sub-groups based on some common user characteristics. This is based on the fact that significant homogeneity exists among people sharing some common characteristic (e.g., personality type [73] and gender [146]) and the same or similar persuasive approach can be employed to target them. The effectiveness of group-based tailoring over the one-size-fits-all approach reinforces the fact that individuals belonging to the same group such as gamer type share greater similarities than differences.

The model-driven approach employed in this dissertation to tailor persuasive games to the gamer type can be generalized and extended to tailor for non-gamers. I demonstrated from my initial works in Chapter 2 that the approach can be employed to tailor PT to non-gamers by developing
models for tailoring to gender, cultural, and age groups. Nevertheless, the difference between group level effect and individual-level effect of various strategies and determinants deserve further research.

### 7.2.3 Tailor Persuasive Technology by Adapting Only the Strategies Employed

The dissertation effectively demonstrated that tailoring can increase the effectiveness of persuasive games at motivating healthy attitude, self-efficacy, and intention to change. One of the drawbacks of tailoring PT intervention is the cost – the level of work involved in designing/adapting PTs for each user type. The success of the two versions of JunkFood ALIENS shows that game designers do not have to design each game version from scratch to adapt it to the target audience. Tailoring can easily be achieved by incorporating appropriate strategies into existing PTs. Designers can easily change the strategies without changing PTs as exemplified in the design of the two versions of JunkFood ALIENS. The success of tailored JunkFood ALIENS shows a great promise and future for using tailored PTs as tools for promoting healthy behaviour. This implies that existing PTs can easily be adapted to suit the target audience by incorporating appropriate persuasive strategies following the persuasive profiles.

### 7.2.4 Gamification and Design for Engagement

The results from my dissertation also have implications for designing systems that will engage users. Recent years have witnessed an increasing number of non-gaming application that employ game mechanics (such as rewards and leaderboards – depicting competition) in their application to engage the user and get them to continue using their application. This act of using game elements in non-game systems has been referred to as gamification [52]. The results from my dissertation have implications for such systems. For example, offering users rewards for performing desired actions (e.g., points) is one of the most common approaches used in gamified systems to engage users. However, this dissertation has shown that reward is not as effective a motivator as designers thought and may not work for the majority of the people. Therefore, there is a need to tailor gamified systems and the model-driven approach presented in this dissertation could be used for this.
To support my point that gamified systems need to be tailored, in 2011 Gartner [68] predicted that “by 2015, more than 50 percent of organizations that manage innovation processes will gamify those processes.” However, after further investigations, in the latest prediction, Gartner [69] stated that by 2014, “80 percent of current gamified applications will fail to meet business objectives primarily due to poor design.” Using wrong game mechanics for the various user types is a poor design approach, therefore, there is a need to tailor gamified systems and my model-driven approach can be applied.

7.2.5 Using Persuasive Profiles to Design Persuasive Technology

A persuasive profile is a collection of various determinants or strategies and the estimation of their effectiveness in influencing behaviour change for various users or a user group [104]. The persuasive profile indicates which strategies should be emphasized in persuasive system design and the ones that should be avoided. Persuasive profiles can be created using various users’ characteristics, including demographic information, gender, personality measures or even a combination of these characteristics. I have demonstrated in this dissertation that gender, cultural orientation, age, and gamer type are effective characteristics for constructing persuasive profiles and for tailoring PTs. This profile can guide PT designers in deciding on the appropriate determinants to manipulate or appropriate strategies to employ in PT design.

Researchers have argued that persuasive profiles designed in one domain (e.g., healthy eating) can be used for motivating behaviour change in another domain (e.g., physical activity). According to Kaptein [104] PTs that use persuasive profiles are end-independent, as a result, persuasive profiles created in one domain can be used in bringing about behaviour and/or attitude change in the same domain or in a quite different domain. “Persuasion profiles are designed and expected to be independent of particular ends and contexts” and therefore the “average effect of a strategy for the population and the effect of that strategy for a specific individual is relatively consistent across context and ends [104].” However, further research is needed to establish the applicability of the persuasive profile across domains.
7.2.6 Ethical Implications of Persuasive Profiles and Persuasive Technology

As research on PTs for behaviour change becomes increasingly important and sophisticated, questions regarding the ethics of such systems cannot be avoided. As a result, attempts have been made toward developing frameworks and principle for the ethical evaluation of persuasive systems [21,62].

Berdichevsky and Neuenschwander [21] proposed a comprehensive framework for evaluating the ethics of any persuasive system. This framework suggests three factors to be considered when designing any persuasive technology: intents/motivations, methods, and outcomes. They also specify some ethical principles, which should guide the design and development of PTs. The principles are summarized thus:

1. The intended outcome of a persuasive system should not be unethical;
2. The motivation behind the creation of a persuasive system should not be unethical;
3. The creators of persuasive systems must assume responsibility for all predictable outcomes of its use;
4. The creators should respect the privacy of users, at least as much as they respect their own privacy;
5. The creators of a persuasive system should make its motivations, methods, and intended outcomes visible to its users except if such disclosure would significantly undermine an otherwise ethical goal.
6. Persuasive systems should not provide inauthentic information in order to achieve the persuasion goal.
7. The creators of a persuasive system should never try to persuade others of something they would not consent to be persuaded for themselves.

The end-independent nature of persuasive profiles as argued by some researchers [104], if established, may raise some ethical concerns. An ability to use persuasive profiles of an individual developed in one domain in another domain may mean that the profiles can be used for both good and bad purposes. For example, a profile constructed to increase energy conservation can be used to
motivate owners to purchase more products and services online. However, inappropriate use of the persuasive profile has been addressed by the Berdichevsky and Neuenschwander [21] framework in principles 4 and 5 – “The creators should respect the privacy of users, at least as much as they respect their own privacy” and “The creators of a persuasive technology should make its motivations, methods, and intended outcomes visible to its users except if such disclosure would significantly undermine an otherwise ethical goal”.

In addition, Kaptein and Eckles [101] argue that failure to tailor PT using persuasive profiles may in itself be unethical. To illustrate this, in one hand, consider a person called Bob, who has an aversion for competition and comparison and walks out only once in a week. On the other hand, consider a PT designer who aims at motivating Bob to increase his physical activity by increasing his daily step counts. The designer uses a persuasive system that tracks Bob’s step count using an accelerometer and compares it with that of Bob’s friends. The system provides Bob with feedback highlighting the winner in the competition based on the total step count. Because Bob is competition averse and dislikes to be compared with his friends, he stops walking out and exercising entirely, and his total physical activity is reduced. As a result, the system which was intended to promote physical activities has ended up decreasing it, because of the designer's failure to use the persuasive profile to know that Bob is demotivated by competition and comparison. According to Kaptein and Eckles [101], failure to use persuasive profiles can be seen to be unethical in this case. The importance of using persuasive profiles is even more pronounced for persuasive systems targeted at promoting healthy behaviour because the adverse effects may be more critical.

These guidelines seem to cover the crucial ethical aspects, but it is hard for persuasive designers to follow them judiciously. Special attention, however, ought to be given to situations where persuasion takes place unconsciously (without users being aware) [182]. This is because in such situations, there is a higher tendency of violating the principles, especially principles 2, 4, and 5 and the designers may not want to assume responsibility.
CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Persuasive games can be effective tools for motivating healthy behaviours and/or attitudes, and recent years have witnessed an increasing number of persuasive games. However, many designers treat gamers as a monolithic group by adopting a one-size-fits-all approach in their persuasive games intervention design.

To solve this problem, this dissertation proposes a model-driven approach for tailoring persuasive games to various gamer types called the Model-driven Persuasive Game (MPG) design approach and applied it to two large-scale studies to develop models for tailoring persuasive games to various gamer types as identified by BrainHex. In the first study, I examined gamers’ eating behaviours and associated determinants, using the Health Belief Model (HBM), and developed models for tailoring behaviour determinants described in Chapter 3. In the second study, I examined the persuasiveness of ten commonly used persuasive game design strategies and developed models for tailoring the strategies to various gamer types – Chapter 4. Through the models, I identified some variation in the perceptions of various health determinants and the persuasiveness of strategies depending on the player’s gamer type. Some determinants and strategies that are positively associated with behaviour change for some gamer types are negatively associated with behaviour change for others.

To demonstrate the feasibility of the MPG design approach, I applied it in designing and developing two versions of a MPG (called JunkFood ALIENS-R and JunkFood ALIENS-C) targeting two distinct gamer types. JunkFood ALIENS-C implemented the Competition/Comparison strategy while JunkFood ALIENS-R implemented the Reward strategy. Both JunkFood ALIENS-C and JunkFood ALIENS-R were made up of the same game features, the only difference between them was the persuasive strategy employed – Chapter 5.

The models (in Chapter 4) describe how conquerors are persuaded by Competition/Comparison, but not by Reward, whereas achievers are persuaded by Reward but not by Competition/Comparison. By including these two groups of gamers and the two versions of JunkFood ALIENS, we were able to test the effects of tailored interventions (JunkFood ALIENS-C for conquerors and JunkFood ALIENS-R for achievers) versus contra-tailored interventions.
(JunkFood ALIENS-R for conquerors and JunkFood ALIENS-C for achievers). I also included a general group (all remaining gamer types) to investigate the effects of applying a one-size-fits-all strategy. To demonstrate the importance of tailoring persuasive games for promoting healthy behaviour using the MPG approach, I conducted a large-scale evaluation of the two versions of JunkFood ALIENS with respect to their ability to promote positive changes in attitude, self-efficacy, and intention. To also measure the game play experience, I measured perceived enjoyment and competence from playing the game as described in Chapter 6.

The Model-driven Persuasive Game evaluation shows that while persuasive games can be effective for changing (eating) behaviour – attitude, self-efficacy, and intention – the effectiveness depends on using the right choice of influence strategy for the right gamer type. Playing the contra-tailored persuasive game – game designed using the strategy that a particular gamer type would not be receptive to – did not increase either attitude towards healthy eating or self-efficacy and led to a decreased game enjoyment and play experience for that particular gamer type. Conversely, the tailored persuasive game, adapted to fit with the receptive strategies for a particular gamer type, led to an increase in attitude, self-efficacy, and healthy eating intention and increased game enjoyment and play experience. Not surprisingly, the random assignment condition had an intermediate effect and was generally less effective than the tailored persuasive games. The results, which are consistent for all the behaviour change measures – attitude, self-efficacy, and intention – and the play experience measures, show that persuasive game interventions would be more effective if they are tailored to the gamer types under consideration. Gamer types have proved to be a useful and effective variable for tailoring persuasive games. In summary, assuming that game players will respond in a similar manner to popular strategies employed in persuasive games (as in the one-size-fits-all approach) is not a good approach for persuasive game designers to take. Rather, my work shows that by employing popular strategies with the wrong type of gamer (as predicted by the model), designers will provoke a negative reaction (that will likely demotivate behaviour change, as shown by the negative mean change in attitude) and therefore, not succeed in their persuasive purpose. On the other hand tailoring the strategies according to the model will most likely create a positive and compelling persuasive experience that will promote positive changes in behaviour. Perhaps the most important use of our model is to avoid using the wrong strategies, which may be counterproductive [103].
8.1 Contributions

Most persuasive games for health use a one-size-fits-all design with the assumption that all people are motivated to change by the same factors. This dissertation detailed the work that I have done to answer my overarching research question: how can persuasive games be tailored to increase their efficacy at motivating health behaviour change and is there value in tailoring persuasive games for health? The dissertation made five main contributions to the PT for behaviour change literature.

8.1.1 Developed the MPT Design Approach

I developed the MPT design approach for tailoring PTs through two preliminary large-scale studies (N=221, N=554) that investigated and model the determinants of healthy eating for people from different cultures, of different ages, and of both genders.

In the first study, I investigated the determinants influencing fast food eating behaviour and developed models for motivating healthy fast food eating attitude. To adapt the models to various gender groups, I developed two separate models for tailoring PT to males and females. In the second study, I examined the variations in the determinants influencing healthy eating behaviour using the Health Belief Model (HBM) and developed ten different models and persuasive profiles for tailoring PT to various cultural subgroups – Chapter 2. Based on the results of these preliminary studies, I proposed the model-driven approach for tailoring PT called MPT.

8.1.2 Developed Models for Tailoring Health Behaviour Determinants to Various Gamer Types

I developed models for tailoring behavioural determinants to various gamer types – achiever, conqueror, daredevil, mastermind, seeker, socializer, and survivor – identified by BrainHex based on a large-scale study of 642 participants. The persuasive profiles from these models serve as guidelines for selecting appropriate determinants to manipulate in PT interventions – Section 3.5.

To make the findings actionable for designers of persuasive games, I mapped the determinants of health behaviour to common game mechanics that can be employed in persuasive game design. Having a personalized persuasive profile of what motivates different gamer types, and mapping these behaviour determinants to game mechanics, provides a crucial theoretical and methodological
bridge between research on what motivates health behaviour change (i.e., theories) and research on designing games for health (i.e., persuasive games). The model-driven and gamer type-relevant design approaches are immediately actionable for designers to build effective persuasive games for motivating health behaviour change (Section 3.5).

### 8.1.3 Developed Models for Tailoring Persuasive Strategies to Various Gamer Types

I conducted a cross validation of the persuasiveness of ten commonly employed PT strategies and developed models showing the receptiveness of the seven gamer types to the PT strategies based on a large-scale study 1108 participants. I proposed a model-driven design approach for tailoring persuasive games for health that is based on developing persuasive profiles (comprising a list of suitable PT strategies) for each gamer type identified by BrainHex. Based on the results from the models, I highlighted the best overall strategies that were perceived as positive by most gamer types and the least efficacious strategies that were not perceived as persuasive by most gamer types. Finally, to bridge the gap between PT designers and designers of games, I proposed a mapping of PT strategies to appropriate game design mechanics – Section 4.5.

On a more specific not, the models show that one of the popular strategies (rewards) that are often employed in persuasive games design is not effective for the bulk of people. This means that persuasive games employing reward may not be effective for promoting desired behaviour change for the majority of players.

Having persuasion profiles of various persuasive strategies that motivate different gamer types provides a crucial methodological bridge between game researchers and Persuasive Technology (PT) researchers and also between personalization researchers and PT researchers. The proposed model-driven approach for tailoring persuasive games benefits from the best practices of both game design and PT researchers – Section 4.5.

### 8.1.4 Developed a Model-driven Persuasive Game

I developed two versions of a model-driven persuasive game intervention called JunkFood ALIENS-C and JunkFood ALIENS-R. JunkFood ALIENS was developed as a proof of concept persuasive game to show the feasibility of the MPG intervention that were informed by my models
for tailoring persuasive games to gamer types – Chapter 4. JunkFood ALIENS was designed to motivate healthy behaviour by promoting healthy eating attitude, self-efficacy, and intention. JunkFood ALIENS-C was tailored to conquerors, while Junk Food ALIENS-R was tailored to achievers – Chapter 5.

Although the content, design, and implementation of the two versions of JunkFood ALIENS differ in the persuasive strategy employed, they both have identical game mechanics. Thus, the play experience of the game is the same – only the persuasive intervention changes. Through the design of JunkFood ALIENS, I show that persuasive games designers do not have to design each game version from scratch to adapt it to the target audience. Tailoring can easily be achieved by incorporating appropriate PT strategies into existing games.

### 8.1.5 Conducted a Large-scale Evaluation of the Model-Drive Persuasive Game

To determine and compare the efficacy of tailored, contra-tailored, and randomly assigned JunkFood ALIENS at promoting healthy (eating) attitude, self-efficacy, and intention, I conducted a large-scale quantitative study and a follow-up study to gain deeper insights into the dynamics of the in-game behaviours of different game types. The model-driven persuasive game evaluation, which was intended to test the validity of my models for tailoring persuasive games to various game types, showed that while persuasive games can be effective for changing (eating) behaviour – attitude, self-efficacy, and intention – the effectiveness depends on using the right choice of influence strategy for the right gamer type. The results from the evaluation were consistent for all the behaviour change measures – attitude, self-efficacy, and intention – and the play experience measure. They answered the research question – *whether there is a value in tailoring persuasive games?* – by showing that persuasive game interventions are more effective if they are tailored to the gamer types under consideration. Not tailoring persuasive games could be detrimental because the contra-tailored persuasive game condition showed a decrease in healthy eating attitude in favour of unhealthy eating. Gamer types have proved to be a useful and effective variable for tailoring persuasive games – Chapter 6.

Again, through evaluations of the two versions of Junk Food ALIENS, I showed that persuasive game designers do not have to combine multiple strategies in a single game to make it effective. Persuasive games designed using a single appropriate strategy (just as in the design of JunkFood
ALIENS) could be effective. The two preliminary studies show that MPT design approach can be applied in tailoring PTs to non-gamers using other differentiable user characteristics such as gender and age.

8.2 Future Work

The work in this dissertation represents a first step towards tailoring persuasive games to gamer types and validating the effectiveness of various PT design strategies and behaviour determinants for various game types. Although this study showed many interesting and significant findings, it also opens up many opportunities for further research.

In the future, I will pursue a number of extensions to the model-driven approach to persuasive game design discussed in this dissertation. Here, I discuss a few ways that the research could be extended (in addition to the future work already contained in the individual chapters).

8.2.1 Exploring the Relationship Between Play Experience and Persuasiveness

The result of the evaluation of JunkFood ALIENS shows that the tailored version inspired better play experience (enjoyment and competence) and was also more persuasive (promoted more positive changes in attitude, self-efficacy, and healthy eating intention) than the contra-tailored version. Hence, it is possible that the game’s persuasiveness is mediated by game enjoyment and the efficacy is driven by the enjoyment and competence. Therefore, it will be interesting for future work to investigate the relationship between system persuasiveness and perceived system enjoyment and competence to establish any mediating effect.

8.2.2 Large-scale and Longitudinal Evaluation of Junkfood ALIENS

Conducting a large-scale longitudinal evaluation of JunkFood ALIENS would make it possible to investigate the mediating effect of gender, age, and cultural orientation on the influence of the strategies and how these factors interact with gamer type to affect the efficacy of persuasive games.
To elicit further information relating to game experience, the game could be designed to track and log players’ in-game activities. The activity log would provide information regarding the strategies and the activity that the players spent more time using.

It would also be possible to examine the longitudinal effects of the JunkFood ALIENS on the players' behaviours. This could be achieved by allowing players to play the game for an extended period of time (e.g., one week) after they have completed the baseline survey. Players could complete the post survey immediately following the game play period and several days (e.g., one week) after game play to determine if the change would persist over a period of time.

It is also important to move beyond changes in attitudes and intentions, to investigate how we can help people change their behaviour. Although attitude, intention, and self-efficacy are the foundations on which behaviour change is built, we need to demonstrate changes in actual behaviour to ultimately show that games can improve the health of players. In future work, I plan to perform a large-scale controlled study to investigate for the direct effect of playing JunkFood ALIENS on players’ health behaviour.

### 8.2.3 Developing Comprehensive Model for Tailoring Persuasive Games

The results from the studies in this dissertation show that significant variabilities exist between the gamer types with respect to the determinants of their behaviour and the persuasiveness of the strategies. With a very large-scale study, it should be possible to investigate for possible moderating effect of other known differentiating user characteristics such as gender, age, and culture. It is possible that these variables significantly interact with the players’ perception of a strategy and its influence on their behaviour. As a result, finer-grain tailoring to various sub-groups within each gamer type (e.g., female achievers, collectivist conquerors) would further improve the efficacy of persuasive health games.

I considered only ten commonly used strategies in this dissertation. Future research could expand on this and validate the effectiveness of more strategies and develop comprehensive models for tailoring the strategies to the gamer types.
8.2.4 Developing a Different Persuasive Technology Using Model-Driven Approach

The feasibility and the efficacy of my proposed model-driven approach have been effectively demonstrated in the design and evaluation of JunkFood ALIENS. I have also shown that my proposed model-driven approach could be applied to tailor PT to non-gamers by considering other characteristics, such as gender, age, and cultural background – Chapter 2. An interesting future extension would be to develop and evaluate a completely different kind of persuasive system (that is not necessary game based) using the model-driven approach and tailoring its intervention using other user characteristics (e.g., gender and age) – as presented in the models in Chapter 2. It would be also interesting to investigate the persuasiveness of the strategies for non-gamers and create models for tailoring PT in general to non-gamers using other users’ characteristics. This would further establish the generalizability and the efficacy of my proposed model-driven approach for tailoring PT in general.

8.2.5 Explore the Generalizability of MPG by Applying the Models in a Different Domain

The models developed in Chapter 4 was used in developing JunkFood ALIENS in Chapter 5 and was found effective at motivating healthy behaviour change in Chapter 6. An interesting extension would be to develop and evaluate another persuasive health game using the same MPG approach and the same strategies used in JunkFood ALIENS, but focusing on different health-related issues (e.g., promoting physical activity, smoking or alcohol cessation). Evaluating the game using similar methods used in JunkFood ALIENS in Chapter 6 – baseline and post-surveys and a follow-up study – would make it possible to establish the domain-independent and the wider generalizability of my models for tailoring persuasive health games. It would also enable me to establish if there are particular tasks or behaviours that individual strategies are naturally more inclined to promote.

8.2.6 Design a Persuasive Game Using Multiple Strategies

There have been some speculations that combining multiple strategies can lead to an overall reduced persuasive effect [104], however, the authenticity of these have not been fully established – especially
for persuasive games. JunkFood ALIENS presents a convenient platform for combining and evaluating the efficacy of persuasive games designed using a mix of strategies (a combination of preferred and not preferred, two or more preferred strategies, two or more not preferred strategies). Evaluating the game using the same approach employed in the evaluation of JunkFood ALIENS in Chapter 6 would help establish if persuasive games designed using a single strategy are more effective than those designed using a combination of strategies.

8.2.7 Objectively Studying Individual Strategy Preference

It could be possible to use players’ in-game behaviours to determine their strategy preferences. Persuasive games could be designed to allow players the flexibility of adapting the strategies in the game by either enabling or disabling any strategy as players may deem necessary. Tracking, logging, and analyzing players’ activities in a large-scale study would allow one to investigate and possibly develop models for tailoring persuasive games using players’ in-game behaviours.

The findings from this dissertation opens up more room for future research on designing effective PT for promoting healthy behaviour.

8.3 Summary

In summary, this dissertation contributes in advancing the field of persuasive technology and design of interactive applications for promoting behaviour change in general by effectively answering an important question of whether there is any value tailoring Persuasive Technologies (PTs)? The dissertation not only demonstrated that one size does not fit all (through extensive large-scale studies and modeling), it also effectively demonstrated that tailoring PTs can increase their effectiveness at motivating behaviour change (through implementation and large-scale field studies of the efficacy of a tailored, contra-tailored, and one-size-fits-all versions of a PT called JunkFood ALIENS). The tailored versions of JunkFood ALIENS were more effective than both the contra-tailored and the one-size-fits-all versions of JunkFood ALIENS. More importantly, the evaluations of JunkFood ALIENS revealed that without considering the type of person using the system (gamer type in this case), it appeared as though there is no difference between various persuasive approaches (this was shown in the non-significant intervention type by time interaction). This is wrong as the persuasive strategies vary in their effectiveness depending on the gamer type of the
person using the system. Nevertheless, the vast majority of persuasive systems designers do exactly this (do not consider the individual) when evaluating the effectiveness of their systems and it explains why there are so many inconsistent results from the evaluations of various persuasive systems. However, when I considered the type of person using the system (the 3-way interaction), the benefits of personalizing persuasive systems become crystal clear. I clearly show that different people respond differently to various strategies, but also that a relevant and good typology for describing people (such as BrainHex in my case, or FFM or culture or gender) allows for effective group-based tailoring. This compromise (group-based tailoring rather than tailoring to individual) moves designers from designing ineffective interventions to effective ones. The future work will investigate how clarifying this typology (e.g., by considering also culture, gender, age) may or may not further improve the efficacy of persuasive interventions.

The dissertation successfully demonstrates that there is value in tailoring persuasive technology, thereby stressing the need for designers to tailor PTs to increase their effectiveness. However, tailoring has always been thought of as very tedious work. One of the drawbacks of tailoring persuasive game interventions is the cost – the level of work involved in designing/adapting persuasive games for each gamer type. The results from the design and evaluation of the two versions of JunkFood ALIENS shows that game designers do not have to design each game version from scratch to adapt it to the target audience. Game designers can change the strategy to adapt to the target audience without changing the game. Specifically, I demonstrated that tailoring can easily be achieved by incorporating appropriate strategies into existing games. The success of this approach to tailoring shows great promise for using tailored persuasive games as a tool for promoting healthy behaviour. It implies that existing persuasive games and PTs in general can easily be adapted to suit the target audience by incorporating appropriate persuasive strategies following the persuasive profiles.

Another important contribution of this dissertation that has enormous implications for PT design is the possibility of motivating behaviour change using a single strategy. This dissertation shows that it is possible to motivate desired behaviour change using a single strategy implementation in PT. This is important because employing multiple strategies in PT design (which often leads to overly complex PT that may overwhelm the users and lead to cognitive overload) is a standard practice within community of PT for behaviour change. Before my work, it was unclear whether or not it is possible to use only a single strategy to motivate behaviour change. The design and
evaluation of the two versions of JunkFood ALIENS (each using a single strategy) establish that it is possible to promote behaviour change using a single appropriate strategy – as decided by a user’s persuasive profile – thereby establishing a future design approach and direction for PT for behaviour change designers.

Also equally important but probably contrary to popular expectations, is the fact that one of the popular strategies (reward) that is often employed in persuasive games design is not effective for the bulk of people. This means that persuasive games employing reward may not be effective for promoting desired behaviour change for the majority of players. This is particularly interesting because employing reward in PTs design has been a controversial topic and many PT designers believe that reward is important for motivation. The finding from this dissertation reveals that reward may not be as important a motivator as designers previously thought. Therefore, designers should employ reward with caution. The surprising effect of reward points to the need to validate other strategies with respect to their persuasiveness.

These findings contribute in advancing the field of persuasive technology and the design of interactive applications for promoting behaviour change in general by showing the values of tailoring PTs, the need to tailor PTs (by highlighting the danger of taking the one size-fits-all approach), and demonstrating much easier ways that PTs can be tailored to reduce cost, labor, and still increase their efficacy. In general, the dissertation highlighted some subtle and important design considerations for designing effective persuasive technological interventions.
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APPENDIX

STUDY INSTRUMENTS

Demographic Questions

1. Please choose your age bracket: *
   - Under 18
   - 18-25
   - 26-35
   - 36-45
   - Over 46

2. Do you ever play phone, computer or video games? *
   - Yes
   - No

3. Please choose your sex: *
   - Male
   - Female

4. What is the highest level of education you have attained?
   - Less than high school
   - High school graduate
   - College diploma
   - Bachelor's degree
   - Master’s Degree
   - Doctorate degree
   - Other: 

5. What is your nationality?..................................
6. Which Geographical Territory are you from: *(Geographical territory of origin)

- North America
- Southern or Central America
- Western Europe or UK
- Eastern Europe or Russia
- Southern Europe/Mediterranean
- South Asia (incl. China, India and Japan)
- Africa
- Middle East
- Australasia
- Other: 

7. I typically play computer or videogames: *

- Every day
- A few times per week
- Once per week
- A few times per month
- Once per month
- A few times per year
- Once per year or less

8. I would consider myself *

- Hardcore gamer
- Something between a Hardcore and a Casual gamer
- Casual gamer
- I have no idea!
Self-efficacy

32. Please rate your level of agreement with the following statements in a 7-point scale. Choosing 1-Strongly Disagree to 7-Strongly Agree.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>1-Strongly disagree</th>
<th>7-Strongly agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If I want, I could easily eat healthily within the next two weeks</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I have control over whether or not I eat healthily</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whether or not I eat healthy diets in the next week is entirely up to me</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I believe I have the ability to eat healthy diet next week</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am confident that I could eat healthily within the next two weeks if I want</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Attitude

Eating healthy food in the next two weeks would be:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</th>
<th>Important</th>
<th>Unimportant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Useless</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>Useful</td>
<td>Useful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worthless</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>Valuable</td>
<td>Unimportant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unenjoyable</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>Enjoyable</td>
<td>Unenjoyable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmful</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>Beneficial</td>
<td>Harmful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unpleasant</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>Pleasant</td>
<td>Unpleasant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Bad</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Susceptibility

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If I don’t eat healthily, there is a good possibility that I will gain weight in the next 3 months.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If I don’t stick to a healthy diet, I will be at high risk for some diet related diseases.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Severity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The thought of ending up in the hospital due to diet related diseases scares me.</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>If I gain weight in the next 3 months, it will be a bad thing.</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Perceived Benefit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>44. On a scale of 1 to 7, how much do you agree or disagree that eating healthy diets most of the time would</th>
<th>5-Strongly agree</th>
<th>5-Strongly agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Be beneficial to you</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Help you maintain your general health</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decrease your chances of becoming obese/overweight</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decrease your chances of getting heart disease</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decrease your chances of getting cancer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decrease your chances of getting high blood pressure</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decrease your chances of becoming diabetic</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Perceived Barrier

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1-Strongly disagree</th>
<th>7-Strongly agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eating a healthy diet is costly.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eating a healthy diet is hard.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There are so many recommendations on what constitutes a healthy diet; it’s hard to know what to believe.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthy diets are not as tasty as the unhealthy options.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthy diets are not as satisfying as the unhealthy options.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthy diets are not readily available in most places most of the time.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It will be hard for me to change my diet.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Intention to Eat Healthy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>1-Extremely unlikely</th>
<th>7-Extremely likely</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I intend to avoid eating junk and fast food during the next two weeks</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I intend to eat more vegetable during the next two weeks</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I will try to eat only a healthy amount of fat during the next two weeks</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I intend to eat more fruits during the next two weeks</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I intend to eat healthily during the next two weeks</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I will try to eat healthily during the next two weeks</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I plan to eat healthily during the next two weeks</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Cue to Action

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>1- Strongly disagree</th>
<th>7- Strongly agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>33.</strong> I would pay more attention to my food choices if friends and family members suggest it</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>34.</strong> I would pay more attention to my food choices if recommended by a doctor</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>35.</strong> I will eat healthily if people who are important to me are worried about my health. *</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>36.</strong> I would pay more attention to my food choices if I read information about the nutrition contents. *</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Intrinsic Motivation Inventory (IMI) Scale used in evaluating player experience and the BrainHex Scales used in classifying games to their various types can be obtained from the links below with permission from the authors:

**IMI Scale:** [http://www.selfdeterminationtheory.org/questionnaires/10-questionnaires/50](http://www.selfdeterminationtheory.org/questionnaires/10-questionnaires/50)

**BrainHex Gamer Type Scales:** [http://survey.ihobo.com/BrainHex/](http://survey.ihobo.com/BrainHex/)
Storyboard Illustrating Comparison Strategy

Storyboard Illustrating Competition Strategy

Storyboard Illustrating Cooperation Strategy
Storyboard Illustrating Customization Strategy

Storyboard Illustrating Personalization Strategy

Storyboard Illustrating Praise Strategy
Storyboard Illustrating Reward Strategy

Storyboard Illustrating Self-monitoring Strategy

Storyboard Illustrating Simulation Strategy
Storyboard Illustrating Suggestion Strategy

Each storyboard was followed by two comprehension questions (1 and 2) and questions for accessing perceived persuasiveness of the strategies (3):

1. In your own words, please describe what is happening in this storyboard ……

2. What strategy does this storyboard represent? - Participants were required to choose one out of the ten strategies.
   a. CUSTOMIZATION - (An application that allows user to customize its content (e.g., the appearance of avatar) to his/her choice).
   b. SIMULATION - (An application that provides the means for a user to observe immediate and projected outcome of his/her behavior).
   c. SELF-MONITORING and FEEDBACK - (An application that allows user to track his/her own performance or status. It provides information on both past and current performance).
   d. PRAISE - (An application that applauds its users for performing target behaviors via words, images, symbols, or sounds as a way of giving positive feedback to the user).
   e. SUGGESTION - (An application that recommends certain behaviors (for achieving a favorable/desired outcome) to its use).
   f. REWARD - An application that offers virtual rewards to users in order to give credit for performing the target behavior.
   g. COMPETITION - (An application that provides means for users to compete with others. It awards points (as virtual reward) to winner).
   h. COMPARISON - (An application that provides means for a users to view and compare his/her performance with the performance of other user(s)).
   i. COOPERATION - (An application that provides users opportunity to cooperate (work together) to achieve shared objectives. Users are rewarded if they achieve their collective goals).
   j. PERSONALIZATION - (An application that offers personalized content and services to its users. Recommendations are based on users’ personal characteristics).
1. Scales for accessing perceived persuasiveness of the strategies.

Imagine that you are using the system presented in storyboard above to track your daily eating, on a scale of 1 to 7 (1-Strongly disagree and 7-Strongly agree), to what extend do you agree with the following statements:

   a. The system would influence me.
   b. The system would be convincing.
   c. The system would be personally relevant for me.
   d. The system would make me reconsider my eating habits.
You are invited to participate in this survey aiming at identifying effective ways of designing interventions to promote healthier lifestyle especially when eating in the restaurants.

Please read this form carefully, and feel free to ask the researchers any questions you might have.

**Title of Study**: Understanding Users’ Behavior and Attitude towards Fast Food

**Ethics Application Number**: 08-69

**Researcher(s)**: Dr. Regan Mandryk, Department of Computer Science, (966-4888), regan@cs.usask.ca

Dr Julita Vassileva, Department of Computer Science (966-2073), jiv@cs.usask.ca

Rita Orji, Department of Computer Science (880-8087), rita.orji@usask.ca

**Purpose and Procedure**: The goal of this research is to identify effective methods for designing intervention to promote healthy lifestyle especially when eating in the fast food restaurants. In particular, the study seeks to understand the general attitude, health concern, nutrition knowledge, and how decisions about meal choices are made. The study may contribute to the research area of Persuasive Technology for Healthy Behavior Change and User Modelling, Adaption, and Personalization. To achieve this, we have designed a set of questions that we need you to respond to.

**Potential Benefits**: Findings from the study could lead to a better understanding of the type of technological intervention most suitable for encouraging healthy eating behavior.

**Potential Risks**: There are no known risks in this study.

**Confidentiality**: Once you sign the consent form, we will not require any personal identifiable information such as name, NSID, emails, etc.

**Dissemination of Results**: Aggregated results derived from this study will appear in a PhD thesis and articles published in peer reviewed conferences and scientific journals. However, any information that can be linked to a specific participant will be removed or altered and any quotations from participants that are published will be so only if no linkage can reasonably be made to the participant in any way.

**Right to Withdraw**: Your participation in this study is voluntary, and you may withdraw from the study for any reason, at any time, without penalty of any sort. You may refuse to answer individual questions. If you withdraw from the study at any time, any data that you have contributed will be destroyed at your request.

**Questions**: If you have any questions concerning the research project, please feel free to ask at any point; you are also free to contact the researchers at the numbers provided above or via email (regan@cs.usask.ca, jiv@cs.usask.ca, rita.orji@usask.ca). This research project has been approved on ethical grounds by the University of Saskatchewan Behavioural Research Ethics Board. Any questions regarding your rights as a participant may be addressed to that committee through the Ethics Office (966-2084). Out of town participants may call collect.

**Follow-Up or Debriefing**: If you would like to know the results of this study, you can contact the researchers

**Consent to Participate**:

I have read and understood the description provided. I have had an opportunity to ask questions and my questions have been answered. I consent to participate in the survey, understanding that I may withdraw my consent any time before or during the study and within one week after the study. A copy of this Consent Form has been given to me for my records.

☐ I consent  ☐ I don’t consent
You are invited to participate in a research project for identifying effective ways to design game-based interventions to promote a healthier lifestyle, especially as relates to healthy eating.

Please read this form carefully, and feel free to ask the researchers any questions you might have.

**Title of Study:** Understanding Persuasive Strategies and Gamer Types

**Ethics Application Number:** 08-69

**Researcher(s):** Dr. Regan Mandryk, Department of Computer Science, (966-4888), regan@cs.usask.ca
Dr Julita Vassileva, Department of Computer Science (966-2073), jiv@cs.usask.ca
Rita Orji, Department of Computer Science (880-8087), rita.orji@usask.ca

**Purpose and Procedure:** The goal of the research is to identify effective methods for designing game-based interventions to promote a healthy lifestyle – especially healthy eating behavior. In particular, the study seeks to identify various gamer types and their opinions about certain game play motivation strategies. The study may contribute to the research area of Persuasive Technology for motivating healthy behavior, particularly to issues supporting designing effective games for promoting healthy behavior. To do this we have designed storyboards of various strategies and a set of questions that we need you to respond to.

**Potential Benefits:** Findings from the study could lead to a better understanding of the type of game-based intervention that is suitable for encouraging healthy eating behavior for various gamer types

**Potential Risks:** There are no known risks in this study.

**Confidentiality:** Once you sign the consent form, we will not require any personal identifiable information such as name, emails, etc.

**Dissemination of Results:** Aggregated results derived from this study will appear in a PhD thesis and articles published in peer reviewed conferences and scientific journals. However, any information that can be linked to a specific participant will be removed or altered and any quotations from participants that are published will be so only if no linkage can reasonably be made to the participant in any way.

**Right to Withdraw:** Your participation in this study is voluntary, and you may withdraw from the study for any reason, at any time but only completed and submitted HITs receive Turk payment.

**Questions:** If you have any questions concerning the research project, please feel free to ask at any point; you are also free to contact the researchers at the numbers provided above or via email (regan@cs.usask.ca, jiv@cs.usask.ca, rita.orji@usask.ca). This research project has been approved on ethical grounds by the University of Saskatchewan Behavioral Research Ethics Board. Any questions regarding your rights as a participant may be addressed to that committee through the Ethics Office (966-2084). Out of town participants may call collect.

**Follow-Up or Debriefing:** If you would like to know the results of this study, you can contact the researchers

**Consent to Participate:**

I have read and understood the description provided; I have had an opportunity to ask questions and my/our questions have been answered. I consent to participate in the research project, understanding that I may withdraw my consent any time before and during the study and within one week after the study. You can print a copy of this Consent Form for your records.

☐ I consent ☐ I don't consent
You are invited to participate in this study aiming at identifying strategies for designing effective game-based intervention for promoting healthy behavior.

Please read this form carefully, and feel free to ask the researchers any questions you might have.

**Title of Study:** Designing Effective Game-based Interventions

**Ethics Application Number:** 08-69

**Researcher(s):** Dr. Regan Mandryk, Department of Computer Science, (306-966-4888), regan@cs.usask.ca

Dr Julita Vassileva, Department of Computer Science (306-966-2073), jiv@cs.usask.ca

Rita Orji, Department of Computer Science (306-880-8087), rita.orji@usask.ca

**Purpose and Procedure:** The goal of this study is to identify effective methods for designing intervention to promote healthy lifestyle. In particular, the study seeks to understand the strategies the could be used for designing effective game-based intervention for promoting healthy behavior (especially healthy eating) for various gamer types. The study may contribute to the research area of Persuasive Technology for Healthy Behavior Change and User modelling, adaptation, and personalization. To achieve this, we have designed a set of questions that we need you to respond to.

**Potential Benefits:** Findings from the study could lead to a better understanding of the type of technological intervention most suitable for encouraging healthy eating behavior.

**Potential Risks:** There are no known risks in this study.

**Confidentiality:** Once you sign the consent form, we will not require any personal identifiable information such as name, NSID, SIN etc. Submission of emails address will be optional - required only if you are interested in participating in future studies relating to this particular project. Your email will not be used for any purpose beyond this project

**Dissemination of Results:** Aggregated results derived from this study will appear in a PhD thesis and articles published in peer reviewed conferences and scientific journals. However, any information that can be linked to a specific participant will be removed or altered and any quotations from participants that are published will be so only if no linkage can reasonably be made to the participant in any way.

**Right to Withdraw:** Your participation in this study is voluntary, and you may withdraw from the study for any reason, at any time, without penalty of any sort, however, you will not receive the compensation for participation. If you withdraw from the study at any time, any data that you have contributed will be deleted.

**Questions:** If you have any questions concerning the survey, please feel free to ask at any point; you are also free to contact the researchers at the numbers provided above or via email (regan@cs.usask.ca, jiv@cs.usask.ca, rita.orji@usask.ca). This Survey has been approved on ethical grounds by the University of Saskatchewan Behavioural Research Ethics Board. Any questions regarding your rights as a participant may be addressed to that committee through the Ethics Office (966-2084).

**Follow-Up or Debriefing:** If you would like to know the results of this study, you can contact the researchers

**Consent to Participate:** I have read and understood the description provided; I have had an opportunity to ask questions and my questions have been answered. I consent to participate in the Survey, understanding that I may withdraw my consent any time during the study. A copy of this Consent Form has been given to me for my records.

☐ I consent ☐ I don't consent